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Summary	

Whole	 genome	duplication	 (WGD)	 is	 a	 rare	mutational	 event	 that	 provides	 additional	

duplicates	 of	 all	 genes	 in	 the	 entire	 genome,	 resulting	 in	 functional	 redundancy.	 This	

redundancy	leads	to	relaxation	of	selective	constraints	and	can	in	turn	spark	evolution	of	

novel	 phenotypes.	 Although	 there	 seem	 to	 be	 an	 association	 between	 WGD	 and	 the	

propensity	to	survive	and	adapt	to	novel	environments,	this	potential	link	between	WGD	

events	and	a	surge	of	adaptive	evolution	is	rather	anecdotal	and	not	well	supported	by	

empirical	 evidence	 at	 this	 point.	 In	 this	 thesis,	 we	 apply	 various	 comparative	

transcriptomics	approaches	to	investigate	the	impact	of	a	salmonid-specific	WGD	(4R)	on	

gene	expression	evolution.	 In	paper	 I,	we	 investigate	the	consequences	of	 the	WGD	on	

gene	regulation	in	Atlantic	salmon	lipid	metabolism-related	pathways.	We	found	pathway	

specific	 differences	 in	 duplicate	 retention	 which	 was	 independent	 of	 how	 conserved	

regulation	 was	 between	 duplicates.	 We	 identified	 gene	 dosage	 effects	 in	 only	 certain	

pathways	 related	 to	 the	 biosynthesis	 of	 unsaturated	 fatty	 acids.	 In	 paper	 II,	 we	

investigated	and	compared	the	consequences	of	the	WGD	on	the	regulation	of	genes	in	

European	 grayling	 and	 Atlantic	 salmon.	 We	 classify	 4R	 duplicate	 pairs	 into	 different	

evolutionary	 scenarios	 and	 found	 that,	 only	 a	 very	 small	 fraction	 (~5%)	 displayed	

hallmarks	 of	 adaptive	 evolution	 of	 novel	 tissue	 regulation.	 In	 paper	 III,	 we	 use	 a	

phylogenetic	statistical	framework	(based	on	the	Ornstein-Uhlenbeck	process)	to	detect	

evolutionary	shifts	in	liver	gene	expression	levels	in	the	salmonid	lineage	compared	to	

outgroup	 species	without	 the	 4R	WGD.	We	 observe	 higher	 gene	 expression	 evolution	

rates	 following	 WGD,	 with	 some	 examples	 of	 likely	 adaptive	 increases	 in	 liver	 gene	

expression.	However,	the	majority	of	expression	level	shifts	conserved	across	salmonid	

species	 represented	 a	 decrease	 in	 expression	 compared	 to	 the	 pre-4R	 ancestral	

expression	levels.	This	suggests	that	strong	selection	for	dosage	compensation	is	acting	

on	 early	 evolution	 of	 gene	 expression	 following	 WGD.	 Taken	 together,	 this	 thesis	

describes	how	gene	expression	diverged	after	 the	WGD	in	salmonids	and	represents	a	

first	 step	 towards	 a	 genome	 wide	 understanding	 of	 the	 consequences	 of	 WGD	 on	

evolution	of	gene	expression.	
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Sammendrag	

En	 helgenomduplikasjon	 (HGD)	 er	 en	 sjelden	 mutasjonshendelse	 som	 gir	 ekstra	

duplikater	av	alle	genene	i	ett	genom,	og	som	derfor	resulterer	i	funksjonell	redundans.	

Denne	redundansen	muliggjør	akkumulasjon	av	nye	mutasjoner	 i	gener	med	en	ekstra	

‘backup’	kopi,	som	igjen	kan	lede	til	evolusjon	av	nye	fenotyper.	Selv	om	mye	tyder	på	at	

det	finnes	en	assosiasjon	mellom	HGD	og	sannsynligheten	for	å	overleve	og	tilpasse	seg	

nye	miljøer,	så	er	den	empiriske	støtten	for	at	HGD	leder	til	økt	adaptiv	evolusjon	relativt	

anekdotisk.	 I	 denne	 avhandlingen	 bruker	 vi	 ulike	 metoder	 for	 komparativ	

transkriptomikk	til	å	undersøke	hvilken	innvirkning	en	laksefisk-spesifikk	HGD	(4R)	har	

hatt	på	evolusjon	av	genuttrykk.	I	artikkel	1	undersøker	vi	hvilken	innvirkning	HGD	har	

hatt	på	genreguleringen	av	metabolske	stier	relatert	til	lipidmetabolisme	i	atlantisk	laks.	

Vi	fant	forskjeller	i	duplikat-bevaring	som	var	spesifikk	for	utvalgte	metabolske	stier	og	

som	var	uavhengig	av	i	hvor	stor	grad	duplikatene	var	regulert	likt.	Vi	identifiserte	bare	

gendose-effekter	i	metabolske	stier	relatert	til	biosyntese	av	umettede	fettsyrer.	I	artikkel	

2	undersøkte	og	sammenlignet	vi	innvirkning	HGD	har	hatt	på	evolusjon	av	genuttrykk	i	

harr	og	atlantisk	laks.	Vi	klassifiserte	genduplikater	i	ulike	evolusjonære	senarioer	og	fant	

at	bare	en	liten	andel	(~5%)	viste	tydelige	tegn	på	adaptiv	evolusjon	av	ny	vevsregulering.	

I	artikkel	3	brukte	vi	et	fylogenetisk	statistisk	rammeverk	(basert	på	Ornstein-Uhlenbeck	

prosessen)	til	å	detektere	skift	i	genuttrykksnivå	i	leveren	til	laksefisk	sammenlignet	med	

utgruppearter	uten	4R	HGD.	Vi	observerte	høyere	evolusjonsrater	på	genuttrykk	etter	

HGD,	 og	 identifiserte	 noen	 eksempler	 på	 det	 som	 sannsynligvis	 er	 adaptiv	 økning	 av	

genuttrykk	i	lever.	Likevel	representerte	de	fleste	uttrykksskiftene	som	var	konservert	i	

alle	laksefiskene	en	nedregulering	av	uttrykksnivå	sammenlignet	med	det	som	fantes	før	

4R.	Dette	tyder	på	at	det	finnes	en	sterk	seleksjon	på	dosekompensasjon	i	den	tidlige	fasen	

av	genuttrykksevolusjon	etter	HGD.	Denne	avhandlingen	beskriver	hvordan	genuttrykk	

divergerte	etter	HGD	i	laksefiskene	og	representerer	et	første	steg	mot	en	forståelse	av	

hvordan	HGD	påvirker	evolusjon	av	genuttrykk	på	genomnivå.	
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“CHANGE…	IS	GOOD”	

	KHA’ZIX,	THE	VOIDREAVER	
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1	

Introduction	

Genomic	variation	is	the	fundamental	basis	for	the	evolution	of	all	the	diverse	life	that	

exists	on	this	planet.	Gene	duplication	is	one	mechanism	that	give	rise	to	novel	genomic	

variation	and	contribute	to	the	evolution	of		species	and	adaptation	of	novel	traits	(Zhang	

2003;	Stephens	1951a;	Ohno	1970).	An	extreme	example	of	duplication	is	whole	genome	

duplication	 (WGD)	 in	 which	 all	 chromosomes	 of	 an	 individual	 become	 duplicated,	

resulting	 in	 a	 huge	 influx	 of	 new	 genetic	 material	 all	 at	 once.	 Understanding	 the	

consequences	that	whole	genome	duplications	have	had	on	gene	and	genome	evolution	is	

an	important	step	towards	understanding	the	evolution	of	all	life.	
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1.1 The	role	of	gene	duplication	in	evolution	

1.1.1 Gene	duplication	

As	early	as	1936,	a	report	by	Bridges	(Bridges	1936)	described	how	a	duplication	of	the	

Bar	gene	in	fruit	fly	(Drosophila	melanogaster)	was	responsible	for	an	extreme	reduction	

in	eye-size.	The	impact	that	gene	duplication	has	on	a	species´	phenotype	and	evolution	

has	continued	to	be	investigated	to	this	day.	Following	that	study,	scenarios	began	to	be	

proposed	on	how	the	duplication	of	genes	could	contribute	to	evolution	(Stephens	1951b;	

Ohno	2013;	Nei	1969)	including	the	famous	book	by	Ohno:	Evolution	by	Gene	Duplication	

(Ohno	1970).	However,	it	was	not	until	advances	in	whole	genome	sequencing	delivered	

a	massive	 increase	 in	 the	number	of	sequenced	genomes	that	we	realised	how	prolific	

gene	duplication	was.	Gene	duplication	was	found	prevalent	throughout	all	three	domains	

of	life	with	a	large	portion	of	known	genes	originating	from	a	duplication.	

	 

The	expected	rate	of	gene	duplication	in	eukaryotes	is	about	one	duplication	per	gene	per	

100	million	years	(Lynch	and	Conery	2000),	comparable	to	the	nucleotide	substitution	

rate	in	vertebrates	(0.1	to	0.5	per	site	per	100	million	years)	(Li	1997).	The	proportion	of	

genes	with	 a	 duplicated	 copy	 (also	 referred	 to	 as	 paralogs)	 varies	 in	 organisms	 from	

different	domains	of	life.	For	example,	the	number	of	duplicated	genes	is	38%	in	humans	

(Li	 et	 al.	 2001),	 65%	 in	 the	plant	Arabidopsis	 thaliana	 (Arabidopsis	 Genome	 Initiative	

2000),	 41%	 in	 the	 fruit	 fly	 Drosophila	melanogaster	 (Rubin	 et	 al.	 2000),	 44%	 in	 the	

bacteria	Mycoplasma	 pneumoniae	 (Himmelreich	 et	 al.	 1996),	 and	 17%	 in	 the	 bacteria	

Haemophilus	influenzae	(Rubin	et	al.	2000).	Repeated	duplication	of	a	gene	can	result	in	

large	gene	families	containing	genes	with	similar	functions,	and	the	size	of	such	families	

can	vary	between	genes	and	species	(Lespinet	et	al.	2002).		For	example,	the	biggest	gene	

family	in	fruit	fly	is	the	trypsin	gene	family	(Gu	et	al.	2002)	with	111	members,	while	the	

biggest	family	in	mammals	is	the	olfactory	receptor	family	with	around	1000	members	

(Mombaerts	2001). 
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1.1.2 How	genes	become	duplicated	

Several	scenarios	may	occur	that	result	in	the	duplication	of	genes	(Figure	1).	These	may	

be	generalised	as	either	a	small-scale	duplication	when	 it	involves	the	duplication	of	a	

single	 gene	 or	 a	 section	 of	 the	 genome	 containing	 several	 genes,	 or	 a	 large-scale	

duplication	when	 it	 involves	the	duplication	of	entire	chromosomes	or	even	the	entire	

genome	at	once.	The	mode	of	the	duplication	may	be	consequential	to	the	evolutionary	

fate	of	the	gene	or	genes	that	are	duplicated	(Zhang	2003). 

 

A	 small-scale	 duplication	may	 occur	 from	 the	 unequal	 crossing	 over	 of	 chromosomes	

during	cell	division	(Figure	1A).	The	duplicated	sequence	may	be	a	part	of	a	gene,	an	entire	

gene,	or	several	genes	in	tandem.	A	property	of	this	mode	is	that	duplicated	genes	may	be	

copied	complete	with	their	flanking	regulatory	regions,	and	multiple	genes	remain	linked	

in	chromosomal	space.	Another	mode	of	small-scale	duplication	that	contrasts	with	the	

previous	 is	 retrotransposition	 (Figure	 1B).	 Retrotransposition	 occurs	 when	 gene’s	

transcript	becomes	retrotranscribed	from	RNA	to	a	cDNA	sequence	by	a	retrotransposase	

protein	and	is	then	inserted	back	into	the	genome.	This	mode	only	duplicates	a	single	gene	

to	a	random	location	in	the	genome,	and	the	gene’s	intron	and	regulatory	sequences	are	

not	copied	as	those	regions	are	not	transcribed.	Without	the	gene’s	regulatory	sequence	

copied	the	transposed	gene	becomes	a	nonfunctional	pseudogene	by	default,	and	must	

rely	on	the	recruitment	of	regulatory	elements	to	be	expressed	(Long	2001) 

 

A	 large-scale	 duplication	 may	 occur	 from	 a	 lack	 of	 disjunction	 between	 daughter	

chromosomes	 after	 DNA	 replication.	 This	 may	 result	 in	 the	 duplication	 of	 entire	

chromosomes	 or	 even	 a	 whole	 genome	 duplication	 (WGD).	 This	mode	 of	 duplication	

results	 in	a	huge	number	of	gene	duplications,	all	 in	 the	same	chromosomal	space	and	

with	their	regulatory	regions	intact.	These	large-scale	duplications	are	important	events	

given	the	large	sudden	influx	of	functional	genes	they	provide.	
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Figure	1:	Common	modes	of	gene	duplication.	A	small-scale	duplication	may	result	from	(A)	an	unequal	
crossover	of	chromosomes	or	(B)	the	retrotransposition	of	a	gene’s	transcript	into	a	new	part	of	the	genome.	

A	large-scale	duplication	may	occur	when	chromosomes	fail	to	separate	after	RNA	replication,	resulting	in	

offspring	with	a	chromosome	or	(C)	whole	genome	duplication.	

1.1.3 Evolutionary	fate	of	duplicated	genes	

Gene	duplications	first	occur	in	single	individuals	and	then	may	either	be	lost	or	fixed	in	

the	population,	similarly	to	point	mutations.	However,	if	retained,	the	long-term	fate	of	a	

duplication	is	dependent	on	subsequent	genetic	changes	that	occur	to	the	new	copy	that	

determines	 its	 role	 in	 the	 organism.	 The	 gain	 and	 loss	 of	 duplicates	 throughout	 the	

genome	is	a	constant	 theme	(Hughes	and	Nei	1989;	Nei	et	al.	2000).	 	There	have	been	

different	 scenarios	 theorised	 to	 explain	 the	 evolutionary	 fate	 (loss	 or	 retention)	 of	 a	

duplicated	 gene.	 These	 include	 gene	 pseudogenisation,	 subfunctionalisation,	 and	

neofunctionalisation	(Figure	2). 
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Pseudogenisation	is	the	degeneration	of	a	gene	into	a	nonfunctional	gene	(pseudogene)	

(Figure	2A).	Duplication	creates	functional	redundancy,	as	the	resulting	gene	copies	are	

initially	identical.	The	redundancy	of	having	two	functional	copies	removes	the	selection	

pressures	against	mutations	to	one	copy.	The	build-up	of	mutations	can	eventually	turn	

one	 copy	 into	 a	 pseudogene,	 which	 may	 then	 become	 deleted	 from,	 or	 evolve	 into	

unidentifiable	gene-fossils	in	the	genome.	This	process	has	been	demonstrated	through	

population	 genetic	 modelling	 (Walsh	 1995;	 Lynch	 et	 al.	 2001)	 and	 genomic	 analysis	

(Lynch	and	Conery	2000;	Harrison	et	al.	2002).	We	may	still	identify	these	pseudogenes	

from	duplications	by	sequence	similarity	to	its	copy,	if	the	duplication	was	recent	enough. 

	 

Subfunctionalisation	involves	the	partitioning	of	original	gene	functions	between	the	two	

copies	 after	 duplication	 (Figure	 2B,	 (Jensen	 1976;	 Orgel	 1977;	 Hughes	 1994).	 In	 this	

scenario,	duplicates	lose	their	redundancy	by	diverging	in	function,	leading	to	both	copies	

being	stably	maintained	 in	the	genome	(Nowak	et	al.	1997).	 	Subfunctionalisation	may	

involve	the	division	of	gene	expression	activity	between	the	duplicates.	For	example,	the	

zebrafish	 engrailed-1	 and	 engrailed-1b	 transcription	 factors	 are	 duplicates	 that	 have	

diverged	to	be	expressed	in	different	tissues:	the	pectoral	appendage	bud	and	the	neurons	

of	 the	 hindbrain/spinal	 cord,	 respectively	 (Force	 et	 al.	 1999).	 The	 nonduplicated	

engrailed-1	gene	in	mouse	is	expressed	across	all	tissues.	Another	scenario	may	be	the	

partitioning	of	protein	function.	One	copy	may	become	specialised	in	one	of	the	original	

functions.	 For	 example,	 specialised	 digestive	 enzymes	 in	 the	 leaf-eating	monkey	 douc	

langur	originated	from	the	duplication	of	a	bifunctional	gene	(Zhang	et	al.	2002). 

	 

Neofunctionalisation	 involves	 the	 novel	 gain	 of	 function	 in	 a	 duplicate	 copy,	 the	most	

impactful	scenario	for	the	evolution	of	novel	traits	in	a	species	(Figure	2C).	The	concept	

of	adaptive	evolution	of	novel	function	following	a	gene’s	duplication	was	hypothesised	

by	Ohno	(Ohno	1970).	One	duplicate	copy,	being	functionally	redundant,	evolves	under	

no	or	relaxed	purifying	selection	pressure.	Subsequent	sequence	mutations	may	lead	to	

the	 gain	 of	 novel	 function.	 The	 random	 gain	 of	 a	 novel	 biological	 function	may	 seem	

improbable,	 but	 examples	 of	 this	 happening	 exist.	 The	 two	 human	 RNase	 A	 genes,	

eosinophil-derived	neurotoxin	(EDN)	and	eosinophil	cationic	protein	(ECP),	originated	

from	a	gene	duplication	(Zhang	et	al.	1998).	After	duplication,	the	ECP	gene	through	many	

arginine	 additions	 to	 the	 protein	 developed	 novel	 antibacterial	 activity	 absent	 in	 the	
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original	EDN	gene	(Rosenberg	1995).	Neofunctionalisation	often	results	in	the	evolution	

of	related	function	rather	than	something	completely	novel.	For	example,	the	duplication	

of	 a	 human	 opsin	 gene	 gave	 rise	 to	 both	 red	 and	 green	 sensitive	 opsin	 genes,	 giving	

humans	and	related	primates	their	sensitivity	to	a	wider	range	of	colours	(Yokoyama	and	

Yokoyama	1989).	The	amount	of	mutation	needed	to	cause	a	functional	change	will	vary	

from	gene	to	gene.	Many	substitutions	were	probably	needed	for	the	ECP	gene	to	evolve	

(Zhang	 et	 al.	 1998),	 while	 there	 were	 mainly	 two	 substitutions	 responsible	 for	 the	

evolution	of	the	opsin	gene	(Asenjo	et	al.	1994). 

	 

An	additional	scenario	that	should	be	mentioned	is	the	selection	for	both	duplications	to	

be	retained	with	the	same	function	(Figure	2D).	This	may	happen	when	it	is	beneficial	to	

have	 an	 extra	 dosage	 of	 RNA	 or	 protein	 product	 from	 two	 copies	 instead	 of	 one.	 For	

example,	genes	with	high	demand	products	like	rRNAs	and	histones.	Purifying	selection	

acts	against	modifying	mutations	to	either	copy,	preventing	divergence	(Nei	et	al.	2000;	

Piontkivska	 et	 al.	 2002).	 Retention	 of	 both	 copies	 may	 also	 happen	 when	 the	 two	

duplicates	exist	in	a	stoichiometric	balance	that	is	dosage	sensitive	(Veitia	2004).	

	

 

	

Figure	2:	Fate	of	gene	duplication.	Following	duplication,	 the	most	common	outcome	 is	 the	 loss	of	a	
duplicated	copy	through	(A)	pseudofunctionalisation.	If	both	copies	have	been	selected	to	be	retained	it	

may	be	through	(B)	subfunctionalisation:	the	division	of	the	original	function	between	the	copies,	(C)	neo-

functionalisation:	 the	gain	of	a	new	 function	 in	one	copy,	or	 (D)	dosage	selection:	an	advantage	having	

multiples	of	the	gene.	 
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The	evolutionary	forces	that	act	upon	the	duplicates	control	the	divergence	of	function.	

Two	models	describe	divergence	with	or	without	positive	selection.	First,	the	Dykhuizen-

Hartl	effect	does	not	require	positive	selection	for	functional	divergence	(Kimura	1979;	

Zhang	et	al.	1998;	Dykhuizen	and	Hartl	1980;	Li	1983).	In	this	model,	random	mutations	

are	fixed	in	one	duplicate	copy	under	relaxed	purifying	selection,	and	this	mutation	may	

later	confer	a	functional	change	in	response	to	an	environmental	shift.	Second,	a	model	

involving	positive	 selection	has	 two	scenarios:	 either	neutral	mutations	 lead	 to	a	new	

function	in	one	copy	which	is	later	refined	and	fixed	by	positive	selection	(Zhang	et	al.	

1998),	or	each	copy	specialises	 in	one	ancestral	 function	and	positive	selection	refines	

this	specialisation	(Hughes	1994).	When	functional	divergence	is	complete,	each	of	the	

duplicates	 are	 likely	 maintained	 under	 different	 functional	 constraints	 (Gu	 1999;	

Knudsen	 and	 Miyamoto	 2001).	 The	 previous	 scenarios	 of	 duplicate	 loss	

(pseudogenisation)	 or	 functional	 gain	 (sub-	 or	 neofunctionalisation)	 also	 do	 not	 act	

independently,	but	may	interact	to	determine	the	fate	of	a	duplicated	gene. 

1.1.4 Changes	to	regulation	of	gene	expression	

Evolution	of	a	gene’s	function	may	occur	from	changes	to	the	protein	coding	region,	or	to	

regulatory	control	of	the	gene,	changing	when,	where,	or	how	much	the	gene	is	expressed.	

Evolution	of	gene	regulation	is	known	to	play	an	important	role	in	species	evolution	(King	

and	Wilson	1975;	Wang	et	al.	1996;	Pierce	and	Crawford	1997;	Ferea	et	al.	1999;	Fraser	

et	al.	2010;	Berthelot	et	al.	2018),	and	has	been	considered	as	the	major	contributor	to	

species	differences,	rather	than	protein	sequence	evolution	(King	and	Wilson	1975;	Wray	

2007). 

	

The	expression	of	 a	gene	 is	 generally	 regulated	by	 the	 regions	of	 regulatory	 sequence	

surrounding	 it.	 These	 regions	 contain	 promoter	 and	 enhancer	 sequences	 that	 include	

regulatory	 elements	 that	 are	 recognized	 by	 numerous	 transcription	 factors	 in	

combination	 (Spitz	 and	 Furlong	 2012;	 Moorthy	 et	 al.	 2017;	 Shin	 et	 al.	 2016).	 These	

transcription	factors	may	recruit	the	transcriptional	machinery	that	activate	(transcribe)	

the	gene	to	be	expressed	or	tune	the	baseline	expression	level.	Studies	in	mammals	have	

shown	 that	 these	 regulatory	 regions	 can	 evolve	 to	 change	 the	 expression	 patterns	 of	

genes	(Cotney	et	al.	2013;	Xiao	et	al.	2012;	Vierstra	et	al.	2014;	Villar	et	al.	2015;	Reilly	et	
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al.	2015;	Young	et	al.	2015;	Kunarso	et	al.	2010;	Schmidt	et	al.	2010).	Another	mechanism	

that	can	change	gene	expression	is	related	to	chromatin	structure.	Chromosome	regions	

may	be	tightly	packed	around	histone	proteins	which	reduces	the	accessibility	of	the	DNA	

to	transcription	factors,	and	leads	to	the	suppression	of	associated	genes	(Klemm	et	al.	

2019).	

1.2 Consequences	of	whole	genome	duplication	in	vertebrates	

1.2.1 Genome	duplication	and	the	speciation	of	vertebrates	

While	whole	genome	duplication	is	a	common	occurrence	for	plants,	it	is	a	rare	event	to	

occur	in	animals	(Van	de	Peer	et	al.	2009).	There	have	been	two	WGDs	at	the	base	of	all	

vertebrates	 referred	 as	 the	 1R	 and	 2R	 duplications	 (Dehal	 and	 Boore	 2005).	 These	

duplication	 event	 are	 hypothesised	 to	 have	 shaped	 vertebrate	 lineages	 by	 driving	

speciation	and	the	evolution	of	novel	traits.	 

	

After	a	WGD	the	previous	diploid	individual	has	now	become	a	tetraploid.	This	individual	

now	has	problems	reproducing	with	the	rest	of	the	population.	A	tetraploid	and	diploid	

will	produce	triploid	offspring	that	will	likely	be	sterile	because	of	problems	segregating	

uneven	 chromosome	 numbers.	 The	 tetraploid	 genome	 is	 unstable,	 and	will	 over	 time	

revert	 to	 a	 diploid	 state	 by	 the	 process	 of	 rediploidisation	 (Wolfe	 2001).	 Paralogous	

chromosomes	with	high	sequence	similarity	can	easily	cross	over.	Thus,	rediploidisation	

critically	relies	on	genomic	changes	that	prevent	cross	over.	Genomic	rearrangements	and	

gene	 losses	 may	 modify	 the	 ancestral	 structure	 and	 decrease	 the	 similarity	 between	

paralogous	 chromosomes	 over	 time.	 Reproductive	 isolation	 after	 WGD	 may	 drive	

speciation	(Jaillon	et	al.	2009).	A	major	factor	for	speciation	is	reciprocal	gene	loss,	where	

one	copy	of	an	essential	gene	is	lost	in	one	population	while	another	population	losses	the	

reciprocal	 copy.	Offspring	 resulting	 from	mating	 between	 these	 two	populations	 then	

have	a	1/16	chance	of	being	a	lethal	double	null	homozygote.	This	chance	increases	in	

proportion	to	the	number	of	essential	gene	copies	that	have	been	lost	(Lynch	and	Conery	

2000;	Werth	and	Windham	1991).	Reciprocal	gene	loss	has	been	shown	to	have	occurred	

between	zebrafish	and	medaka	(Naruse	et	al.	2004;	Sémon	and	Wolfe	2007).	In	plants,	
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there	is	a	strong	link	between	WGD	events	and	increased	speciation	rates	(Bowers	et	al.	

2003;	De	Bodt	et	al.	2005;	Magallón	and	Castillo	2009;	Soltis	et	al.	2009;	Soltis	et	al.	2014)	

Magallón	 and	 Castillo	 2009),	 but	 in	 vertebrates	 such	 a	 link	 remains	 a	 hypothesis,	

requiring	more	empirical	evidence.	

	

A	 limitation	of	 studying	gene	 evolution	 from	 the	 vertebrate	 1R	 and	 2R	WGDs	 is	 their	

extreme	age	(>600	mya	(Vandepoele	et	al.	2004)),	meaning	that	few	gene	duplications	

from	 these	 events	 can	 be	 identified	 reliably.	 There	 have	 however	 been	 several	 more	

subsequent	WGDs	in	vertebrate	fish	lineages	that	are	recent	enough	to	facilitate	study	of	

the	evolution	of	the	gene	duplicates	arising	from	these	vertebrate	WGD.	

	

1.2.2 	Teleost	and	salmonid	fish	genome	duplications	

The	 ray-finned	 fish	 have	 diversified	 into	 more	 than	 30,000	 species,	 about	 half	 of	 all	

vertebrates,	and	inhabit	a	wide	range	of	aquatic	environments	(Nelson	2006).	The	vast	

majority	of	these	species	belong	to	the	infraclass	teleost,	an	old	diverse	lineage	spanning	

more	than	400	million	years	(Near	et	al.	2012;	Betancur-R	et	al.	2013;	Broughton	et	al.	

2013).	Around	320-350	million	years	ago,	after	the	teleosts	diverged	from	the	holostean	

lineage	 (containing	 gars	 and	 bowfins),	 a	 third	WGD	 (3R)	 occurred	 (Smith	 et	 al.	 2013;	

Jaillon	et	al.	2004;	Kasahara	et	al.	2007;	Nakatani	et	al.	2007).	Roughly	12-24%	of	gene	

duplications	are	retained	from	the	3R	WGD	(Braasch	and	Postlethwait	2012).	Links	have	

been	made	between	the	3R	WGD	and	gene	evolution,	such	as	the	expansion	of	gene	family	

size	and	lineage	specific	expression	evolution	(Ahn	et	al.	2012;	Braasch	et	al.	2009;	Opazo	

et	al.	2013;	Voldoire	et	al.	2017).	While	the	evolution	of	3R	duplicates	may	be	studied,	the	

limited	number	of	remaining	duplicates	greatly	restricts	the	power	of	such	studies.	With	

respect	to	the	gene	duplicate	number	we	can	study,	the	relatively	recent	fourth	WGD	in	

the	salmonid	lineage	represents	a	better	study	system	(Figure	3).	Another	benefit	with	

the	salmonid	4R	study	system	is	that	the	Esociformes	provides	a	close	sister	lineage	from	

which	we	can	infer	pre-4R	ancestral	gene	function	or	regulation.	

 

After	their	divergence	from	the	Esociformes	(containing	their	closest	species:	northern	

pike)	about	125	million	years	ago,	the	salmonid	lineage	experienced	a	fourth	WGD	(4R)	
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about	 >80	 million	 years	 ago	 (Near	 et	 al.	 2012;	 Macqueen	 and	 Johnston	 2014).	 The	

relatively	 recent	 nature	 of	 the	 4R	 duplication	 is	 evident	 by	 the	 fact	 that	 the	 Atlantic	

salmon	 genome	 is	 still	 in	 the	 process	 of	 rediploidisation	 from	 a	 tetraploid	 back	 to	 a	

diploid-behaving	 genome	 (Lien	 et	 al.	 2016).	 About	 half	 of	 the	 4R	 genes	 in	 salmonid	

genomes	are	still	retained	as	duplicates,	and	parts	of	the	duplicated	salmonid	genomes	

are	still	indistinguishable	in	sequence	content	(Lien	et	al.	2016;	Robertson	et	al.	2017).		

	

	

Figure	3:	Whole	genome	duplication	events	 leading	to	salmonids.	Four	whole	genome	duplications	
(WGD)	occurred	before	the	evolution	of	salmonid	fish.	The	first	two	duplications	(1R	and	2R)	were	at	the	

base	of	all	vertebrates.	The	third	(3R)	was	at	the	base	of	the	teleost	lineage	after	divergence	from	holostean	

lineage	(gars).	The	fourth	(4R)	was	at	the	base	of	the	salmonid	lineage	after	divergence	from	Esociformes	

(pike). 

	

There	have	been	some	studies	that	have	investigated	the	consequences	of	the	4R	WGD	on	

gene	expression	evolution	in	Atlantic	salmon	(Carmona-Antoñanzas	et	al.	2016;	Lien	et	

al.	2016).	For	4R	duplicates,	the	most	common	fate	was	no	divergence	in	tissue	expression	

profiles	 between	 duplicates,	 but	 cases	 of	 evolution	 of	 novel	 tissue	 regulation	 (i.e.	

regulatory	neofunctionalisation)	were	also	common,	while	subfunctionalisation	was	very	
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rare	(Lien	et	al.	2016;	Sandve	et	al.	2018).	It	has	been	hypothesised	that	the	increased	

activity	of	 transposable	elements	seen	after	 the	4R	duplication	 in	Atlantic	salmon	may	

have	 been	 an	 important	 mechanism	 both	 for	 rediploidisation	 and	 for	 expression	

evolution	 (Lien	 et	 al.	 2016).	 Transposable	 elements	 aid	 to	 rearrange	 gene	 regulatory	

elements,	thus	changing	the	regulation	of	genes.	One	possible	example	of	this	in	salmon	

4R	duplicates	is	the	promotor	regions	of	the	Atlantic	salmon	fatty	acid	elongase	5	(elovl5)	

gene	 duplicates	 that	 have	 acquired	 different	 transposable	 element	 sequences	 and	

divergent	 gene	 regulatory	 mechanisms	 (Carmona-Antoñanzas	 et	 al.	 2016;	 Carmona-

Antoñanzas	et	al.	2014). 

1.3 Approaches	to	study	expression	evolution	of	gene	duplicates	

Progressive	research	into	gene	expression	evolution	is	now	possible	given	the	gains	in	

sequencing	 technology	 allowing	 large	 scale	 expression	 studies	 across	 many	 species,	

tissues,	and	replicates.	 In	addition,	sequenced	genomes	are	rapidly	becoming	available	

for	more	and	more	 species.	There	have	also	been	advances	 in	approaches	 to	 studying	

expression	evolution,	within	the	context	of	single	genome	or	comparative	analysis	across	

multiple	genomes. 

1.3.1 Finding	gene	duplicates	

The	first	step	to	study	duplicate	evolution	is	to	identify	duplicated	genes	within	a	species´	

genome	 (paralogs),	 and	 to	 identify	 genes	 with	 a	 common	 origin	 (orthologs)	 across	

multiple	 species.	 A	 standard	 approach	 to	 finding	 paralogs	 and	 orthologs	 is	 by	 protein	

sequence	 similarity.	We	can	detect	duplicate	genes	within	a	 single	genome,	 as	well	 as	

orthologous	 genes	 between	 species,	 by	 finding	 the	 best	 reciprocal	 matches	 between	

protein	sequences.	Orthologs	from	the	salmonid	WGD	can	be	identified	more	easily	than	

older	 WGDs	 by	 their	 higher	 sequence	 similarity,	 given	 the	 shorter	 time	 since	 the	

duplication.	We	may	detect	if	a	given	duplication	occurred	from	a	WGD	by	looking	at	the	

chromosome	 positions	 of	 the	 two	 copies,	 which	 should	 be	 on	 separate	 paralogous	

sections	of	chromosomes.	Ortholog	detection	across	species	involves	aligning	all	proteins,	

both	within	and	between	species,	 and	clustering	the	best	matches	 into	groups	of	gene	
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orthologs	(orthogroups).	From	these	orthogroups,	we	can	refine	the	groups	 further	by	

constructing	 gene	 trees	 from	 the	 sequence	 alignment	 of	 orthogroups	 and,	 using	 the	

position	 of	 proteins	 from	 outgroup	 species	 (i.e.	 rooting),	 find	 subsets	 of	 orthogroups	

(clades)	 with	 correct	 species	 phylogeny.	 Further,	 more	 detailed	 gene	 trees	 can	 be	

generated	using	the	coding	nucleotide	sequence	(CDS)	for	the	proteins.	Software	such	as	

OrthoFinder	(Emms	and	Kelly	2015)	generates	orthogroups	from	sequence	similarities,	

and	can	handle	many	species	including	those	with	a	WGD	event.	With	orthogroups	we	can	

find	 cases	 of	 gene	 duplication	 present	 across	 species	 by	 using	 the	 gene	 copy	 number	

within	a	given	orthogroup.	When	gene	duplication	is	retained	the	species	with	an	extra	

duplication	(e.g.	salmonids)	should	have	two	gene	copies	in	the	orthogroup	compared	to	

one	 for	 species	 that	 did	 not	 undergo	 the	 duplication	 (e.g.	 4R	WGD).	We	 can	 also	 find	

shared	duplicate	lost	when	all	genes	are	in	single	copy,	as	well	as	mixtures	of	different	

lineage-specific	duplicate	retention	and	loss. 

1.3.2 Measuring	gene	expression	and	sample	normalisation	

High-throughput	RNA	sequencing	(RNA-Seq)	is	now	the	standard	way	of	measuring	gene	

expression.	RNA	extracted	from	a	biological	sample	is	fragmented	into	shorter	sequences	

(fragments)	 that	 are	 amplified	 before	 their	 nucleotide	 bases	 are	 sequenced.	 The	

sequenced	‘reads’	are	mapped	to	the	species’	transcriptome	or	genome	sequence,	and	the	

number	of	 reads	mapped	 to	a	given	gene	 is	 the	gene’s	 ‘read	count’,	 a	 raw	measure	of	

transcript	 abundance.	 The	 read	 count	 value	 is	 often	 normalised	 to	 remove	 bias,	

accounting	for	the	total	number	of	reads	sequenced	for	the	sample,	and	the	length	of	a	

gene’s	 transcript.	 This	 allows	 the	 comparison	 of	 counts	 between	 samples	 or	 genes,	

respectively.	Normalised	counts	could	be	calculated	in	Fragments	Per	Kilobases	exon	per	

Million	reads	(FPKM)	or	in	Transcripts	Per	Million	reads	(TPM). 

	 

Expression	values	from	RNA-Seq	data	are	relative	measurements:	the	raw	read	count	for	

a	given	gene	is	proportional	to	the	total	number	of	reads	that	have	been	sequenced	for	a	

given	sample.		When	comparing	gene	expression	between	different	types	of	samples,	from	

different	 tissues,	 conditions,	or	species,	 the	 landscape	of	 the	 types	of	 genes	expressed	

(transcriptome)	will	be	undoubtedly	different.	The	composition	of	 the	RNA	population	

influences	 the	 read	 counts,	 for	 example,	 if	many	 genes	 are	 expressed	 uniquely	 in	one	
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experimental	 condition	 (tissue	 type,	 species),	 the	 sequencing	 depth	 for	 the	 remaining	

genes	will	be	lower.	This	bias	is	commonly	accounted	for	in	methods	for	differential	gene	

expression	analysis.	For	example,	the	Trimmed	Mean	of	M-values	(TMM)	normalisation	

method	 (Robinson	 and	 Oshlack	 2010)	 is	 used	 in	 the	 software	 edgeR	 (Robinson	 et	 al.	

2010)	 for	 normalisation.	 This	 method	 assumes	 that	 most	 genes	 between	 different	

samples	 are	 not	 differentially	 expressed.	 The	 average	 differences	 in	 gene	 expression	

between	samples	is	measured	by	a	weighted	trimmed	mean	of	the	log	expression	ratios	

(trimmed	mean	of	M	values	 (TMM)).	Then	 from	 the	difference	 in	TMM	values,	 sample	

specific	 scaling	 factors	 are	 calculated	 to	 normalise	 average	 gene	 differences	 between	

samples.	When	conducting	comparative	transcriptomics	analysis	between	species	with	

and	without	a	WGD,	using	a	normalisation	protocol	like	the	TMM	method	is	essential	to	

account	for	expected	gene	expression	differences	based	on	the	RNA	landscape. 

1.3.3 Analysis	within	the	genome	of	single	species	

At	the	smallest	scope,	analysing	duplicate	expression	evolution	involves	the	comparison	

of	the	expression	of	one	duplicate	gene	to	its	copy	within	the	context	of	a	single	species’	

genome.	For	example,	the	comparison	of	the	zebrafish	engrailed-1	and	engrailed-1b	genes	

to	find	that	they	had	different	tissue	expression	profiles	was	done	only	using	data	from	

zebrafish.	An	important	example	for	salmonids	is	the	study	of	the	fatty	acid	elongase	gene	

elovl5	 in	Atlantic	 salmon.	 A	 few	papers	 have	 focused	 solely	on	 this	gene	 that	 has	 two	

functional	 copies,	 elovl5a	 and	 elovl5b,	 a	 result	 of	 the	 salmonid	 4R	 WGD	 (Carmona-

Antoñanzas	 et	 al.	 2013;	 Carmona-Antoñanzas	et	 al.	 2016).	 These	 copies	 have	 evolved	

differences	in	their	regulatory	regions,	a	loss	and	gain	of	a	transcription	factor	binding	

site	 in	 one	 copy,	 leading	 to	 a	 difference	 in	 tissue	 expression	 (a	 scenario	 of	

neofunctionalisation). 

 

The	next	scope	is	the	comparison	of	multiple	genes	within	the	same	genome,	perhaps	a	

gene	family	with	duplications	or	duplications	within	a	specific	pathway.	This	scope	may	

be	 extended	 to	 the	 analysis	 of	 all	 gene	 duplicates	 in	 a	 species’	 genome,	 to	 investigate	

patterns	in	expression	evolution	after	a	WGD,	and	is	often	seen	in	genome	papers	(e.g.	

Atlantic	 salmon	genome	 (Lien	et	 al.	2016)	and	 rainbow	 trout	genome	 (Berthelot	 et	 al.	

2014)).	When	the	scope	of	the	analysis	is	within	a	single	species’	genome,	comparison	of	
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gene	expression	between	duplicates	is	straightforward.	Gene	expression	does	not	need	to	

be	normalised	for	species	differences,	and	duplicate	genes	need	only	be	identified	in	one	

genome.	 Although	 analysis	 of	 a	 single	 species	 is	 straightforward	 and	 can	 lead	 to	

interesting	 insights	 for	 that	species,	comparative	analysis	across	multiple	species	adds	

greater	insights	into	evolutionary	processes	following	WGD. 

1.3.4 Analysis	across	the	genomes	of	multiple	species	

At	a	larger	scope,	duplicate	expression	evolution	may	be	analysed	across	the	genomes	of	

multiple	species.	This	provides	some	unique	information	about	how	gene	duplicates	have	

evolved,	such	as	where	in	a	lineage	did	the	evolution	occur	(judging	by	the	presence	of	

the	 duplicate	 across	 related	 species),	 the	 degree	 of	 conservation	 in	 multiple	 species	

(retention	 across	 species	 suggests	 functional	 importance),	 and	 distinguishing	 the	

ancestral	function	from	the	evolved	function.	For	example,	the	evolutionary	fates	of	the	

sox	gene	family	after	the	teleost	3R	WGD	was	investigated	by	comparing	duplicate	copy	

number	 and	 expression	 level	 retention	 across	 multiple	 species,	 finding	 instances	 of	

species-specific	differences	in	duplicate	tissue	expression	patterns	(Voldoire	et	al.	2017)	

The	 PhyloFish	 database	 was	 made	 available	 for	 such	 cross-species	 transcriptome	

comparisons	across	 the	WGDs	 in	 fish	 lineages.	 In	a	 case	 study,	 they	highlight	 species-

specific	 differences	 in	 the	 tissue	 expression	 patterns	 of	 the	 sta8	 gene	 (Pasquier	 et	 al.	

2016).	Understanding	the	ancestral	state	of	a	gene	duplicate	is	essential	for	describing	

how	 it	has	evolved.	 In	 the	example	previously	given	 for	 the	 zebrafish	engrailed-1	and	

engrailed-1b	genes,	these	genes	were	described	as	subfunctionalised	by	comparing	their	

tissue	expression	profiles	 to	 the	state	of	 the	mouse	engrailed-1	ortholog.	 In	studies	on	

elovl5	 duplication	 in	Atlantic	 salmon,	 the	duplicate	 copies	are	 compared	 to	 the	 closest	

species	 without	 the	 salmonid	 4R	 WGD,	 pike.	 Comparison	 to	 pike	 highlights	 how	 the	

salmon	 duplicates	 had	 evolved	 specialised	 expression	 in	 liver	 (elovl5b)	 or	 intestine	

(elovl5a),	which	is	possibly	an	adaptation	to	an	invertebrate	rich	diet	that	young	salmon	

go	 through	 that	 is	 poor	 in	 essential	 omega-3	 lipids	 (elovl5	 is	 involved	 in	 LC-PUFA	

biosynthesis:	Carmona-Antoñanzas	et	al.	2013;	Carmona-Antoñanzas	et	al.	2016).	In	the	

Atlantic	 salmon	 genome	 paper	 (Lien	 et	 al.	 2016)	 the	 tissue	 expression	 profiles	 of	

duplicates	 from	the	salmonid	4R	WGD	were	compared	to	pike	to	 find	cases	of	neo-	or	

subfunctionalisation	in	tissue	regulation. 
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Cross-species	comparisons	can	be	very	 informative,	but	 there	are	 limitations	with	this	

approach.	These	studies	can	be	classified	as	a	pairwise	approach	because	species	pairs	

are	being	compared	 independently	without	utilising	 information	on	their	evolutionary	

relationship	 (Dunn	 et	 al.	 2018).	 A	more	 sophisticated	 way	 to	 detect	 gene	 expression	

evolution	across	multiple	species	is	to	model	gene	expression	as	a	trait	using	evolutionary	

models. 

 

1.3.5 Modelling	expression	changes	

Earlier	comparative	approaches	with	many	species	typically	relied	on	traditional	ANOVA	

tests	to	detect	genes	with	significant	expression	divergence	(Nuzhdin	et	al.	2004;	Gilad	et	

al.	 2006;	 Khaitovich	 et	 al.	 2006;	Whitehead	 and	 Crawford	 2006).	 This	 approach	may	

account	for	variation	within	species,	but	ignores	the	evolutionary	relationships	between	

species,	 treating	 them	 as	 independent.	 Evolutionary	 models	 have	 been	 specifically	

developed	to	account	for	evolutionary	relationships	and	time. 

 

We	may	consider	gene	expression	levels	as	a	quantitative	trait	that	can	evolve	over	time	

across	 a	 phylogeny,	 and	 thus	make	 use	 of	 evolutionary	models	 for	 trait	 evolution	 for	

modelling	gene	expression	evolution.	The	Ornstein-Uhlenbeck	(OU)	process,	proposed	by	

Hansen	 (Hansen	 1997),	 is	 such	 an	 evolutionary	model.	 It	 is	 a	 stochastic	 process	 that	

models	the	accumulation	of	random	changes	in	gene	expression	levels	over	time	(random	

walk),	but	unlike	a	similar	process	involving	random	walk,	Brownian	motion,	OU	assumes	

that	for	a	given	gene	there	is	a	biologically	optimum	level	for	the	gene	to	be	expressed	at,	

and	bounds	exist	surrounding	this	optimum,	creating	an	acceptable	range	that	expression	

variation	 is	 constrained	 to.	 The	 stabilising	 selection	 pressure	 of	 having	 these	 bounds	

means	 that	 expression	 variation	 increases	 less	 and	 less	 over	 time	 (i.e.	 non-linear	

relationship).	We	can	assess	to	what	degree	the	OU	assumptions	fit	the	expression	data	

for	a	given	set	of	species	by	comparing	the	trend	of	expression	distance	between	species	

to	their	evolutionary	distance	(e.g.	sequence	substitutions).	In	fruit	fly,	unlike	changes	to	

sequence,	 divergence	 of	 gene	 expression	 was	 not	 continuously	 linear	 over	 time,	 but	

reached	a	saturation	point	because	of	a	stabilizing	selection	pressure,	supporting	the	use	
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of	a	model	like	the	OU	process	over	a	standard	neutral	drift	model	(Bedford	and	Hartl	

2009;	Kalinka	et	al.	2010).	

 

The	OU	process	has	been	used	so	far	to	infer	fitness	and	selection	of	evolving	expression	

levels	 (Bedford	and	Hartl	2009;	Kalinka	et	 al.	 2010;	Nourmohammad	et	 al.	 2017)	and	

applied	to	detect	selection	on	gene	expression	across	mammalian	phylogenies	(Brawand	

et	 al.	 2011;	Rohlfs	 and	Nielsen	2015).	 It	has	also	been	used	 to	predict	 if	 expression	 is	

evolving	under	adaptive	or	neutral	selection	(Chen	et	al.	2019).	An	extension	of	the	OU	

process	 involves	 incorporating	 the	 biological	 variance	 within-	 and	 between-species,	

similar	 to	 an	ANOVA	 test.	 This	 species	 variance	 is	 incorporated	 together	with	 the	OU	

process	in	the	Expression	Variance	and	Evolution	model	(EVE)	(Rohlfs	and	Nielsen	2015).	

This	 model	 enables	 the	 comparison	 of	 the	 likelihoods	 of	 different	 evolutionary	

hypotheses:	 e.g.	 if	 the	 optimum	expression	 level	 of	 a	 duplicate	 has	 diverged	 from	 the	

ancestral	optimum	or	not.	The	lineage	specific	hypothesis	testing	that	is	supported	by	EVE	

is	ideal	for	testing	if	genes	on	the	salmonid	branch	have	experienced	increased	levels	of	

expression	evolution	or	not	after	the	4R	WGD	compared	to	species	that	did	not	undergo	

the	WGD. 

1.4 Aim	of	this	thesis	

The	aim	of	this	thesis	was	to	investigate	the	effect	of	WGD	on	vertebrate	gene	expression	

evolution,	and	to	test	to	what	degree	gene	duplication	promotes	adaptive	evolution.	We	

used	the	salmonid	4R	WGD	as	a	system	to	study	the	consequences	of	a	relatively	recent	

WGD	 on	 evolution	 of	 duplicate	 gene	 expression.	We	 used	 existing	 genomic	 data	 and	

supplement	this	by	generating	novel	genomic	and	transcriptomic	data.	We	made	use	of	

various	bioinformatic	approaches	to	transcriptome	analysis,	starting	from	a	comparative	

analysis	between	duplicates	within	a	single	genome,	moving	to	a	comparative	analysis	

between	duplicates	across	pairs	of	genomes,	 to	 lastly	modelling	gene	expression	as	an	

evolutionary	 trait	 across	many	 species.	 This	 research	 presented	 novel	 findings	 about	

expression	evolution	in	salmonids	that	aid	understanding	of	vertebrate	gene	and	species	

evolution.	
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2	

Paper	summaries	

In	Paper	I	we	investigate	the	consequences	of	the	salmonid	4R	WGD	on	the	regulation	of	

genes	 in	 Atlantic	 salmon	 lipid	 metabolism	 pathways.	 In	 Paper	 II	 we	 investigate	 the	

consequences	of	the	4R	WGD	on	the	regulation	of	genes	in	European	grayling	and	Atlantic	

salmon	lineages.	In	Paper	III,	we	investigate	gene	expression	evolution	in	the	salmonid	

lineage	by	testing	for	shifts	in	expression	between	multiple	species	with	and	without	the	

4R	WGD.	
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2.1 Paper	I	–	Life-stage-associated	remodelling	of	lipid	metabolism	

regulation	in	Atlantic	salmon	

Atlantic	 salmon	 plays	 a	 central	 role	 in	 the	 understanding	 of	 expression	 evolution	

following	the	salmonid	4R	WGD.	Given	the	economic	importance	of	Atlantic	salmon	for	

fishing	 and	 aquaculture	 industries,	 a	 lot	 of	 research	 is	 conducted	 on	 Atlantic	 salmon,	

especially	towards	the	improvement	of	omega-3	content	in	farmed	salmon.	This	interest	

has	resulted	in	a	high-quality	genome	and	a	plethora	of	transcriptomic	data	(Lien	et	al.	

2016).		

	

In	 this	 paper,	 we	 produce	 comprehensive	 gene	 annotations	 for	 lipid	 metabolism	

pathways	 for	 Atlantic	 salmon	 and	 gene	 expression	 data	 from	 a	 feeding	 trial	 with	

contrasting	diets	to	facilitate	research	on	omega-3	biosynthesis.	The	feeding	experiment	

showed	the	effects	that	high	or	low	omega-3	precursors	in	the	diet	had	on	the	regulation	

of	Atlantic	salmon	lipid	pathways	in	the	liver	and	gut	during	both	fresh-	and	saltwater	

life-stages.	 We	 found	 life-stage	 associated	 remodelling	 of	 lipid	 metabolism	 from	 liver	

centric	in	freshwater	to	gut	centric	in	saltwater.	Genes	relating	to	lipogenesis	and	lipid	

transport	in	liver	decrease	in	expression	and	become	less	responsive	to	diet,	while	genes	

for	lipid	uptake	in	gut	becomes	more	highly	expressed.	

	

Evolution	acting	upon	4R	duplicates	has	been	suggested	to	have	adaptively	increased	the	

potential	for	omega-3	biosynthesis	(elovl5:	Carmona-Antoñanzas	et	al.	2013;	Carmona-

Antoñanzas	et	al.	2016).		We	thus	investigated	the	consequences	of	the	4R	duplications	

on	Atlantic	 salmon	 lipid	pathways.	We	 found	 that	more	genes	 in	 lipid	pathways	were	

retained	in	duplicates	compared	to	all	genes,	and	that	duplicate	retention	varies	between	

lipid	pathways.	Moreover,	we	showed	that	pathways	differ	in	how	many	duplicates	had	

correlated	expression	profiles	during	the	feeding	trial.	Regulatory	conservation	was	not	

associated	with	duplicate	retention,	e.g.	 ‘biosynthesis	of	unsaturated	 fatty	acids’	was	a	

pathway	 with	 fewer	 duplicates	 retained,	 but	 more	 duplicates	 with	 highly	 similar	

expression.	We	investigated	relationships	between	gene	duplication	and	increased	gene	

dosage	using	the	expression	of	northern	pike	orthologs	as	the	assumed	ancestral	dosage	

level.	 For	 three	 lipid	pathways	 (including	 ‘biosynthesis	of	unsaturated	 fatty	acids’)	we	
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found	several	 genes	 (hadhab,	elovl6,	 and	elovl5)	showing	a	 link	between	duplicate	 co-

expression	and	higher	total	gene	dosage.	The	signatures	we	found	of	pathway-specific	

selection	pressure	on	gene	duplicates,	 including	 increased	gene	dosage	 in	 three	genes	

involved	 in	 fatty	 acid	 metabolism,	 illustrates	 possible	 adaptive	 consequences	 of	 the	

salmonid	4R	WGD	on	evolution	of	lipid	metabolism.	

	

2.2 Paper	 II	 –	 The	 grayling	 genome	 reveals	 selection	 on	 gene	

expression	regulation	after	whole-genome	duplication	

Genome	studies	have	shown	that	rediploidisation	of	paralogous	chromosomes	after	the	

salmonid	 4R	WGD	 temporally	 overlaps	with	 species	 radiation,	 resulting	 in	most	 gene	

duplicates	 (75%)	 having	 diverged	 in	 sequence	 before	 salmonid	 speciation	 (ancestral	

ohnolog	resolution,	AORe),	while	some	duplicates	(25%)	have	diverged	after	speciation	

in	a	species-specific	manner	(lineage-specific	ohnolog	resolution	(LORe))	(Robertson	et	

al.	2017).	This	process	provides	potential	for	differences	between	the	salmonid	genomes	

to	 evolve.	 Salmonids	 split	 into	 the	 Salmoninae	 and	 Thymallinae	 clades,	 that	 evolved	

different	genome	structures,	and	ecological	adaptations.	The	former	includes	species	such	

as	Atlantic	salmon	that	evolved	the	capacity	to	migrate	between	fresh-	and	saltwater.	The	

later	 includes	 European	 grayling	 which	 does	 not	 migrate	 to	 saltwater.	 The	 unique	

combination	of	shared	and	lineage-specific	duplicate	divergence	and	different	life-style	

adaptations	 between	 these	 salmonid	 clades	 provides	 an	 ideal	 system	 to	 study	

evolutionary	consequences	of	WGD.	

	

To	study	effects	of	the	4R	duplication	on	grayling	and	Atlantic	salmon	comparatively,	we	

generated	 an	 annotated	 genome	 assembly	 for	 grayling.	 We	 identified	 duplicate	 gene	

orthologs	across	grayling	and	Atlantic	salmon,	and	compared	tissue	expression	profiles	

between	duplicates	 to	assign	orthologs	 into	different	evolutionary	 scenarios	 including	

conserved	expression,	ancestral	divergence,	and	species-specific	divergence.		

	

About	 a	 third	 of	 the	 duplicates	 reflected	 nonneutral	 tissue	 expression	 evolution,	with	

strong	 purifying	 selection	 maintained	 over	 the	 ~50	 million	 years	 since	 grayling	 and	
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Atlantic	 salmon	 lineages	 diverged.	 Of	 these,	 the	 majority	 reflected	 conserved	 tissue	

regulation,	 including	 genes	 enriched	 in	 brain	 and	 neural	 functions	 along	with	 higher-

order	 protein-protein	 interactions.	 A	 small	 subset	 of	 duplicates	 showed	 evidence	 of	

ancestral	duplicate	divergence	 in	 tissue	expression	that	has	been	maintained	since	the	

speciation,	which	suggests	adaptive	divergence	following	WGD.	The	candidate	duplicates	

for	 adaptive	 tissue	 expression	 divergence	 had	 elevated	 rates	 of	 protein	 coding	 and	

promoter	 sequence	 evolution,	 and	 are	 enriched	 for	 immune	 and	 lipid	 metabolism	

functions.	Lineage-specific	duplicate	divergence	points	towards	underlying	differences	in	

adaptive	pressures	 in	 the	two	species	and	highlights	cases	of	regulatory	divergence	of	

salmonid	4R	duplicates,	possibly	related	to	a	niche	shift	in	early	salmonid	evolution.		

2.3 Paper	 III	 –	 Gene	 regulatory	 evolution	 following	 salmonid	

whole	genome	duplication	

The	salmonid	4R	WGD	presents	an	ideal	system	for	testing	Ohno’s	hypothesis:	that	genes	

undergo	adaptive	evolution	more	readily	when	selection	pressures	are	relaxed	due	to	the	

redundancy	provided	by	duplication.	The	abundance	of	genome	and	transcriptome	data	

for	 salmonid	 and	 other	 teleost	 species	 now	 makes	 it	 possible	 to	 apply	 comparative	

transcriptomics	 across	 many	 species	 both	 with	 and	 without	 the	 4R	 WGD.	 Novel	

approaches	 to	 detect	 expression	 evolution	 is	 now	 available,	 including	methods	 using	

proper	evolutionary	models	to	test	evolutionary	hypotheses.	We	present	a	first	attempt	

to	apply	novel	methods	to	analyse	gene	evolution	after	salmonid	WGD.	

	

We	use	 liver	expression	data	 from	seven	species	 to	detect	significant	shifts	 in	a	gene’s	

expression	in	the	salmonid	lineage	compared	to	ancestral	expression	levels	as	observed	

in	 species	 that	did	not	experience	 the	4R	WGD.	We	 identify	gene	orthologs	across	the	

selected	 species	 that	 have	 retained	 or	 lost	 their	 duplication,	 and	 used	 the	 Expression	

Variance	and	Evolution	(EVE)	method	to	test	for	expression	shifts.		

	

We	revealed	that	proportionately	more	salmonid	duplicates	shifted	in	expression	(26%)	

compared	 to	 salmonid	 singletons	 (16%),	 and	compared	 to	 individual	 teleost	outgroup	

species	(6-10%),	indicating	that	the	redundancy	produced	by	the	4R	WGD	has	acted	as	a	
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catalyst	for	expression	divergence.	Most	of	the	shifts	for	duplicates	was	a	shift	down	in	

expression	 level	 (62%),	 possibly	 explained	 by	 one	 duplicate	 evolving	 under	 relaxed	

selection	pressure	 towards	pseudogenisation.	However,	 further	analysis	using	a	 tissue	

atlas	 co-expression	 network	 go	 against	 that	 pseudogenisation	 is	 the	 major	 driver	 of	

evolutionary	down	tuning	of	gene	duplicate	expression	levels.	Instead	it	seems	likely	that	

strong	selection	on	some	form	of	gene	product	dosage	balance	has	been	important	post	

4R	WGD	 for	 genes	 in	 liver.	 Functional	 enrichment	 in	 diverged	 genes	 highlighted	 lipid	

metabolism-related	 functions	 in	duplicates	 that	had	one	copy	shifted	up	 in	expression,	

including	three	elongase	genes	(elovl1,	elovl5,	and	elovl6).	These	genes	and	others	present	

potential	cases	of	adaptive	regulatory	neofunctionalisation	of	salmonid	duplicates.	
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3	

Discussion	

There	are	various	approaches	to	characterising	gene	expression	differences	(Hermansen	

et	 al.	 2016):	 (a)	 the	 binary	 comparison	 of	 expression,	 i.e.	 ‘on-off’,	 (b)	 a	 differential	

expression	 (DE)	 tests,	 (c)	 and	 comparing	 the	 correlation	 of	 expression	 patterns,	 the	

results	of	which	may	be	(d)	clustered	into	groups	representing	co-expression.	Lastly	(e)	

in	studies	with	many	species	we	may	use	evolutionary	modelling	 for	comparisons	in	a	

phylogenetic	context.	Throughout	the	papers	 in	 this	 thesis,	 there	was	a	progression	of	

different	bioinformatic	methodologies	used	for	comparing	differences	in	gene	expression.	

Our	analysis	started	off	within	the	context	of	a	single	salmonid	genome	in	paper	I,	moved	

on	to	a	comparison	between	a	pair	of	salmonids	in	paper	II,	and	finally	ended	up	with	a	

phylogenetic	 analysis	 of	 multiple	 salmonid	 and	 outgroup	 species	 in	 paper	 III.	 The	

different	methodologies	had	their	advantages	and	 limitations,	along	with	challenges	 in	

implementation	which	are	discussed	below. 
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Our	first	analysis	of	salmonid	4R	duplicate	expression,	in	paper	I,	was	within	the	scope	of	

a	 single	 salmonid	 genome,	 Atlantic	 salmon.	 We	 used	 the	 correlation	 of	 expression	

patterns	over	a	feeding	trial	in	liver	to	compare	how	duplicated	genes	were	coregulated.	

While	single	genome	analysis	has	revealed	many	insights	about	expression	divergence	of	

duplicates	stemming	from	WGD,	the	scope	and	support	of	such	inference	is	limited	to	the	

context	of	only	 that	species.	A	 comparative	analysis	 across	multiple	 species	 in	a	given	

lineage	 (e.g.	 salmonids),	 like	 in	 papers	 II	 and	 III,	 gives	 more	 certainty	 about	 lineage	

evolutions	 (e.g.	 4R	 effects	 on	 salmonids).	Gene	 expression	 divergence	 collaborated	 by	

several	species	in	a	lineage	adds	support	to	predictions	of	adaptive	evolution,	as	similar	

expression	changes	conserved	over	multiple	species	are	less	likely	to	be	neural.	

	

In	paper	 I	we	 also	 leveraged	expression	 levels	of	pike	orthologs	 to	 investigate	dosage	

effects	from	duplication.	Pike	has	been	used	as	an	outgroup	in	papers	I	and	II,	as	well	as	

previous	 studies	 (Braasch	 et	 al.	 2016;	 Lien	 et	 al.	 2016;	 Varadharajan	 et	 al.	 2018),	

representing	 a	 proxy	 for	pre-4R	 ancestral	 expression	 levels.	 Outgroup	 species	 are	

important	 for	 insight	 on	 how	 duplicate	 expression	 has	 evolved,	 telling	 us	 about	 the	

direction	of	the	change	in	expression	and	if	evolution	occurred	in	one	or	both	duplicates.	

We	 extended	 the	 number	 of	 outgroup	species	 to	 three	 in	 paper	 III,	which	 gives	more	

certainty	about	the	pre-4R	ancestral	state	and	more	statistical	power.	

	

We	widen	our	scope	in	paper	II	when	we	compared	duplicate	expression	between	two	

salmonid	species,	grayling	and	Atlantic	salmon.	We	used	correlation-based	clustering	of	

orthologs	 duplicated	 in	 both	 species	 to	 divide	 duplicates	 into	 groups	 based	 on	multi-

tissue	 expression	 data,	 and	 assigned	 duplicates	 as	 conserved	 or	 ancestral/lineage	

diverged	depending	on	the	groups	expression	profile	(i.e.	evolutionary	scenarios).	Other	

studies	have	also	previously	compared	tissue	expression	profiles,	directly	(Pasquier	et	al.	

2016)	or	based	on	correlation	clustering	(Lien	et	al.	2016).	A	limitation	often	seen	in	these	

studies	is	the	lack	of	biological	replication	(Lien	et	al.	2016;	Pasquier	et	al.	2016),	which	

was	 also	 a	 problem	 for	 paper	 II.	 We	 will	 likely	 see	 such	 multi-tissue	 datasets	 with	

replication	 in	 the	 future	 as	 sequencing	 costs	 decrease,	 but	 right	 now	 being	 able	 to	

sequence	multiple	 tissues	 from	multiple	 individuals	at	 an	appropriate	depth	has	often	

been	at	the	cost	of	sample	replication.	We	relied	instead	on	expression	differences	across	

tissue	types	being	greater	than	individual	variation	within	a	single	tissue,	meaning	that	
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we	assumed	that	gene	assignment	to	clusters	would	be	robust	to	biological	variation.	This,	

however,	 is	 not	 necessarily	 the	 case	 for	 all	 genes,	meaning	 that	 the	 results	 from	 this	

method	can	be	unreliable	for	genes	with	high	variance.	A	problem	in	paper	II	was	that	

most	 duplicates	 remained	 unclassified	 as	 their	 cross-species	 expression	 profiles	

displayed	no	interpretable	evolutionary	scenario.		

	

In	 paper	 II,	we	went	 further	 that	 previous	 studies	 (Lien	 et	 al.	 2016)	 in	 validating	 the	

classifications	of	diverged	duplicates	 from	 the	correlation	analysis.	Here	we	 tested	 for	

differential	expression	between	duplicates	using	replicated	liver	data,	and	showed	that	

the	shifts	in	liver	expression	characteristic	to	the	tissue	group	with	dominant	expression	

in	liver,	generally	were	supported	by	statistically	significant	changes	in	liver	expression	

between	 diverged	 duplicates.	 This	 analysis	 in	 paper	 II	 shows	 how	 a	 combination	 of	

comparative	transcriptomic	methods	may	add	confidence	to	the	results,	especially	when	

there	are	 limitations	with	one	part,	such	as	 the	 lack	of	sample	replication	 for	multiple	

tissues.	

	

What	was	missing	from	the	previous	analysis	in	papers	I	and	II,	was	a	formal	statistical	

framework	to	test	for	adaptive	over	neutral	expression	evolution	of	duplicates	after	the	

4R	WGD	(Sandve	et	al.	2018).	In	paper	III	the	comparative	analysis	involved	modelling	

expression	evolution	across	orthologs	from	more	salmonid	and	outgroup	species	using	

the	 Expression	 Variance	 and	 Evolution	 (EVE)	 model,	 an	 extension	 of	 the	 Ornstein-

Uhlenbeck	(OU)	process	that	allows	for	integrating	within-species	variation	by	leveraging	

sample	replication	(Rohlfs	and	Nielsen	2015;	Rohlfs	et	al.	2014).	This	allowed	a	statistical	

comparison	of	 alternative	evolutionary	hypotheses	 for	duplicate	expression	evolution,	

accounting	for	biological	and	evolutionary	variance.	Although	expression	modelling	has	

been	previously	used	to	detect	expression	evolution	(Bedford	and	Hartl	2009;	Kalinka	et	

al.	2010;	Perry	et	al.	2012;	Chen	et	al.	2019),	the	application	here	to	a	phylogeny	with	a	

WGD	 is	 novel,	 and	 we	 found	 that	 this	 presented	 several	 methodological	 challenges	

detailed	below.	

		

We	had	to	devise	a	novel	approach	for	using	expression	modelling	given	a	ortholog	tree	

containing	 duplications.	 We	 first	 considered	 duplicates	 in	 the	 same	 orthogroup	 as	

separate	species,	and	testing	each	duplicate	branch	for	divergence	in	expression	from	the	
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other	duplicate	branch	and	from	the	outgroup	species.	The	problems	with	this	approach	

was	 first,	 the	expression	of	duplicates	are	not	necessary	 independent	as	 there	may	be	

dosage	 balancing	 effects	 in	 play,	 and	 second,	we	were	 concerned	with	 a	 difference	 in	

statistical	 power	 between	 testing	 duplicate	 orthogroups	 and	 testing	 singleton	

orthogroups	due	to	the	presence	of	more	orthologs	in	the	duplicate	groups.	Therefore,	we	

favoured	to	solely	use	outgroup	species	as	the	ancestral	expression	level	(same	approach	

in	 papers	 I	 &	 II,	 and	 (Lien	 et	 al.	 2016),	 where	 pike	 is	 the	 outgroup)	 and	 opted	 to	

independently	 test	 each	 salmonid	 duplicate	 branch	 for	 divergence	 in	 expression,	

retaining	the	same	outgroup	data	for	both	duplicates.	

		

While	the	relatively	short	time	since	the	4R	WGD	(~80	mya)	makes	identification	of	gene	

duplicates	 easier	 than	 other	 vertebrate	 WGD	 events,	 species-specific	 gene	 loss	 still	

introduces	problems	in	this	analysis.	The	current	implementation	of	EVE	requires	every	

orthogroup	 to	 be	 complete,	 that	 is,	 singleton	 orthogroups	 must	 contain	 exactly	 one	

ortholog	 for	 every	 species,	 and	 duplicate	 orthogroups	 exactly	 one	 ortholog	 for	 every	

outgroup	 species	 and	 exactly	 two	 orthologs	 from	 every	 salmonid.	 Such	 complete	

orthogroups	 becomes	 increasing	 unlikely	 the	 more	 species	 that	 are	 analysed.	 We	

observed	a	decrease	in	the	number	of	complete	orthogroups	when	using	more	species,	

especially	 with	 certain	 salmonid	 species	 such	 as	 grayling	 and	 Danube	 salmon,	 with	

especially	 fragmented	 genome	 assemblies,	 causing	 unreasonable	 limitations	 in	 the	

number	 of	 orthogroups	 that	 could	 be	 analysed.	 Thus,	 we	 opted	 to	 not	 include	 such	

possible	species	in	the	EVE	analysis	in	favour	of	analysing	more	orthogroups.	This	is	a	

current	 major	 limitation	 of	 comparative	 analysis	 using	 EVE.	 In	 contrast,	 the	 paper	 I	

comparison	of	duplicates	within	a	single	salmonid	genome,	or	the	paper	II	comparison	of	

duplicate	orthologs	 across	 two	salmonid	genomes,	was	 not	 limited	 to	 this	 degree	 and	

many	more	duplicates	were	analysed	in	these	papers.	Increasing	the	number	of	species	in	

the	analysis	is	desirable	for	statistical	power	and	biological	interpretation,	but	it	is	at	odds	

with	 the	 number	 of	 complete	 orthogroups	 that	 can	 be	 analysed.	 The	 ability	 to	 handle	

missing	ortholog	data	will	be	critical	for	future	comparative	studies.	

		

In	paper	 III,	where	we	analysed	species	with	and	without	 the	4R	WGD,	we	took	much	

consideration	into	normalising	expression	data	between	the	species.	We	were	concerned	

that	differences	 in	genome	sizes	because	of	 the	4R	WGD	would	create	a	bias	when	we	
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compared	 expression	 levels.	 We	 did	 not	 have	 the	 same	 concern	 in	 paper	 II,	 as	 we	

compared	 patterns	 of	 expression	 and	 not	 levels.	 We	 opted	 to	 settle	 on	 normalising	

expression	 data	 between	 species	 by	 comparing	 the	 expression	 of	 singleton	 orthologs	

across	 all	 species,	 and	 calculated	 normalisation	 factors	 (TMM	 normalisation	 method:		

Robinson	and	Oshlack	2010).	The	assumption	was	that	singletons	are	maintained	under	

selection	pressure	to	have	more	similar	expression	levels	than	duplicates.	Interestingly,	

other	differences	in	the	transcriptional	landscape	between	species	seems	to	have	more	

influence	on	the	expression	distribution	than	the	number	of	genes	in	the	genomes.	This	is	

not	unreasonable,	as	the	number	of	annotated	genes	in	the	genome	does	not	determine	

the	 number	 genes	 expressed	 in	 a	 given	 tissue/condition,	 or	 their	 level	 of	 expression.	

Although	a	complex	and	unsolved	problem,	we	have	made	reasonable	efforts	to	normalise	

between	 species.	 Understanding	 how	 the	 transcriptional	 landscape	 influences	 gene	

expression	is	increasingly	needed	as	we	analyse	more	phylogenetically	diverse	species,	

especially	across	WGD	events.	

3.1 Future	perspectives	

While	some	of	the	problems	identified	above	have	straightforward	solutions,	like	the	lack	

of	 replication	of	 tissue	expression	data	may	be	 soon	solved	 from	more	 transcriptomic	

studies,	 the	other	challenges,	mostly	associated	with	comparative	analysis	 in	paper	 III,	

will	require	more	thought	and	effort	to	solve.	We	argue	that	the	most	critical	problem	is	

to	 handle	 missing	 species	 in	 orthogroups,	 something	 not	 currently	 supported	 in	

comparative	 analysis	 using	 EVE.	 The	 future	 of	 comparative	 transcriptome	 analysis	

requires	 a	 dynamic	 test	 that	 can	 handle	 null	 expression	 values	 when	 orthologs	 are	

missing	 in	 a	 species,	 or	 in	 a	 perfect	 scenario,	 allows	 testing	 of	 various	 orthogroup	

structures.	Developing	 appropriate	methods	 for	 normalising	 expression	 data	 between	

species	 with	 large	 genome	 differences	 will	 be	 important	 for	 all	 comparative	 analysis	

between	diverse	species.	Lastly,	comparative	analysis	using	expression	modelling	could	

be	extended	to	include	expression	profile	data	(e.g.	multi-tissue	data)	as	suggested	below.	

		

The	current	implementation	of	EVE	is	designed	to	test	for	expression	shifts	across	species,	

given	 replicates	 in	 a	 single	 condition/tissue.	 Our	 analysis	 in	 paper	 III	 for	 example	 is	
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limited	to	the	scope	of	genes	expressed	in	liver.	Ideally	we	would	like	to	analyse	samples	

from	multiple	tissues	at	once	to	detect	expression	changes	within	and	across	tissues.	This	

is	currently	outside	the	scope	of	EVE,	but	perhaps	a	multivariate	OU	model	(Beaulieu	et	

al.	2012)	may	be	implemented	to	analyse	multi-tissue	or	other	gradient	expression	data,	

ideally	retaining	how	EVE	accounts	for	within-species	variation	using	sample	replication.	

The	multiple	dimensions	of	data	from	this	kind	of	analysis	may	also	present	a	challenge	

in	interpreting	results.	

		

Advancements	in	sequencing	and	bioinformatic	methods	of	comparative	transcriptomics	

have	enabled	novel	research	into	systems	such	as	expression	evolution	of	duplicates	in	

the	 salmonid	 lineage.	 Over	 time	 as	 more	 genomic	 and	 transcriptomic	 data	 becomes	

available	 and	 challenges	 with	 comparative	 transcriptomics	 are	 met	 with	 solutions,	 a	

clearer	picture	will	emerge	about	how	the	salmonid	4R	WGD	has	shaped	gene	expression	

evolution,	and	how	duplication	contributes	in	general	to	the	evolution	of	vertebrates.	
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Abstract

Atlantic salmon migrates from rivers to sea to feed, grow and develop gonads

before returning to spawn in freshwater. The transition to marine habitats is associ-

ated with dramatic changes in the environment, including water salinity, exposure to

pathogens and shift in dietary lipid availability. Many changes in physiology and

metabolism occur across this life-stage transition, but little is known about the

molecular nature of these changes. Here, we use a long-term feeding experiment to

study transcriptional regulation of lipid metabolism in Atlantic salmon gut and liver

in both fresh- and saltwater. We find that lipid metabolism becomes significantly

less plastic to differences in dietary lipid composition when salmon transitions to

saltwater and experiences increased dietary lipid availability. Expression of genes in

liver relating to lipogenesis and lipid transport decreases overall and becomes less

responsive to diet, while genes for lipid uptake in gut become more highly

expressed. Finally, analyses of evolutionary consequences of the salmonid-specific

whole-genome duplication on lipid metabolism reveal several pathways with signifi-

cantly different (p < .05) duplicate retention or duplicate regulatory conservation.

We also find a limited number of cases where the whole-genome duplication has

resulted in an increased gene dosage. In conclusion, we find variable and pathway-

specific effects of the salmonid genome duplication on lipid metabolism genes. A

clear life-stage-associated shift in lipid metabolism regulation is evident, and we

hypothesize this to be, at least partly, driven by nondietary factors such as the

preparatory remodelling of gene regulation and physiology prior to sea migration.

K E YWORD S

adaptation, fish, life stage, metabolism, transcriptomics

1 | INTRODUCTION

Atlantic salmon lives a “double life.” It starts its life in rivers, before

transforming its physiology and behaviour and migrating to sea to

grow and accumulate resources for reproduction. This shift in

environment requires preparatory remodelling of physiology prior to

sea migration (referred to as smoltification), which encompasses a

suite of coordinately regulated processes involving hormonal

changes and large-scale alteration of gene expression. The resulting

adaptations to a marine environment include transformation of salt

tolerance, coloration, behaviour, growth rate and metabolism (re-

viewed in Stefansson, Bj€ornsson, Ebbesson, & McCormick, 2008).*Shared first authors.
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A key difference between freshwater and sea habitats is the

dietary availability of essential long-chain polyunsaturated fatty

acids. Salmon in rivers mostly eat invertebrates that are low in physi-

ologically critical n-3 and n-6, 20 and 22 carbon long-chain polyun-

saturated fatty acids (n-3LC-PUFA and n-6LC-PUFA), arachidonic

acid (20:4n-6), eicosapentaenoic acid (20:5n-3) and docosahexaenoic

(22:6n-3), while marine habitat food chains are high in available

LC-PUFAs. Possibly, as an adaptation to this (Leaver, Bautista

et al., 2008), salmon have evolved a high capacity for endogenous

production of LC-PUFAs by elongation and desaturation of essential

dietary 18 carbon precursor linoleic and linolenic acids (18:2n-6 and

18:3n-3; Figure 4) and the ability to increase or decrease this

endogenous production as a response to the dietary availability

(Kennedy et al., 2006; Leaver, Villeneuve et al., 2008; Morais et al.,

2011; Ruyter, Røsjø, M!asøval, Einen, & Thomassen, 2000; Tocher,

Bell, MacGlaughlin, McGhee, & Dick, 2001; Tocher et al., 2002;

Zheng et al., 2005). During smoltification and after sea migration,

Atlantic salmon have been shown to undergo transformation of lipid

metabolism function, by decreasing lipid syntheses and increasing

lipid breakdown (Sheridan, 1989). However, very little is known about

the molecular nature of this life-stage-associated transformation

physiological function.

The evolution of novel traits in salmonids, such as increased

plasticity and the ability to migrate to sea, may have been facilitated

by their ancestral whole-genome duplication (called Ss4R) some

80 Ma (Allendorf & Thorgaard, 1984; Lorgen et al., 2015; Macqueen

& Johnston, 2014; Robertson et al., 2017). Gene duplication can

give rise to new adaptive phenotypes in different ways: through

evolution of novel functions or gene regulation, subdivision and/or

specialization of function among duplicates, or via an adaptive

increase in gene dosage. The Atlantic salmon genome contains

~10,000 pairs of Ss4R gene duplicates, of which ~50% have evolved

some novel regulation (Lien et al., 2016; Robertson et al., 2017).

Indeed, in the context of lipid metabolism, it has recently been

shown that a Ss4R duplicate of elovl5, a key enzyme in LC-PUFA

syntheses, has gained expression compared to its ancestral regula-

tion with likely implications for the ability to synthesize LC-PUFAs

(Carmona-Anto~nanzas, Zheng, Tocher, & Leaver, 2016). This is

believed to have facilitated evolution of novel traits, including flexi-

ble phenotypes necessary for an anadromous life history (Stefansson

et al., 2008). However, no systematic genomewide study has yet

been conducted to assess the importance of the Ss4R in evolution

of salmon lipid metabolism.

In this study, we integrate comparative genomics with transcrip-

tomic data from a feeding trial carried out across the freshwater to

saltwater transition to build a functional annotation of lipid metabo-

lism pathway genes in salmon. We use this annotation to elucidate

(i) the nature of the transformation of lipid metabolism from fresh-

water to saltwater life stages and (ii) the impact of whole-genome

duplication on evolution of the lipid gene repertoire and metabolic

function. Our results indicate a striking shift in lipid metabolism after

transition to sea water and show that lipid pathways differ with

respect to selection pressure on gene duplicates from the salmonid

whole-genome duplication.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Orthogroup prediction

Protein sequences were obtained from seven teleost fish species:

Danio rerio (zebrafish), Gasterosteus aculeatus (three-spined stickle-

back), Oryzias latipes (medaka), Oncorhynchus mykiss (rainbow trout),

Oncorhynchus kisutch (coho salmon), Salmo salar (Atlantic salmon),

Thymallus thymallus (grayling), Esox lucius (northern pike), and two

mammalian outgroup species: Homo sapiens (human), Mus musculus

(house mouse). Human, mouse, zebrafish, medaka and stickleback

protein fasta data were obtained from ENSEMBL (release 83). Atlan-

tic salmon (RefSeq assembly GCF_000233375.1, Annotation Release

100) and northern pike (RefSeq assembly GCF_000721915.2, Anno-

tation Release 101) proteins were obtained from NCBI RefSeq. Rain-

bow trout proteins were obtained from an assembly and annotation

of the genome (Berthelot et al., 2014). Grayling proteins were

obtained from an assembly and annotation of the genome (Varad-

harajan et al., 2017). The coho salmon transcriptome (Kim, Leong,

Koop, & Devlin, 2016) was obtained from NCBI (GDQG00000000.1).

Where transcriptome data were used, protein sequences were trans-

lated using TRANSDECODER (v2.0.1, http://transdecoder.github.io/). Pro-

tein fasta files were filtered to retrieve only the longest protein

isoform per gene. ORTHOFINDER (v0.2.8; Emms et al., 2015) assigned

groups of orthologs based on protein sequence similarity. Proteins

within an orthogroups were further aligned using MAFFT (v7.130;

Katoh, Misawa, Kuma, & Miyata, 2002), and maximum-likelihood

trees were estimated using FASTTREE (v2.1.8; Price et al., 2010).

2.2 | Annotation of salmon lipid metabolism genes

A list of zebrafish proteins obtained from 19 manually selected zeb-

rafish KEGG pathways related to lipid metabolism (Appendix S1:

Table S1) were used to search for Atlantic salmon orthologs.

Orthogroups that contained a selected zebrafish protein were identi-

fied. Salmon proteins within those orthogroups were assigned as

orthologs of the closest zebrafish protein based on the orthogroup

tree distance. A lipid metabolism gene list was created including sal-

mon orthologs to the selected zebrafish genes. Additional salmon

genes related to lipid metabolism not included in KEGG pathways

(e.g., regulators or transporters, SREBP, LXR, FABP) were manually

searched for through NCBI and added to the list.

2.3 | Tissue expression

Atlantic salmon RNA-Seq samples from 15 different tissues (liver,

gut, pyloric caeca, heart, kidney, muscle, gill, eye, skin, ovary, nose,

testis, brain, head kidney and spleen) were obtained from NCBI SRA

(PRJNA72713; Lien et al., 2016). Fastq files were adapter trimmed
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before alignment to the Atlantic salmon genome (RefSeq assembly

GCF_000233375.1; Lien et al., 2016) using STAR (v2.5.2a; Dobin

et al., 2013). HTSeq-count (v0.6.1p1; Anders, Pyl, & Huber, 2015)

counted the sum of uniquely aligned reads in exon regions of each

gene in the annotation (RefSeq Annotation Release 100). Gene

FPKM values were calculated based on the gene count over the

samples effective library size (see TMM method from EDGER (Robin-

son, McCarthy, & Smyth, 2010) user manual) and the mean gene

transcript isoform length.

2.4 | Feed trial

Atlantic salmon fry were obtained from AquaGen Breeding Centre,

Kyrksæterøra, Norway, and reared in the Norwegian Institute for

Water Research (NIVA), Solbergstranda, Norway, in four partitioned

1,000-L tanks on vegetable oil (VO)- or fish oil (FO)-based diets con-

tinuously from first feeding (fry weight <0.2 g). Daily feed amount

was calculated based on total biomass in each tank and decreased as

the fish grew, from 3% at first feeding to 1.2% by the end of the

trial. Fish were euthanized periodically throughout the experiment to

maintain appropriate levels of dissolved oxygen. VO-based feeds

contained a combination of linseed oil and palm oil at a ratio of

1.8:1, and FO-based feeds contained only North Atlantic fish oil.

Percentage of protein in feed decreased with fish size from 56% at

first feeding to 41% at the end of the trial. This corresponded to an

increase in percentage of lipid from 16% at first feeding to 31% at

the end of the trial. At the time of sampling, the proportion of lipid

in the feed was 22% in freshwater and 31% in saltwater

(Appendix S1: Table S2). Increasing lipid proportion in feed with fish

size is standard practice in the aquaculture industry as this maintains

optimal growing conditions by decreasing the digestible protein to

digestible energy ratio (Storebakken, 2002). All feeds were formu-

lated and produced by EWOS innovation (Supplementary File 3).

Local groundwater was UV-sterilized for use in the freshwater life

stage, and water from the Oslofjord taken from 60 metres below

sea surface (~3%–3.5% salinity) was UV-sterilized for use in the salt-

water life stage. Fish were raised under constant light and water

temperature (~12°C) for 26 weeks. Then, 40 presmolt salmon

(~50 g) from each control tank (~240 fish per control tank) were

switched to the contrasting diet (VO to FO and vice versa) by physi-

cally moving them to the empty partition of the tank receiving the

appropriate feed (Figure 8a). Five fish from each of the control tanks

(2 VO tanks and 2 FO tanks) were sampled before switching feeds

(D0), and then, fish from both control and feed switch conditions

were similarly sampled 1, 2, 5, 9, 16 and 20 days after switching

feeds (5 fish 9 2 replicate tanks 9 4 conditions = 40 fish per time

point, Figure 8b). Two weeks after freshwater sampling (31 weeks

after first feeding), smoltification was triggered by 5 weeks of win-

ter-like conditions with decreased light (12 hr/day) and water tem-

perature (~8°C), immediately followed by 5 weeks of spring-like

conditions, returning to normal light (24 hours per day) and water

temperature (~12°C). All salmon from the control groups (VO or FO)

were then switched to saltwater and allowed to acclimate for

3 weeks. The feed switch was repeated in saltwater by transferring

half (~40 fish) of the postsmolt salmon (~200 g) from each control

tank to the contrasting feed condition. Again, preswitch control sam-

ples were taken (D0) followed by sampling 1, 2, 6, 9, 16 and 20 days

postdiet switch (Figure 8b). For both freshwater and saltwater sam-

plings, feeding was stopped in the mornings of each of the sampling

days. All fish were euthanized by a blow to the head and samples of

liver and midgut (gut section between pyloric caeca and hindgut)

were flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored under !80 °C. A sub-

set of the samples taken were used for further RNA-Seq analysis

(see Figure 8c for details).

2.5 | RNA sequencing

Total RNA was extracted from selected feed trial samples (see Fig-

ure 8c for details) using the RNeasy Plus Universal Kit (QIAGEN).

Quality was determined on a 2100 Bioanalyzer using the RNA 6000

Nano Kit (Agilent). Concentration was determined using a Nanodrop

8000 spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific). cDNA libraries were

prepared using the TruSeq Stranded mRNA HT Sample Prep Kit (Illu-

mina). Library mean length was determined by running on a 2100

Bioanalyzer using the DNA 1000 Kit (Agilent) and library concentra-

tion was determined with the Qbit BR Kit (Thermo Scientific). Sin-

gle-end sequencing of sample libraries was completed on an Illumina

HiSeq 2500 with 100-bp reads.

2.6 | Differential expression analysis between feed
conditions and life stages

To analyse gene expression differences between feed conditions and

life stages, samples from the feed trial were selected for RNA-Seq.

Liver and gut tissue RNA were sequenced from fish fed each of the

feeds (FO, VO) at day 0 of the diet switch, both before (freshwater)

and after (saltwater) smoltification (see Figure 8c for the number of

RNA-Seq replicates and sampling details). Fastq files were processed

to produce gene count and FPKM data using the same protocol

described under the Section 2.3. For the feed comparison, changes

in gene expression were tested between FO and VO feed conditions

for both freshwater and saltwater samples, and liver and gut tissues.

For the life-stage comparison, changes in gene expression were

tested between freshwater and saltwater stages for both FO and

VO feed conditions, and liver and gut tissues. Using RNA-Seq gene

count data, lowly expressed genes were filtered prior to testing,

retaining genes with a minimum of one read count per million (CPM)

in two or more samples. Differential expression analysis was carried

out using a standard EDGER (Robinson et al., 2010) protocol. Effective

library sizes were calculated using the EDGER TMM normalization pro-

cedure allowing effective comparison of expression data between

different sample types (see EDGER user manual). An exact test

between expression levels of a pair of conditions gave the log2-fold

change, p-value and false discovery rate (FDR) for each gene. Genes

with FDR <0.05 were considered differentially expressed genes

(DEGs).
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2.7 | Identification of Ss4R duplicates

To identify putative gene duplicates stemming from the Ss4R, we

used the same approach as in Lien et al. (2016). All-vs-all protein

blast was run with e-value cut-off of 1e!10 and pident (percentage

of identical matches) ≥80 and blast hit coverage of ≥50% of protein

length. Only the best protein hits between the 98 defined synteny

blocks (see Lien et al., 2016) were considered as putative Ss4R

duplicates. Blast result ranking was carried out using the product of

pident times bitscore to avoid spurious “best blast matches” with

low pident (<85), but high bitscore.

2.8 | Duplicate analysis

Genes from the lipid metabolism gene list were paired together with

their putative Ss4R duplicates identified above. The retention of

gene duplicates (i.e., whether both genes in a pair were retained, or

just one) was compared between all identified duplicates in the sal-

mon genome annotation and the lipid metabolism gene list. Path-

way-level retention was explored by comparing the number of genes

in each of the 19 selected KEGG pathways (Appendix S1: Table S1)

in a duplicate pairing to that of the total list of lipid genes, to find

pathways with significantly less or more duplicate retention (Fisher’s

exact test, p-value <.05). Regulatory conservation of lipid gene dupli-

cates was explored by correlation of gene expression changes

between duplicates over the course of the feed trial described

above. RNA-Seq data were generated from liver samples of salmon

from 38 sampling time points (19 in freshwater and 19 in saltwater).

Fastq files were processed to produce gene count and FPKM data

using the same protocol described under the Section 2.3. For each

duplicate pair, mean FPKM values were retrieved for each time point

and used to calculate a freshwater and saltwater correlation value.

Duplicates with Pearson correlation ≥0.6 were considered correlated

(p-value <.003 from 19 sample points). The number of duplicates

with correlated expression profiles was counted for each pathway

and compared to all lipid genes to find pathways with significantly

less or more correlated duplicates (Fisher’s exact test, p-value <.05).

The effect of gene duplication on gene dosage was estimated by cal-

culating a dosage ratio between the FPKM value of a salmon ortho-

log (sum of gene expression in duplicate pairs) over the FPKM value

of the nonduplicated ortholog from northern pike. For salmon, the

RNA-Seq data from the freshwater and saltwater FO feed trial was

used (samples used in Section 2.6). For pike, RNA-Seq from livers of

four individuals were aligned (see Section 2.3 for protocol) to their

respective genomes (see genomes in Section 2.1). RSEM (v1.2.31; Li &

Dewey, 2011) was used to generate FPKM values for genes so that

nonuniquely mapped reads between salmon duplicate genes were

not ignored but instead assigned proportionately to each gene to

match the proportions of uniquely mapped reads between the genes.

Gene dosage levels for duplicate pairs with correlated expression

(see above), noncorrelated expression and single genes were com-

pared for all lipid metabolism genes and for each pathway.

3 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 | Annotation of lipid metabolism genes

To identify genes involved in lipid metabolism in Atlantic salmon, we

initially assembled groups of orthologous genes (orthogroups) using

protein sequence similarity. We included proteins from four salmonid

species sharing the Ss4R genome duplication, in addition to four

nonsalmonid fish genomes and two model mammalian outgroup spe-

cies (Figure 1a) to aid in distinguishing Ss4R copies from other gene

duplicates. Next, we aligned orthogroup proteins and constructed
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maximum-likelihood gene trees. The majority (82%–98%) of proteins

from each species were represented in 23,782 ortholog gene trees.

The salmonid species had significantly higher number of proteins

included in ortholog gene trees compared to nonsalmonid fish

(Appendix S1: Figure S1), reflecting the salmonid-specific whole-gen-

ome duplication. We then used the evolutionary distances in gene

trees to infer the most likely salmon sequence orthologs of zebrafish

genes selected from 19 KEGG pathways involved in lipid metabolism

(File S1). This resulted in the annotation of 1421 (File S2) salmon

lipid metabolism genes, of which 326 (23%) showed a 2:1 ortholog

ratio between salmon and zebrafish (Figure 1b). Only 87 (6%) of the

zebrafish genes could not be assigned a salmon ortholog.

To validate our ortholog annotation pipeline used to identify lipid

metabolism genes, we analysed the tissue specificity of these genes

using gene expression data from 15 tissues (File S3) of Atlantic sal-

mon (Lien et al., 2016). Genes in certain fatty acid metabolism-

related pathways (“fatty acid metabolism,” “PPAR signalling path-

way,” “fat digestion and absorption”) had higher overall expression in

tissues known to have high lipid metabolism activity (i.e., pyloric

caeca, liver, heart and brain; Glatz, Luiken, & Bonen, 2010; Rimoldi,

Benedito-Palos, Terova, & P#erez-S#anchez, 2016; Tocher, 2003; Fig-

ure 2). Examples include the following: (i) liver was the site of high-

est expression for all genes in the LC-PUFA biosynthesis pathway

(the desaturases D6FAD and D5FAD, and the elongases elovl5,

elovl2 and elovl4). (ii) Bile acids are essential for fat digestion in the

gut, but are synthesized in liver. As expected, the rate-limiting step

for bile syntheses, cytochrome P450 7A1 (CYP7A1), has the highest

expression in the liver. (iii) Cholesterol, an essential component of

cell membranes and precursor to bile acids, is known to be synthe-

sized in all tissues, but primarily in liver, intestine and brain (Brown

& Sharpe, 2016). This is reflected in our annotation by high expres-

sion of the key cholesterol biosynthesis genes 3-hydroxy-3-methyl-

glutaryl-CoA reductase (HMGCR), isopentenyl-diphosphase Diso-

merase (IDI1), squalene epoxidase (SM) and lanosterol synthase (LS)

in these tissues. (iv) Several known regulators of lipid metabolism

show high expression in liver, heart, brain and pyloric caeca, as

expected, including liver X receptor (LXR), peroxisome proliferator-

activated receptor-alpha (PPARɑ), sterol regulatory element-binding

protein 1 (SREBP1), and sterol regulatory element-binding protein 2

(SREBP2). Taken together, the tissue distribution of lipid metabolism

gene expression is in line with knowledge about vertebrate physiol-

ogy in general, and supports the validity of our annotation of lipid

metabolism genes in salmon. To make all data underlying our anno-

tation easily available, and to facilitate further refinement through

manual community curation, we have created an interactive Web

server available online (goo.gl/8Ap89a).

3.2 | Life-stage-associated remodelling of lipid
metabolism

We conducted a feeding trial to study how salmon adjusts its lipid

metabolism to different levels of LC-PUFA in freshwater and saltwa-

ter (see Figure 8 for experimental details). Groups of salmon were

fed contrasting diets from hatching until after transition to sea

water. One feed was based on vegetable oil (VO) and hence low in

LC-PUFA, similar to river ecosystem diets, whereas the other was

based on fish oil (FO) and high in LC-PUFA as expected in a marine-

type diet (see Appendix S1: Tables S2 and S3 for details on feed

composition). VO-based diets are also low in cholesterol (Ciftci, Przy-

bylski, & Rudzi#nska, 2012; Verleyen et al., 2002). The proportion of

fat in feed also increased between FW and SW (Appendix S1:

Table S2), as is standard practice in the aquaculture industry to

maintain optimal growth conditions (Storebakken, 2002). Moreover,

total lipid availability is also expected to increase between natural
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riverine and marine ecosystem diets. The contrasting levels of EPA/

DHA between FO and VO diets remained constant across life

stages. In total, 32 and 23 fish were sampled for RNA-Seq of liver

and gut, respectively, including up to eight biological replicates from

each diet and life stage (freshwater and saltwater, see Figure 8c for

details). Fish in the different dietary groups were given FO and VO

feed from first feeding (<0.2 g body weight) until sampling.

In general, global gene expression levels were more affected by

dietary composition in liver than in gut (which was largely unrespon-

sive), and the effect was more pronounced in freshwater than in

saltwater (Figure 3a). VO diets, compared to FO diets, increased lipid

metabolism-related gene expression in liver. In freshwater, 66 genes

were differentially expressed with 57 (86%) of these upregulated,

while in saltwater, 31 genes were differentially expressed with 23

(74%) of these upregulated (Figure 3b). The increased activity of liver

lipid metabolism under VO diets confirms the well-known ability of

salmon to regulate endogenous synthesis of LC-PUFA and choles-

terol in response to VO diets (Kortner, Bj€orkhem, Krasnov, Timmer-

haus, & Krogdahl, 2014; Leaver, Villeneuve et al., 2008; Zheng et al.,

2005).

Fish sampled in freshwater and saltwater shared a relatively small

number of differentially expressed genes (DEGs) for each pathway

(Appendix S1: Table S4). We found that most pathways had more

DEGs in freshwater (“fatty acid biosynthesis,” “steroid biosynthesis”

and its precursor “terpenoid backbone biosynthesis”), whereas few

had more DEGs in saltwater (“fat digestion and absorption” and

“steroid hormone biosynthesis”; Figure 3c). Of 87 lipid metabolism

DEGs in the dietary contrast, 56 (64%) were freshwater-specific, 21

(24%) were saltwater-specific, and 10 (11%) shared dietary response.

For example, only two genes in the FA and LC-PUFA biosynthesis

pathways (D6FADa and D5FAD) shared response to diet in freshwa-

ter and saltwater (Figure 4). Similarly, in the pathways responsible

for cholesterol biosynthesis, there were more DEGs between diets in

FW (21 DEGs in FW, 4 shared and no SW-specific; Figure 5). The

few genes that showed diet effects specific to saltwater included

bile salt-activated lipase, responsible for the hydrolysis of free fatty

acids from TAG obtained from the diet (Tocher, 2003). Two of these

genes, carboxyl ester lipase, tandem duplicate 2a (CEL2a) and b

(CEL2b), are highly upregulated in saltwater in response to VO diet.

Taken together, our results show higher metabolic plasticity in parr-

stage salmon, suggesting a life-stage-associated remodelling of lipid

metabolism in liver. This corroborates the idea of a postsmoltifica-

tion phenotype adapted to an environment with a surplus of n-3LC-

PUFA.

To further investigate the life-stage-associated changes in lipid

metabolism, we tested for differential expression between salmon in

freshwater and saltwater fed diets with identical n-3LC-PUFA pro-

files (Figure 6). Liver and gut showed contrasting effects of saltwater

on lipid gene expression with extensive downregulation in liver and

upregulation in gut (Figure 6b). The number of DEGs in each tissue

was similar for the environment comparison (Figure 6a), unlike for

the diet comparison (Figure 3).

Further examination of key lipid metabolism genes revealed that

after life-stage transition, the systemwide lipid metabolism
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remodelling represented a concerted shift in the metabolic role of

liver and gut. After the salmon entered the marine stage, lipogenic

gene expression in the liver was significantly decreased, as evident

by the markedly lower expression (2.2- to 3.3-fold) of the master

regulator of lipid metabolism SREBP1, a fivefold decrease in expres-

sion of fatty acid synthase and a two- to threefold decrease in rate-

limiting enzymes in LC-PUFA synthesis (i.e., D5FAD, D6FADa; Fig-

ure 4). Liver and gut gene expression also indicated increased cata-

bolic activity in saltwater, with upregulation of the carnitine

palmitoyltransferase 1 and 2 genes, responsible for uptake of fatty

acids into mitochondria for b-oxidation (Lehner & Quiroga, 2016).

Finally, expression of lipid transport genes shifted from liver to gut

with the transition to seawater (apolipoproteins, pathway “Fat diges-

tion and absorption” in Figure 6). Four apolipoproteins (of 11 anno-

tated) were differentially regulated in liver between different life

stages, with a 2.4- to 5-fold decrease in saltwater compared to

freshwater. In stark contrast, nine of the diet-regulated

apolipoproteins in gut increased their expression in saltwater

between 1.8- and 9.7-fold. The results point to an adaptive shift in

lipid metabolism, with increased ability to take up lipids in the gut

after Atlantic salmon migrates to sea where lipid availability is higher.

Remodelling of lipid metabolism across life stages is likely the result

of a combination of factors, including the direct regulatory effect of

dietary fat itself, effect of salinity and smoltification-induced physio-

logical changes influencing gene regulation. Although the relative

importance of these factors is undetermined in our study, the fact

that DEGs in the VO versus FO feed contrast were mostly life-

stage-specific (Figure 3) supports that factors other than the diet

itself contribute significantly to the freshwater and seawater meta-

bolic phenotypes.

Interestingly, diet had a strong influence on the number and

direction of gene expression changes between freshwater and salt-

water (Figure 6). In gut, about twice as many DEGs (with respect to

the fresh- to saltwater transition) were observed in salmon when fed
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FO diet than VO diet (Figure 6a). In liver, the diet effect was less

pronounced, with the FO group containing 46% more DEGs than

the VO group (Figure 6a). This diet effect pattern was reflected in

the lipid metabolism genes with 89% and 16% more DEGs in the FO

group for gut and liver, respectively (Figure 6b). As this diet and life-

stage interaction is a genomewide trend, and more pronounced in
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gut tissue than in liver, this pattern could be related to differences in

osmoregulation and adaptation to saltwater. Two studies have sug-

gested that Atlantic salmon raised on VO-based feeds more closely

resembling riverine diets adapt to saltwater sooner and better than

salmon raised on FO-based diets (Bell et al., 1997; Tocher et al.,

2000). Conversely, there has been evidence that VO-based diets can

reduce markers for stress response upon saltwater challenge, result-

ing in reduced osmoregulatory capacity (Oxley et al., 2010). Regard-

less of the effect, it is clear that diet can modulate the smoltification

process and could explain the discrepancy between diets in number

of life-stage-related DEGs. Another possibility is that the different

levels of fatty acids in the diets, for example DHA, affect DNA

methylation and thus trigger genomewide divergence in gene regula-

tion (Kulkarni et al., 2011).

Our results clearly demonstrate very different baseline lipid

metabolic functions in pre- and postsmolt salmon, as well as life-

stage-associated changes in the plasticity of lipid metabolism, for

example the ability to regulate endogenous LC-PUFA synthesis as

a response to changes in diet (i.e., fatty acid composition). As

opportunistic carnivores, salmon tend to eat whatever the local

environment provides. Thus, in freshwater, insects and amphipods

provide variable, mostly low amounts of essential LC-PUFA and

total fat (Jonsson & Jonsson, 2011; Sushchik, Gladyshev, Moskvi-

chova, Makhutova, & Kalachova, 2003), favouring a metabolic

function that can efficiently regulate endogenous lipid synthesis

based on dietary availability (Carmona-Antonanzas, Tocher, Marti-

nez-Rubio, & Leaver, 2014). Conversely, in marine environments,

amphipods and smaller fish provide a higher, more stable source

of n-3LC-PUFA and total fat (Baeza-Rojano, Hachero-Cruzado, &

Guerra-Garc#ıa, 2014; Jonsson & Jonsson, 2011), promoting a

metabolic function that allocates less energy to endogenous syn-

thesis of essential lipids.
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3.3 | Selection on gene duplicates after whole-
genome duplication

Carmona-Antonanzas et al. (2014), Carmona-Anto~nanzas et al.

(2016) proposed that the salmonid whole-genome duplication may

have adaptively increased the potential for endogenous lipid synthe-

sis. We pursued this hypothesis by searching for distinct signatures

of selection pressure on lipid metabolism genes in salmon. Specifi-

cally, we compared pathways in terms of their tendency to retain

both duplicates of gene pairs, in terms of whether duplicates showed

similar regulation (expression patterns across diets and environ-

ments) and in terms of total gene dosage (for the one or two genes

retained of a pair) in salmon compared to pike, its closest undupli-

cated sister lineage.

To assess the level of Ss4R duplicate retention, we first defined

10,752 Ss4R duplicate pairs (21,504 genes) in the NCBI RefSeq

annotation using the same approach as Lien et al. (2016). Of the

1,421 annotated lipid metabolism genes, 867 (61%) were retained as

duplicated genes after Ss4R (Figure 7a; in contrast to 47% of the

45,127 salmon genes assigned to ortholog groups). Moreover, our

results showed large variation in the proportion of retained

duplicates in each lipid metabolism pathway (Figure 7), with the

most extreme case being “fat digestion and absorption” with 80%

retained duplicates and “steroid hormone biosynthesis” with only

27% retained Ss4R duplicates.

The regulatory conservation of the duplicates was then esti-

mated by calculating co-expression correlation between Ss4R

duplicates from RNA-Seq data representing a time-course of

dynamic changes in gene expression and lipid metabolism function

in liver. Fish in the same feeding trial were switched from VO to

FO feed and vice versa, in both fresh- and saltwater conditions

(see Figure 8 for details). In total, 38 sampling time points (20 in

freshwater and 18 in saltwater) from the feed switch experiment

were used. Pathway-level analyses showed that regulatory conser-

vation was not associated with duplicate retention (Figure 7). For

example, the “biosynthesis of unsaturated fatty acids” pathway had

significantly fewer duplicates retained than expected by chance (p-

value <.0234), but a significant overrepresentation of duplicate

pairs that display highly similar regulation (p-value <.0142 and

<.0361 in freshwater and saltwater, respectively). Interestingly, the

“insulin signalling pathway” also showed higher-than-expected

duplicate coregulation. This pathway has been shown to be
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important in regulating uptake and transport of FAs in adipose tis-

sue, liver and muscle of Atlantic salmon (S#anchez-Gurmaches

et al., 2011). Other pathways showing signatures of increased

duplicate coregulation were “terpenoid backbone biosynthesis,”

“steroid biosynthesis,” “fat digestion and absorption” and “fatty

acid metabolism” (Figure 7b,c). Overall, the distinct differences in

duplicate retention and conservation of regulatory mechanisms

across the lipid metabolism pathways suggest differences in selec-

tive pressures shaping duplicate evolution following Ss4R. More-

over, the pathways with highly conserved duplicate coregulation

were also those that were most responsive to dietary differences

in fatty acid composition (Figure 3).
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Finally, to link duplicate retention and coregulation to signals of

increased gene dosage following Ss4R, we used RNA-Seq data from

the northern pike (Esox lucius), a species that belongs to the undupli-

cated sister lineage (see Section 2 for details). For each duplicate

pair, we computed the ratio between the sum of Ss4R duplicate

expression and its nonduplicated ortholog in pike and compared

these ratios to those observed for salmon genes that had not

retained two Ss4R duplicates. In total, 69 duplicate pairs from 18 dif-

ferent lipid metabolism-related pathways displayed a combined

dosage increase relative to single-copy genes, of which 26 had highly

conserved regulation (i.e., correlated expression; File S8). We saw no

systematic effect of gene dosage when comparing the total gene

expression of duplicate pairs with that of single-copy genes, nor did

coregulation of duplicates associate with increased gene dosage (Fig-

ure 7d). This pattern was also true for most individual lipid pathways

(Appendix S1: Figures S4, S5), except for “biosynthesis of unsaturated

fatty acids,” “fatty acid metabolism” and “fatty acid elongation.” These

three pathways showed a link between coregulation of duplicated

genes and higher total gene dosage (Figure 7d; Appendix S1: Figures

S4, S5). Underlying this link were three genes with coregulated

dosage effects shared between all three pathways; trifunctional

enzyme alpha subunit b (hadhab), elovl6 and the previously identified

elovl5 (Carmona-Antonanzas et al., 2014, 2016). Only elovl5 is

known to be directly involved in core PUFA biosynthesis. Hadhab is

involved in mitochondrial b-oxidation/elongation, and elovl6 is

involved in elongation of saturated and monounsaturated fatty acids

(Bond, Miyazaki, O’Neill, Ding, & Ntambi, 2016). Although we do not

see a general trend of increased gene dosage effects on lipid meta-

bolism genes after whole-genome duplication, it is likely that an

increased dosage of elovl5 and the 68 other duplicate pairs has

affected the function of lipid metabolism in salmon.

4 | CONCLUSION

Atlantic salmon needs great plasticity of physiology and behaviour to

adapt for migration between freshwater and sea. By analysing tran-

scriptomic changes through the transition from fresh- to saltwater

and the associated increase in dietary lipids, we identified an overall

remodelling of lipid metabolism, with liver reflecting higher lipid

metabolic plasticity and higher capacity of endogenous synthesis of

LC-PUFAs in freshwater, while gut lipid uptake genes become more

active in saltwater. These results indicate adaptive optimization of

the Atlantic salmon lipid metabolism to account for life-stage-specific

dietary availability. Moreover, we found signatures of pathway-speci-

fic selection pressure on gene duplicates, including a gene dosage

increase in three genes involved in fatty acid metabolism. This illus-

trates possible adaptive consequences of the salmonid whole-gen-

ome duplication for the evolution of lipid metabolism. Future studies

should attempt to decipher how the life-stage-related metabolic

reprogramming is controlled (e.g., through epigenetic mechanisms).

Understanding this will have important implications for understand-

ing evolution of genome regulatory processes in anadromous

salmonids and potentially have economically important implications

for Atlantic salmon aquaculture.
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Abstract

Whole-genome duplication (WGD) has been a major evolutionary driver of increased genomic complexity in vertebrates. One such
event occurred in the salmonid family !80 Ma (Ss4R) giving rise to a plethora of structural and regulatory duplicate-driven diver-
gence, making salmonids an exemplary system to investigate the evolutionary consequences of WGD. Here, we present a draft
genome assembly of European grayling (Thymallus thymallus) and use this in a comparative framework to study evolution of gene
regulation following WGD. Among the Ss4R duplicates identified in European grayling and Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar), one-third
reflect nonneutral tissue expression evolution, with strong purifying selection, maintained over !50 Myr. Of these, the majority
reflect conserved tissue regulation under strong selective constraints related to brain and neural-related functions, as well as higher-
order protein–protein interactions. A small subset of the duplicates have evolved tissue regulatory expression divergence in a
common ancestor, which have been subsequently conserved in both lineages, suggestive of adaptive divergence following
WGD. These candidates for adaptive tissue expression divergence have elevated rates of protein coding- and promoter-
sequence evolution and are enriched for immune- and lipid metabolism ontology terms. Lastly, lineage-specific duplicate
divergence points toward underlying differences in adaptive pressures on expression regulation in the nonanadromous gray-
ling versus the anadromous Atlantic salmon. Our findings enhance our understanding of the role of WGD in genome evolution
and highlight cases of regulatory divergence of Ss4R duplicates, possibly related to a niche shift in early salmonid evolution.

Key words: Thymallus thymallus, genome assembly, salmonid, WGD, rediploidization, lineage-specific ohnolog resolution.

Introduction

Whole-genome duplication (WGD) through spontaneous
doubling of all chromosomes (autopolyploidization) has
played a vital role in the evolution of vertebrate genome com-
plexity (Van de Peer et al. 2009). However, the role of selec-
tion in shaping novel adaptations from the redundancy that
arises from WGD is not well understood. The idea that func-
tional redundancy arising from gene duplication sparks

evolution of novel traits and adaptations was pioneered by
Ohno (1970). Duplicate genes that escape loss or pseudoge-
nization are known to acquire novel regulation and expression
divergence (Lynch and Conery 2000; Zhang 2003; Conant
and Wolfe 2008). Functional genomic studies over the past
decade have demonstrated that large-scale duplications lead
to the rewiring of regulatory networks through divergence of
spatial and temporal expression patterns (Osborn et al. 2003;
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De Smet et al. 2017). As changes in gene regulation are
known to be important in the evolution of phenotypic diver-
sity and complex trait variation (Carroll 2000; Wray 2003),
these post-WGD shifts in expression regulation may provide
a substrate for adaptive evolution. Several studies have inves-
tigated the genome-wide consequences of WGD on gene
expression evolution in vertebrates (S!emon and Wolfe
2008; Kassahn et al. 2009; Berthelot et al. 2014; Li et al.
2015; Acharya and Ghosh 2016; Lien et al. 2016;
Robertson et al. 2017) and have revealed that a large propor-
tion of gene duplicates have evolved substantial regulatory
divergence of which, in most cases, one copy retains
ancestral-like regulation (consistent with Ohno’s model of
regulatory neofunctionalization). However, to what extent
this divergence in expression is linked to adaptation remains
to be understood. A major factor contributing to this knowl-
edge gap is the lack of studies that integrate expression data
from multiple species sharing the same WGD (Hermansen
et al. 2016). Such studies would allow us to distinguish neutral
evolutionary divergence in regulation from regulatory
changes representing adaptive divergence and those main-
tained by purifying selection.

Salmonids have emerged as a model for studying conse-
quences of autopolyploidization in vertebrates, owing to their
relatively young WGD event (Ss4R, <100 Ma) (Ohno 1970;
Alexandrou et al. 2013) and ongoing rediploidization
(Macqueen and Johnston 2014; Lien et al. 2016; Limborg
et al. 2016; Robertson et al. 2017). Directly following auto-
polyploidization, duplicated chromosomes pair randomly with
any of their homologous counterparts resulting in an in-
creased risk of formation of multivalents and consequently
production of nonviable aneuploid gametes. Restoring biva-
lent chromosome pairing is therefore a critical step toward a
functional genome post-WGD (Wolfe 2001). This can be
achieved through, for example, structural rearrangements
that suppress recombination, block multivalent formation,
and drive the process of returning to a functional diploid state
(i.e., rediploidization). As the mutational process is stochastic,
rediploidization occurs independently for different chromo-
somes. As a result, the divergence of gene duplicates resulting
from WGD (referred to as ohnologs) is also achieved indepen-
dently for different chromosomes and hence occurs at differ-
ent rates in various genomic regions. Recent studies on
genome evolution subsequent to Ss4R have shown that the
rediploidization process temporally overlaps with species radi-
ation, resulting in lineage-specific ohnolog resolution (LORe)
that may fuel differentiation of genome structure and func-
tion (Macqueen and Johnston 2014; Robertson et al. 2017).
In fact, due to the delayed rediploidization, only 75% of the
duplicated genome diverged before the basal split in the sal-
monid family !60 Ma (henceforth referred to as ancestral
ohnolog resolution, AORe). Consequently, !25% of the
Ss4R duplicates have experienced independent rediploidiza-
tion histories after the basal salmonid divergence resulting in

the Salmoninae and Thymallinae clades. Interestingly, the spe-
cies within these two clades have also evolved widely different
genome structures, ecology, physiology, and life history adap-
tations (Hendry and Stearns 2004). In contrast to the
Thymallus lineage, the species in the subfamily Salmoninae
have fewer and highly derived chromosomes resulting from
large-scale chromosomal translocations and fusions (supple-
mentary fig. S1, Supplementary Material online), display ex-
treme phenotypic plasticity, and have evolved the capability of
migrating between fresh and saltwater habitats (referred to as
anadromy) (Nygren et al. 1971; Hartley 1987; Phillips and R!ab
2001; Alexandrou et al. 2013; Ocalewicz et al. 2013). This
unique combination of both shared and lineage-specific redi-
ploidization histories, and striking differences in genome
structure and adaptations, provides an ideal study system
for addressing key questions about the evolutionary conse-
quences of WGD.

To gain deeper insights into how selection has shaped the
evolution of gene duplicates post-WGD, we have sequenced,
assembled, and annotated the genome of the European gray-
ling (Thymallus thymallus Linnaeus, 1758), a species represen-
tative of an early diverging nonanadromous salmonid lineage,
Thymallinae. We use this novel genomic resource in a com-
parative phylogenomic framework with the genome of
Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar), of the Salmoninae lineage, to
address the consequences of Ss4R WGD on lineage-specific
rediploidization and selection on ohnolog gene expression
regulation.

Our results reveal signatures of adaptive regulatory diver-
gence of ohnologs, strong selective constraints on expression
evolution in brain and neural-related genes, and lineage-
specific ohnolog divergence. Moreover, diverse biological pro-
cesses correspond to differences in evolutionary constraints
during the 88–100 Myr of evolution post-WGD, pointing to-
ward underlying differences in adaptive pressures in nona-
nadromous grayling and anadromous Atlantic salmon.

Materials and Methods

Sampling and Sequencing

A male grayling specimen was sampled outside of its spawn-
ing season (October 2012) from the River Glomma at
Evenstad, Norway (61"2500.100N 11"9049.700E). The fish was
humanely sacrificed, and various tissue samples were imme-
diately extracted and conserved for later DNA and RNA anal-
yses. Fin clips were stored on 96% ethanol for DNA
sequencing. Tissues from the muscle, the gonad, the liver,
the head kidney, the spleen, the brain, the eye, the gill, and
the heart were stored in RNAlater for RNA extraction.

The DNA was extracted from fin clips using a standard
high-salt DNA extraction protocol. A paired-end library with
an insert size !180 bp (150 bp read length) and mate pair
libraries of insert size !3 and 6 kb (100 bp read length)
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were sequenced using the Illumina HiSeq2000 platform (sup-
plementary table S1, Supplementary Material online). Total
RNA was extracted from the different tissue samples using
the RNeasy mini kit (Qiagen) following the manufacturer’s
instructions. The library construction and sequencing were
carried out using Illumina TruSeq RNA Preparation kit on
Illumina HiSeq2000 (supplementary table S2, Supplementary
Material online). All the library preparation and sequencing
were performed at the McGill University and the G!enome
Qu!ebec Innovation Centre.

Genome Assembly and Validation

The sequences were checked for their quality, and adapter
trimming was performed using cutadapt (version 1.0) (Martin
2011). A de novo assembly was generated with Allpaths-LG
(release R48777) (Gnerre et al. 2011) using the 180-bp
paired-end library and the mate pair (3 and 6 kb) libraries.
Assembly polishing was carried out using pilon (version 1.9)
(Walker et al. 2014). The high copy number of mitochondrial
DNA often leads to high read coverage and thus misassembly.
The mitochondrial genome sequence in the assembly was
thus reassembled by extracting the reads that mapped to
the grayling (Thymallus thymallus) mtDNA sequence
(GenBank accession number: NC_012928), followed by a var-
iant calling step using Genome Analysis Toolkit (GATK) (ver-
sion 3.4-46) (Van der Auwera et al. 2013). The consensus
mtDNA sequence thus obtained was added back to the
assembly.

To identify and correct possibly erroneous grayling scaf-
folds, we aligned the scaffolds against a repeat masked ver-
sion of the Atlantic salmon genome (Lien et al. 2016) using
megablast (e-value threshold 1e-250). Stringent filtering of
the aligned scaffolds (representing 1.3 Gb of the 1.4-Gb as-
sembly) identified 13 likely chimeric scaffolds mapping to two
or more salmon chromosomes (supplementary file 1,
Supplementary Material online), which were then selectively
“broken” between, apparently, incorrectly linked contigs.

Transcriptome Assembly

The RNA-Seq data from all the tissue samples were quality
checked using FastQC (version 0.9.2). The sequences were
assembled using the following two methods. Firstly, a de
novo assembly was performed using the Trinity (version
2.0.6) (Grabherr et al. 2011) pipeline with default parameters
coupled with in silico normalization. This resulted in 730,471
assembled transcript sequences with a mean length of 713
bases. RSEM protocol-based abundance estimation within the
Trinity package was performed where the RNA-Seq reads
were first aligned back to the assembled transcripts using
Bowtie2 (Faust and Hall 2012), followed by calculation of
various estimates including normalized expression values
such as FPKM (fragments per kilobase million). A script pro-
vided with Trinity was then used to filter transcripts based on

FPKM, retaining only those transcripts with a FPKM of at least
one.

Secondly, reference-guided RNA assembly was performed
by aligning the RNA reads to the genome assembly using
STAR (version 2.4.1b) (Dobin et al. 2013). Cufflinks (version
2.1.1) (Trapnell et al. 2010; Dobin et al. 2013) and
TransDecoder (Haas et al. 2013) were used for transcript pre-
diction and ORF (open reading frame) prediction, respectively.
The resulting transcripts were filtered and retained based on
homology against zebrafish and stickleback proteins, using
BlastP and PFAM (1e-05). The de novo method resulted in
134,368 transcripts and the reference-based approach fol-
lowed by filtering resulting in 55,346 transcripts.

Genome Annotation

A de novo repeat library was constructed using
RepeatModeler with default parameters. Any sequence in
the de novo library matching a known gene was removed
using BlastX against the UniProt database. CENSOR and
TEclass were used for classification of sequences that were
not classified by RepeatModeler. Gene models were predicted
using an automatic annotation pipeline involving MAKER (ver-
sion 2.31.8), in a two-pass iterative approach (as described in
https://github.com/sujaikumar/assemblage/blob/master/
README-annotation.md). Firstly, ab initio gene predictions
were generated using GeneMark ES (version 2.3e)
(Lomsadze et al. 2005) and SNAP (version 20131129) (Korf
2004) trained on core eukaryotic gene data set (CEGMA). The
first round of MAKER was then run using the following data
as input: ab initio gene models, the UniProt database as pro-
tein evidence, the de novo identified repeat library and the de
novo and reference guided transcriptome assemblies, as well
as the transcript sequences from the recent Atlantic salmon
annotation (Lien et al. 2016). The second pass involved addi-
tional data from training AUGUSTUS (Stanke et al. 2008) and
SNAP models on the generated MAKER predictions.

Putative functions were added to the gene models using
BlastP against the UniProt database (e-value 1e-5), and the
domain annotations were added using InterProScan (version
5.4-47) (Quevillon et al. 2005). Using the MAKER standard
filtering approach, the resulting set of genes was first filtered
using the threshold of AED (Annotation Edit Distance), retain-
ing gene models with AED score <1 and PFAM domain an-
notation. AED is a quality score given by MAKER that ranges
from 0 to 1 and indicates the concordance between predicted
gene model and the evidence provided, where an AED of 0
indicates that the gene models completely conforms to the
evidence. Further, for the genes with AED score of 1 and no
domain annotations, a more conservative BLAST search was
performed against UniProt proteins and Atlantic salmon pro-
teins with an e-value cut off of 1e-20. The genes with hits
to either of these databases were also retained. The
completeness of the annotations was again assessed using
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CEGMA (Parra et al. 2007) and benchmarking universal
single-copy ortholog (BUSCO) (Sim~ao et al. 2015).

Analysis of Orthologous Groups

We used orthofinder (version 0.2.8, e-value threshold at 1e-
05) (Emms and Kelly 2015) to identify orthologous gene
groups (i.e., orthogroup). As input to orthofinder, we used
the MAKER-derived T. thymallus gene models as well as pro-
tein sequences from three additional salmonid species
(Atlantic salmon, rainbow trout, and coho salmon), four non-
salmonid teleost species (Esox lucius, Danio rerio,
Gasterosteus aculeatus, and Oryzias latipes), and two mam-
malian outgroups (Homo sapiens and Mus musculus).
Rainbow trout protein annotations were taken from https://
www.genoscope.cns.fr/trout/. Atlantic salmon (Annotation
Release 100), Esox lucius (Annotation Release 101) data
were downloaded from NCBI ftp server (ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov/genomes/). The transcriptome data for Coho salmon
were obtained from NCBI (GDQG00000000.1) and translated
using TransDecoder. All other annotations were downloaded
from ENSEMBL.

Each set of orthogroup proteins was then aligned using
MAFFT(v7.130) (Katoh et al. 2002) using default settings,
and the resulting alignments were then used to infer maxi-
mum-likelihood gene trees using FastTree (v2.1.8) (Price et al.
2010) (figs. 1a and b). As we were only interested in gene
trees containing information on Ss4R duplicates, complex
orthogroup gene trees (i.e., containing 2R or 3R duplicates
of salmonid genes) were subdivided into the smallest possible
subtrees. To this end, we developed an algorithm to extract all
clans (defined as unrooted monophyletic clade) from each
unrooted tree (Wilkinson et al. 2007) with two monophyletic
salmonid tips as well as nonsalmonid outgroups resulting in a
final set of 20,342 gene trees. In total, 31,291 grayling genes
were assigned to a clan (fig. 1 and supplementary fig. S2,
Supplementary Material online). We then identified homeol-
ogy in the Atlantic salmon genome by integrating all-versus-
all protein BLAST alignments with a priori information of Ss4R
synteny as described by Lien et al. (2016). Using the homeol-
ogy information, we inferred a set of high-confidence ohno-
logs originating from Ss4R. The scaffold length distribution
and number of genes per scaffold containing the inferred
Ss4R genes are plotted in supplementary figure S13,
Supplementary Material online. The clans were grouped
based on the gene tree topology into duplicates representing
LORe and those with ancestrally diverged duplicates (AORe).
The LORe regions were further categorized into two (dupli-
cated or collapsed) based on the number of corresponding T.
thymallus orthologs. These data were plotted on Atlantic
salmon chromosomes using circos plot generated using
OmicCircos (https://bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/
html/OmicCircos.html). The LORe and AORe ohnologs with
two copies in each species are hereafter referred to as

ohnolog-tetrads (see supplementary fig. S14,
Supplementary Material online, for the summary of the above
steps).

Expression Divergence and Conservation

The grayling RNA-Seq reads from each of the eight tissues
(liver, muscle, spleen, heart, head kidney, eye, brain, and gills)
were mapped to the genome assembly using STAR (version
2.4.1b). The reads uniquely mapping to the gene features
were quantified using htseq-count (Anders et al. 2015). The
CPM (counts per million) value, here used as a proxy for ex-
pression, was then calculated using edgeR (Robinson et al.
2010). Similar CPM data sets were obtained from Atlantic
salmon RNA-Seq data reported by Lien et al. (2016).

Filtering of ortholog groups (i.e., clans) was performed
prior to analyses of expression evolution of Ss4R ohnologs:
1) We only considered Ss4R duplicates that were retained in
both Atlantic salmon and grayling, and 2) the Ss4R duplicates
were classified into AORe or LORe, based on topologies of the
ortholog group gene trees, only gene pairs with non-zero
CPM value were considered. This filtering resulted in a set
of 5,070 duplicate pairs from both Atlantic salmon and gray-
ling (ohnolog-tetrads) (summarized in supplementary fig. S14,
Supplementary Material online). The gene expression values
from the gene duplicates in the ohnolog-tetrads were clus-
tered using hclust function in R, using Pearson correlation into
eight tissue-dominated clusters. The expression pattern in the
eight clusters of the genes in ohnolog-tetrads was used to
further classify them into one of the ohnolog expression evo-
lution categories (see table 2). The ohnolog-tetrads were fur-
ther filtered based on expected topologies under LORe and
AORe scenarios (see supplementary fig. S14, Supplementary
Material online, for summary). Heatmaps of expression counts
were plotted using pheatmap package in R (https://CRAN.R-
project.org/package¼ pheatmap). To quantify the breadth of
expression (i.e., the number of tissues a gene is expressed in),
we calculated the tissue specificity index Tau (Yanai et al.
2005) for all the genes in ohnolog-tetrads, where a s value
approaching 1 indicates higher tissue specificity while 0 indi-
cates ubiquitous expression.

Expression Comparison in Liver

Utilizing independent liver tissue samples, we compared dif-
ferential expression in liver tissue gene expression among
ohnologs of grayling and Atlantic salmon with their
ohnolog-tetrad tissue expression evolution categories. The
liver samples from four grayling individuals were sampled in
the river Gudbrandsdalslågen (61"18053.0900N 10"1801.5300E).
The samples were from two males (370,375 mm) and two
females (330,360 mm). The fish was euthanized and dis-
sected immediately after capture, and the liver was stored
in RNAlater. Total RNA was extracted and 100-bp single-
end read libraries were generated for two individuals and
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sequenced using the Illumina HiSeq4000 platform. For the
other two individuals, 150-bp paired-end read libraries were
generated and sequenced using the Illumina HiSeq2500 plat-
form. RNA-Seq data for an additional four Atlantic salmon
liver tissue samples were obtained from a feeding experiment
(Gillard et al. 2018). Presmolt salmon were raised on fish oil-
based diets under freshwater conditions.

The RNA-Seq read data were quality processed using
CutAdapt (Martin 2011) before alignment we aligned the
reads to grayling or Atlantic salmon (ICSASG_v2; Lien et al.
2016) genomes, respectively, using STAR (Dobin et al. 2013).
RSEM (Li and Dewey 2011) expected counts were generated
for gene features. EdgeR (Robinson et al. 2010) was used to
generate normalized library sizes of samples (TMM normali-
zation), followed by a differential expression analysis using the
exact test method between the gene expression of both the
grayling and Atlantic salmon ohnologs in each ohnolog-
tetrad. The fold change (log2 scaled) and significance of dif-
ferential expression (false discovery rate-corrected P-values)
were produced for grayling and Atlantic salmon duplicates,
as well as relative counts in the form of CPM.

Sequence Evolution

To estimate coding sequence evolution rates, we converted
amino acid alignments to codon alignments using pal2nal
(Suyama et al. 2006). The “seqinr” R package (http://seqinr.
r-forge.r-project.org/) was used to calculate pairwise dN and
dS values for all sequences in each alignment using the
“kaks” function. For in-depth analyses of branch-specific

sequence evolution of the cystic fibrosis transmembrane con-
ductance regulator (CFTR ) genes, we used the codeml in
PAML (version 4.7a) (Yang 1997). To assess whether sequen-
ces in the CFTR gene tree evolved under similar selection pres-
sure, we contrasted a fixed dN/dS ratio (1-ratio) model and a
free-ratio model of codon evolution. A likelihood ratio test
was conducted to assess whether a free-ratio model was a
significantly better fit to the data. Branch-specific dN/dS val-
ues were extracted from the maximum likelihood results for
the free ratios model.

The two Pacific salmon genes in the CFTR tree (fig. 5) cor-
respond to a gene from rainbow trout and another from
Coho salmon. A BLAT (Kent 2002) search of CFTR gene
against the rainbow trout assembly (https://www.geno-
scope.cns.fr/trout/) resulted in hits on three different scaffolds,
with one complete hit and two other partial hits on unplaced
scaffolds. Additionally, Coho salmon data are based on a set
of genes inferred from transcriptome data. Therefore, the
presence of a single copy in the tree for the two species is
likely an assembly artifact.

Genome-Wide Identification of Transcription Factor-
Binding Sites

A total of 13,544 metazoan transcription factor protein
sequences together with their binding site represented as po-
sition-specific scoring matrices (PSSMs referred to as motifs)
were collected from transcription factor-binding profile data-
bases such as CISBP, JASPAR, 3D-footprint, UniPROBE,
HumanTF, HOCOMOCO, HumanTF2, and TRANSFAC.
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FIG. 1.—Species and genes in ortholog groups. Left: Phylogenetic relationship of species used for constructing ortholog groups and gene trees. The blue

circle indicates the 3R-WGD event, while the Ss4R event is indicated with an orange circle. Right: Number of genes assigned to ortholog groups in each of the

species used in the analysis.
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DNA sequences from upstream promoter regions of
Atlantic salmon ($ 1,000/þ 200 bp from TSS) were extracted.
A first-order Markov model was created from the entire set of
upstream promoter regions using the fasta-get-markov pro-
gram in the MEME Suite (Bailey et al. 2009). This background
model was used to convert frequency matrices into log-odds
score matrices. We performed a genome-wide transcription
factor-binding sites prediction in the Atlantic salmon genome
using the PSSM collection and the Finding Individual Motif
Occurrences (FIMO) (Grant et al. 2011) tool in the MEME
Suite (P-value ¼ 0.0001 and FDR ¼ 0.2).

Motif similarity between Atlantic salmon ohnolog pro-
moters was scored using the “Jaccard coefficient.” The pro-
moter Jaccard coefficient is defined as

J A; Bð Þ ¼ A \ B

jAj þ jBj $ jA \ Bj
;

where A and B represents the type of motifs that were present
in promoters of the A and B ohnolog copies. If A and B are
empty, we set J(A, B) ¼ 0 where 0( J(A, B) ( 1.

Gene Ontology Analysis

The gene ontology (GO) term enrichment analysis was per-
formed using the “elim” algorithm implemented in the
“topGO” R package (http://www.bioconductor.org/pack-
ages/2.12/bioc/html/topGO.html), with a significance thresh-
old of 0.05 using the genes from all ohnolog-tetrad categories
as the background. GO terms were assigned to salmon genes
using Blast2GO (Conesa et al. 2005).

Results

Genome Assembly and Annotation

We sequenced the genome of a wild-caught male grayling
individual, sampled from the Norwegian river Glomma
(61"2500.100N 11"9049.700E), using the Illumina HiSeq 2000
platform (supplementary tables S1 and S2, Supplementary
Material online). De novo assembly was performed using
ALLPATHS-LG (Gnerre et al. 2011), followed by assembly cor-
rection using Pilon (Walker et al. 2014), resulting in 24,343
scaffolds with an N50 of 284 kb and a total size of 1.468 Gb
(table 1). The scaffolds represent !85% of the k-mer-based
genome size estimate of !1.8 Gb. The C-values estimated
previously for European grayling are 2.1 pg (http://www.
genomesize.com/) and 1.9 pg (Hartley 1987). To annotate
gene structures, we used RNA-Seq data from nine tissues
extracted from the sequenced individual. We constructed
transcriptome assemblies using both de novo and reference-
based methods. Repeat masking with a repeat library con-
structed using a combination of homology and de novo-
based methods identified and masked !600 Mb (!40%) of
the assembly and was dominated by class1 DNA transposable

elements (supplementary table S3 and a repeat landscape in
supplementary fig. S2, Supplementary Material online).
Finally, the transcriptome assemblies, the de novo-identified
repeats along with the UniProt proteins (UniProt Consortium
2015), and Atlantic salmon coding sequences (Lien et al.
2016) were utilized in the MAKER annotation pipeline, pre-
dicting a total of 117,944 gene models, of which 48,753
protein-coding genes were retained based on AED score, ho-
mology with UniProt and Atlantic salmon proteins or presence
of known domains. Assembly completeness was assessed at
the gene level by looking for conserved genes using CEGMA
and BUSCO. The assembly contains 236 (95.16%) out of 248
conserved eukaryotic genes (CEGs) with 200 (80.65%) com-
plete CEGs. Of the 4,584 BUSCO (database: Actinopterygii,
odb9), 4,102 complete (89.5%) and 179 (3.9%%) frag-
mented genes were found in the assembly (table 1).

Divergent Rediploidization Rates among the Salmonid
Lineages

Previous studies have suggested that up to 25% of the ge-
nome of the most recent common salmonid ancestor was still
tetraploid when the grayling and Atlantic salmon lineages
diverged (Lien et al. 2016; Robertson et al. 2017). To test
this hypothesis, we used a phylogenomic approach to char-
acterize rediploidization following Ss4R in grayling. We in-
ferred 23,782 groups of orthologous genes (i.e., ortholog
groups or orthogroups) using gene models from Homo sapi-
ens (human), Mus musculus (mouse), Danio rerio (zebrafish),
Gasterosteus aculeatus (three-spined stickleback), Oryzias lat-
ipes (medaka), Esox lucius (northern pike), Salmo salar
(Atlantic salmon), Oncorhynchus mykiss (rainbow trout), and
Oncorhynchus kisutch (coho salmon) (fig. 1). These
orthogroups were used to infer gene trees. In total, 20,342
gene trees contained WGD events older than Ss4R (Ts3R or
2R) and were further subdivided into smaller subgroups (i.e.,
unrooted monophyletic clade termed as clans, see Materials
and Methods for details and supplementary fig. S3,
Supplementary Material online). To identify orthogroups
with retained Ss4R duplicates, we relied on the high-quality
reference genome of Atlantic salmon (Lien et al. 2016). A
synteny-aware blast approach (Lien et al. 2016) was first
used to identify Ss4R duplicate/ohnolog pairs in the Atlantic
salmon genome, and this information was used to identify a
total of 8,527 gene trees containing high-confidence ohno-
logs originating from Ss4R. Finally, gene trees were classified
based on the tree topology into duplicates conforming to
LORe and those with ancestrally diverged duplicates following
the topology expected under AORe (fig. 2a). In total, 3,367
gene trees correspond to LORe regions (2,403 with a single
copy in grayling) and 5,160 correspond to an AORe-like to-
pology. These data were cross-checked with the LORe coor-
dinates suggested by Robertson et al. (2017), and genes with
LORe-type topologies from non-LORe regions of the genome
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were discarded. The final set (henceforth referred to as
ohnolog-tetrads) consisted of 5,475 gene trees containing
Ss4R duplicates from both species (4,735 AORe, 740 LORe).
In addition, 482 ortholog sets contained Ss4R duplicates in
Atlantic salmon but not in grayling.

To identify regions of ancestral and lineage-specific redi-
ploidization in the grayling genome, we assigned genes from
gene trees that contained Ss4R duplicates to genomic posi-
tions on the Atlantic salmon chromosomes (fig. 2b). In
Atlantic salmon, several homeologous chromosome arms
(2p-5q, 2q-12qa, 3q-6p, 4p-8q, 7q-17qb, 11qa-26, and
16qb-17qa) have previously been described as homeologous
regions under delayed rediploidization (Lien et al. 2016;
Robertson et al. 2017) (indicated in fig. 2b as red and blue
ribbons). Interestingly, for the homeologous LORe regions 2q-
12qa, 4p-8q, and 16qb-17qa in Atlantic salmon, we identified
only one orthologous region in grayling, suggesting either loss
of large duplicated blocks or sequence assembly collapse in
grayling. To test the “assembly collapse” hypothesis, we
mapped the grayling Illumina paired-end reads that were
used for the assembly back to the grayling genome sequence
using BWA-MEM (Li 2013) and determined the mapped read
depth for each of the grayling genes. Single-copy grayling
genes in LORe regions consistently displayed read depths
(!100) ) twice that of the LORe duplicates in grayling
(fig. 2c and supplementary fig. S4a, Supplementary Material
online), indicating assembly collapse rather than loss of large
chromosomal regions. Additionally, the single nucleotide
polymorphism (SNP) density of the scaffolds in these regions
computed using FreeBayes (Garrison and Marth 2012) (quality
filter of 30) displayed values that were on an average twice
that of the background SNP density, albeit with a much wider
distribution (fig. 2d and supplementary fig. S4b,
Supplementary Material online).

Ohnolog Tissue Gene Expression Regulation

To investigate the regulatory divergence in tissue expression
following Ss4R, we exploited tissue expression atlases of
Atlantic salmon and grayling in a coexpression analysis.

Individual genes from 5,070 “expressed” ohnolog-tetrads
(20,280 genes in total) were assigned to eight “tissue-domi-
nant” expression clusters (Materials and Methods, supple-
mentary fig. S5, Supplementary Material online). These
coexpression clusters were used to identify ohnolog-tetrads
conforming to expectations of expression patterns under five
evolutionary scenarios (see table 2, fig. 3 and supplementary
fig. S6, Supplementary Material online): Ancestral ohnolog
divergence followed by independent purifying selection
in both species (I), conserved tissue regulation in both
species (II), lineage-specific regulatory divergence of one
duplicate (III and IV). In addition, a fifth (V) scenario where
regulation among duplicates is shared within species but
different between species is expected to be common in
genomic regions with LORe. Further, the ohnolog-tetrads
where three or all four of the duplicates were in different
tissue-expression clusters were grouped into a sixth
“unclassified” category.

After applying a gene tree topology-based filtering criterion
to the 5,070 ohnolog-tetrads (see Materials and Methods),
509 conforming to the expectations of LORe and 3,480 con-
forming to AORe gene tree topologies were retained for fur-
ther analyses. Of the five evolutionary scenarios, conserved
tissue regulation was the most common (!25%), followed
by species-specific divergence of a single duplicate (!11%
in Atlantic salmon and !15% in grayling). Categories I and
V were the least common categories (table 2), and as
expected, category V was significantly enriched in LORe
regions (Fisher’s exact test, two-sided, P-value < 0.0005).

To assess the directionality of the expression divergence
relative to the presumed ancestral state, we compared tissue
expression of the ohnolog-tetrads with that of the corre-
sponding orthologs in northern pike (fig. 3). Previous studies
have shown that genome-wide tissue-specific expression di-
vergence among WGD ohnologs in teleosts mostly evolves
through asymmetric divergence in tissue regulation (Lien
et al. 2016; Sandve et al. 2018). The predominant expression
pattern thus reflects one ohnolog copy retaining more regu-
latory similarity with unduplicated orthologs (regulatory neo-
functionalization), with very small proportion (<1%) of

Table 1

Grayling Genome Assembly Statistics

Assembly Statistics Assembly Validation

Total size of scaffolds (bp) 1,468,519,221 Complete CEGMAa genes 80.65% (200/248)

Number of scaffolds 24,369 Partial CEGMA genes 95.16% (236/248)

Scaffold N50 (bp) 283,328 Complete BUSCOsb 4,102 (89.5%)

Longest scaffold (bp) 2,502,076 Complete Duplicated BUSCOs 1,724 (37.6%)

Total size of contigs (bp) 1,278,330,545 Fragmented BUSCOS 179 (3.9%)

Number of contigs 216,549 Missing BUSCOS 303 (6.6%)

Contig N50 (bp) 11,206 Total BUSCOS searched 4,584

aBased on 248 highly CEGS.
bBased on a set of 4,584 Actinopterygii odb9 BUSCOs.
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ohnologs displaying characteristics of regulatory subfunction-
alization (Lien et al. 2016). Under a model of subfunctionali-
zation, the sum of expression levels of both ohnologs should
correlate better to the assumed ancestral expression regula-
tion than any of the individual ohnologs (Sandve et al. 2018).
Therefore, we tested whether the divergence patterns leading
to maintenance of the two ohnolog copies in the category I
tetrads are associated with this atypical mode of expression
divergence. Both the distribution of ohnolog tissue expression
correlations (supplementary fig. S7, Supplementary Material
online) and the patterns in the heatmaps (fig. 3) support the
regulatory neofunctionalization pattern for all three evolution-
ary scenarios where we observe ohnolog divergence (catego-
ries I, III, and IV).

As different tissues are involved in different biological func-
tions, we expect that the regulatory evolution is shaped by
tissue-specific selective pressures (Gu and Su 2007). To test
this, we evaluated the hypothesis that tissues are dispropor-
tionately contributing to ohnolog-tetrad divergence by com-
paring the “tissue-dominant” cluster distribution across all
tetrads. For all evolutionary scenarios, between two and five
tissue-expression clusters were significantly over- or underrep-
resented (Fisher’s tests, two sided, Bonferroni-corrected P-
value ( 0.05), with the conserved category being the most
skewed in tissue representation with a strong bias toward
brain-specific expression (supplementary table S4,
Supplementary Material online). The high tissue specificity
(Tau score) of genes in ohnolog-tetrads associated with these
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genes (supplementary fig. S8, Supplementary Material online)
corroborates the observed brain-specific expression bias.

Further, we tested whether distinct ohnolog-tetrad diver-
gence categories were coupled to patterns of protein-coding
and promoter sequence evolution. Specifically, we tested the
hypothesis that conserved regulation is associated with con-
served protein-coding evolution. We estimated the dN/dS ra-
tios for each duplicate pair within each species and compared
the distribution of dN/dS statistics in each class with that of
the “unclassified” category VI (supplementary fig. S9,
Supplementary Material online). Low dN/dS (*1) indicates
strong purifying selection pressure. Categories I–V show var-
iability in among-ohnolog dN/dS ratios, with category I having
significantly higher dN/dS ratio compared with the
“unclassified” category (Wilcoxon rank sum, P¼ 0.005) and
categories II and V having significantly lower dN/dS ratios
(Wilcoxon rank sum, P¼ 0.014 and P ¼ 0.0017, respectively).
The ohnolog pairs showing lineage-specific expression diver-
gence (III and IV) did not have a significantly different dN/dS
ratio compared with the unclassified category (Wilcoxon rank
test, P¼ 0.36 and P¼ 0.26, respectively). Further, we used
the Atlantic salmon genome to annotate and compare known
transcription factor motifs divergence in the promoters (from
1,000 bp upstream to 200 bp downstream of the transcrip-
tion start site) of ohnologs. Under the assumption that expres-
sion divergence is, at least partly, driven by changes in
transcription factor-binding motifs located in proximal pro-
moters, we tested whether ohnolog regulatory divergence
in salmon (scenario I and III) was associated with divergence
of promoter motifs. Indeed, the results add validation to the
different expression evolution classifications (supplementary
fig. S10, Supplementary Material online), with categories I
and III having significantly less similar promoter motif content
compared with ohnolog-tetrads with conserved tissue expres-
sion regulation in salmon (II, IV, and V) (Wilcoxon test all
contrasts between I/III and II/IV/V, P< 0.04–0.002).

To evaluate whether the ohnologs in different classes were
associated with distinct biological functions, we performed
GO term enrichment tests. The ohnolog-tetrads of category
II under strict selective constraints show highly brain-specific
expression and are enriched for GO functions related to

behavior and neural functions. In contrast, genes in category
I, which represents ohnologs that underwent divergence in
gene regulation following WGD, are associated with func-
tions related to lipid metabolism, development, and immune
system (supplementary file 2, Supplementary Material online).

Highly connected genes in protein–protein interaction (PPI)
networks are often placed under strong constraints to main-
tain stoichiometry (Freeling and Thomas 2006; S!emon and
Wolfe 2007). To test whether the strong constraints on the
ohnolog-tetrads with conserved tissue expression (II) are asso-
ciated with having higher PPIs, we extracted all the zebrafish
genes from the gene trees corresponding to the ohnologs in
the expression divergence categories and queried them
against the STRING database (Szklarczyk et al. 2017) (version
10.5). Only associations with a score of above 7.0, suggesting
high-confidence associations, were retained. As expected, we
found that category II genes were indeed enriched for PPI
(enrichment P-value ¼ 1.05e-05) in comparison to the genes
in the other classes (I, III, and IV) with diverged expression
(enrichment P-value ¼ 0.79).

Evolution of Gene Expression Levels Following WGD

The coexpression analyses leverage gene expression variation
between tissues to classify ohnologs according to regulatory
divergence. However, it is important to note that it does not
explicitly test for significant changes in gene expression levels.
To assess the divergence of ohnolog expression levels, we
generated an RNA-Seq data set from additional liver samples
from Atlantic salmon (n¼ 4) and grayling (n¼ 4). We tested
for differences in liver expression levels between ohnolog pairs
within both species and calculated absolute differences in fold
change (FC) and the statistical significance (FDR-adjusted P-
values) for these tests. Of the 2,467 ohnolog-tetrads in cate-
gories I–V (table 2), 54% (1,349) showed significant
(FDR< 10$ 3) fold change differences (FC> 2) in liver expres-
sion in at least one species, with 19% (467) in both species,
18% (455) in grayling only, and 17% (427) in salmon only.

We then focused on the subset of ohnolog-tetrads where
at least one ohnolog was assigned to an expression cluster
displaying dominant expression in liver. From this subset of

Table 2

Classification of Tissue Expression Divergence in the Ohnolog-Tetrads

Evolutionary Scenario AORe LORe

I: Ancestral ohnolog divergence followed by purifying selection independently in both species 199 (5.7%) 24 (4.7%)

II: Conserved tissue regulation of all ohnologs 869 (25%) 131 (25.7%)

III: Atlantic salmon-specific divergence of one ohnolog 375 (10.8%) 70 (13.8%)

IV: Grayling-specific divergence of one ohnolog 516 (14.8%) 80 (15.7%)

V: Conserved tissue regulation among ohnologs within species but different between species 195 (5.6%) 51 (10.0%)

Unclassified (VI): Ohnolog-tetrads assigned to three or more tissue clusters 1,326 (38.1%) 153 (30.1%)

Total 3,480 509

NOTE.—The number and percentages of genes in each category calculated based on the total number of topology-filtered ohnolog-tetrads.
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552 ohnolog-tetrads, 80% (442) showed significant
(FDR< 10$ 3) fold change differences (FC> 2) in liver
expression in at least one species, 37% (204) both species,
25% (136) grayling only, and 18% (102) salmon only (sup-
plementary table S5, Supplementary Material online). As
tissue-dominance is the main factor in the analyses of

tissue-regulatory evolution, we expected that the different
evolutionary scenarios (fig. 3) should be associated with
enrichments in certain patterns of expression level divergence,
or alternatively, a lack thereof. We indeed found that the
ohnolog-tetrads reflecting ancestral divergence followed by
purifying selection in both species (scenario I) were
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significantly enriched in ohnologs being expressed at different
levels in both species compared with other scenarios (fig. 4a,
Fisher’s test P-value¼ 1.74 ) 10$ 4). Conversely, those ohno-
log pairs that show shared tissue regulatory patterns (scenar-
ios II and V) were significantly enriched in ohnologs with no
expression level divergence (P-values¼ 0.0117 and 6.79 )
10$ 3). Finally, ohnologs with tissue regulatory divergence in
one species (scenario III and IV in fig. 3) also had the most
pronounced enrichment of expression level divergence for
that species (fig. 4a, P-values¼ 3.32 ) 10$ 7 and 2.03 )
10$ 6). Three examples of putative liver-specific expression
gains showing high correspondence between tissue regula-
tion and expression level evolution are highlighted in
figure 4c–h.

Further, we assessed whether liver-specific expression level
differences between ohnologs were associated with changes
in transcription factor-binding motif presence in promoters.
We partitioned the ohnologs into three categories; differen-
tially expressed in both species (likely diverged in expression in
an ancestor of all salmonids), species-specific expression level
divergence (we only used salmon-specific cases as we had no
promoter motif data for grayling), and no significant differ-
ence in expression level. The lowest promoter motif similarity
was found among ohnologs where both species showed
strong expression level divergence, followed by the salmon-
specific and then no expression divergence (fig. 4b).

Selection on Chloride Ion Transporter Regulation

The most apparent difference in biology between grayling
and Atlantic salmon is the ability of Atlantic salmon to migrate
between freshwater and saltwater (anadromy), a trait that
grayling has not evolved. A key feature in saltwater acclima-
tion involves remodeling gill physiology to enable efficient ion
secretion and maintenance of osmotic homeostasis (Evans
et al. 2005). We therefore specifically investigated the ohno-
log divergence in gill gene expression regulation for key ion
transport-associated genes that perform critical function in
the process of chloride ion secretion in sea water (Mackie
et al. 2007; Nilsen et al. 2007). The Naþ /Kþ /2Cl$ cotrans-
porter 1 (NKCC1a) gene showed an extreme gill-dominated
expression of one of the ohnologs in salmon, while no such
gill-specific expression was observed for the corresponding
grayling ohnologs (supplementary fig. S11, Supplementary
Material online). A particularly striking difference in expression
pattern was observed for the cystic fibrosis transmembrane
conductance regulator gene (CFTR ; an ABC transporter-class
conducting chloride ion transport), which exhibited grayling-
specific regulatory divergence (Category IV). From the tissue
expression profiles of this tetrad (fig. 5a), it was evident that
the divergence of tissue regulation in grayling was associated
with a loss of gill tissue expression specificity compared with
Atlantic salmon. To determine whether the grayling CFTR du-
plicate with diverged expression also had signatures of coding

sequence divergence, we computed branch-specific dN/dS.
Notably, the grayling CFTR displaying diverged expression reg-
ulation also displays a 2-fold increase in dN/dS compared with
its Ss4R duplicate copy with conserved expression regulation
(fig. 5b). Naþ /Kþ -ATPase subunit genes were not well repre-
sented in the annotation and orthogroups and hence not in-
cluded in the analysis.

Discussion

A major limitation in previous studies of evolution of gene
regulation following WGD in vertebrates has been the inabil-
ity to distinguish between neutral and adaptive divergence
(Hermansen et al. 2016). Here, we leverage gene expression
data from two salmonid species and a close outgroup species
(northern pike) in a comparative approach to identify shared
expression evolution patterns following WGD in lineages
evolving independently for!50 Myr. This allows us to identify
evolutionarily long-term conservation of novel expression
“phenotypes” arising after WGD—the hallmark of novel
adaptive functions.

Although regulatory divergence of Ss4R ohnologs is wide-
spread (Lien et al. 2016; Gillard et al. 2018), we show that
ohnolog regulatory tissue divergence shared among species
separated by !50 Myr of evolution is comparably rare
(table 2).

Ohnolog-tetrads that include genes with liver- and gill-
biased expression contribute disproportionately to signals
that are consistent with adaptive expression evolution in a
salmonid ancestor (supplementary table S4, Supplementary
Material online). The genes predominantly expressed in liver
have been shown to have a strong association with phyletic
age (Kryuchkova-Mostacci and Robinson-Rechavi 2015),
while also being associated with particularly fast expression
evolution when compared with other tissues (Duret and
Mouchiroud 2000; Khaitovich et al. 2006). However, in con-
trast to our results, this latter pattern is associated with sig-
natures of neutral evolution rather than adaptive evolution of
novel regulation in mammals (Kryuchkova-Mostacci and
Robinson-Rechavi 2015). Future studies should therefore
look into the forces that drive regulatory evolution in liver-
centric genes, using broader comparative data sets, detailed
characterization of the evolutionary turnover of liver-specific
regulatory elements, and use of phylogenetic methods that
are able to detect shifts in selection on gene regulation
(Sandve et al. 2018)

Salmonids are suggested to have evolved from a pike-like
ancestor, a relatively stationary ambush predator (Craig
2008). Under this assumption, early salmonid evolution
must have involved adaptation to new pelagic and/or riverine
habitats. Adaptations to new environments and evolution of
different life history strategies are known to be associated
with strong selective pressure on immune-related genes
(Star et al. 2011; Haase et al. 2013; Solbakken et al. 2017).
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In line with this, we see an overrepresentation of immune-
related genes among ohnologs that diverged in the common
ancestor of salmon and grayling but have been under purify-
ing selection in both species after speciation (category I, table 2
and supplementary file 2, Supplementary Material online).
Furthermore, pikes are generally piscivorous throughout their
life span, while salmonids depend more on aquatic and ter-
restrial invertebrate prey with significantly lower input of lip-
ids, especially in early life (Carmona-Anto~nanzas et al. 2013).
Interestingly, duplicates with shared ancestral divergence (cat-
egory I), which are candidates for adaptive divergence in reg-
ulation, are enriched for genes involved in lipid-homeostasis,
metabolism, and energy storage (glycogen)-related functions
(GO test results in supplementary file 2, Supplementary
Material online).

The regulatory divergence of metabolism-related genes
and its association with corresponding shifts in the prey nu-
trient profile have been previously described in other fish
(McGirr and Martin 2017). In this study, we do find individual
candidate genes for tissue remodeling of metabolism
function, such as the ATP-binding cassette transporter
gene linked to cholesterol metabolism (ABCA1, supple-
mentary fig. S12, Supplementary Material online).
However, in order to interpret these results from a per-
spective of gene regulation evolution related to novel life-
style and diet adaptations in salmonid ancestor, a
comprehensive analysis using, for example, liver coexpres-
sion network comparisons and controlled experiments
with dietary modifications would be necessary.

Taken together, our results suggest a role of Ss4R ohnologs
in adaptive evolution of novel gene expression regulation,
possibly related to new pathogenic pressures in a new type
of habitat, and optimization of lipid-homeostasis and glyco-
gen metabolism-related functions in response to evolution of
a more active pelagic/riverine life with limited lipid resources.

Purifying selection to maintain ancestral tissue regulation
of ohnologs in both salmonid species was the most commonly
observed fate of ohnolog expression evolution (category II,
table 2 and fig. 3). These ohnologs were predominantly
brain-specific and enriched for predicted PPIs. Several other
studies in vertebrates have found similar results, with strong
purifying selection on sequence and expression evolution in
brain-dominant genes, as well as high retention probability
following large-scale genome duplication (Khaitovich et al.
2005; Chan et al. 2009; Zheng-Bradley et al. 2010;
Guschanski et al. 2017; Roux et al. 2017). As neuron func-
tion-related genes are involved in complex networks of sig-
naling cascades and higher-order PPIs, this pattern is believed
to be driven by either direct selection for maintaining novel
gene copies due to dosage balance (relative or absolute) or
indirectly through selection against toxic effects of misfolding
or misinteracting proteins (Roux et al. 2017).

Recent analyses of salmonid genomes have revealed
!25% LORe between Atlantic salmon and grayling (Lien
et al. 2016; Robertson et al. 2017). Here, we find a set of
LORe regions, corresponding to whole chromosome arms in
Atlantic salmon, detected as single copy genes in grayling as a
result of collapse during the assembly process. This strongly
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suggests that these sequences are in fact present as near-
identical duplicated regions in the grayling genome. The
larger chromosome arm-sized regions virtually indistinguish-
able at the sequence level (!10% in total, i.e., blue ribbons in
fig. 2b) are likely still recombining or have only ceased to do so
in the recent evolutionary past. Large-scale chromosomal
rearrangements often follow genome duplication to block
or hinder recombination among duplicated regions (Comai
2005; Lien et al. 2016). The difference we observe in the
rediploidization history between Atlantic salmon and grayling
is thus likely linked to the distinctly different chromosome
evolution in these species (supplementary fig. S1,
Supplementary Material online) (Qumsiyeh 1994).

The genomic footprints of LORe also extend to ohnolog
regulatory divergence. LORe regions showed a strong enrich-
ment of species-specific tissue-specific expression pattern
(category V, in table 2 and supplementary table S5,
Supplementary Material online), as expected under lineage-
specific rediploidization and subsequent regulatory diver-
gence. However, we also find a small proportion (!5%) of
genes in AORe regions of the genome that reflect conserved
tissue regulation among ohnologs within species but different
regulation between species (category V). This observation is
more difficult to explain, but it is likely real as the coding- and
promoter sequence evolution analyses show that these ohno-
logs are biased toward high similarity in the coding and pro-
moter sequences within each species (supplementary figs. S9
and S10, Supplementary Material online). Possible explana-
tions for this observation could be a result of nonhomologous
gene conversion (Hastings 2010) or evolution of species-
specific tissue regulatory networks.

Finally, one fundamental difference between European
grayling and Atlantic salmon is that Atlantic salmon has the
ability to migrate between fresh- and seawater (anadromy).
We demonstrate differences between European grayling and
Atlantic salmon gill gene expression regulation for ohnologs
of two key genes, NKCC1 and CFTR , involved in chloride ion
homeostasis (Marshall and Singer 2002; Nilsen et al. 2007).
NKCC1 is involved in entry of chloride ions into the basolateral
membrane and is known to be regulated during migration to
saltwater. Our finding that only Atlantic salmon displays a
strong gill expression bias for one Ss4R copy of NKCC1a (sup-
plementary fig. S11, Supplementary Material online) is con-
gruent with adaptive evolution of novel gill expression
regulation to ensure efficient ion transport in gills in anadro-
mous salmonids.

As for the CFTR ohnologs, the results point toward an an-
cestral gill expression dominance in a salmonid ancestor, fol-
lowed by a grayling lineage-specific loss of both tissue
expression specificity and gill expression dominance, accom-
panied by increased accumulation of nonsynonymous substi-
tutions (figs. 5a and b). Atlantic salmon on the other hand has
retained both copies as “gill specific.” The diverged expres-
sion of the CFTR gene copy in European grayling could be

related to evolution of novel function, with the elevated dN/
dS reflecting a mixture of positive selection on some codons
and relaxed purifying selection on others. However, a more
parsimonious model of CFTR evolution in European grayling
would be that there has been a relaxation of purifying selec-
tion pressure to maintain both CFTR copies in the nonanadr-
omous species. We thus propose that maintaining two
functional CFTR genes could be an adaptive trait in anadro-
mous salmonids to improve their ability to remove excess
chloride ions and maintain ion homeostasis in the sea.

Conclusions

We present the first genome assembly of European grayling
and use it for comparative studies with the reference genome
assembly of Atlantic salmon. We show that this draft genome
assembly is a highly valuable resource for gene-based analyses
of salmonids and their relatives. Our comparative genome
and transcriptome analysis between Atlantic salmon and
grayling provides novel insights into evolutionary fates of
ohnologs subsequent to WGD and associations between sig-
natures of selection pressures on gene duplicate regulation
and the evolution of salmonid traits, including anadromy. The
key candidate genes potentially involved in differences in life-
style, dietary adaptations, and anadromy between salmon
and grayling should be further followed up in future evolu-
tionary and experimental studies. Hence, the genome re-
source of grayling opens up new exciting avenues for
utilizing salmonids as a model system to understand the evo-
lutionary consequences of WGD in vertebrates.

Availability of Data

The Illumina reads have been deposited at ENA under the
project accession: PRJEB21333. The genome assembly and
annotation data are available at https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.
figshare.c.3808162. Atlantic salmon liver expression data are
available at ENA or NCBI under sample accessions:
SAMEA104483623, SAMEA104483624, SAMEA104
483627, and SAMEA104483628.

Supplementary Material

Supplementary data are available at Genome Biology and
Evolution online.
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Introduction 

Whole genome duplications have played a major role in increasing genomic complexity            

and fueling the eukaryotic lineages with novel genetic material. Such sudden doubling            

of genetic material provides a rare opportunity for evolution to shape novel gene             

functions out of a vast space of gene redundancy, eventually resulting in evolution of              

novel phenotypes and species (Ohno 1970; Van de Peer et al. 2017). In vertebrates,              

ancient WGDs ancestral to all vertebrates ~500 million years ago (Mya) and at the base               

of teleosts ~350 Mya (Hoegg et al. 2004; Amores et al. 2011) have been associated with                

the evolution of novel traits leading to genetic and phenotypic diversity and speciation             

(Holland et al. 1994; Meyer and Van de Peer 2005; Van de Peer et al. 2009; Van de Peer                   

et al. 2017; Lynch and Conery 2000; Sémon and Wolfe 2007; Volff 2005). However, the               

contribution of duplicated genes arising from WGDs to the evolution of novel            

phenotypes, both at the molecular and organismal level, remains poorly understood. 

 

The impact of vertebrate WGD on gene expression regulation has received considerable            

attention in recent years (Lien et al. 2016; Varadharajan et al. 2018; Berthelot et al.               

2014; Braasch et al. 2016; Robertson et al. 2017). These studies have revealed             

widespread divergence in tissue regulation after WGD, but also that the majority of             

duplicate pairs evolve in an asymmetric manner - with one copy retaining an ancestral              

 



like regulation, while the other evolves a novel regulatory phenotype (Sandve et al.             

2018). This pattern is in accordance with the classical model made famous by Ohno in               

the 1970s (Ohno 1970), whereby one duplicate copy is released from selective            

constraints, followed by accumulation of novel ‘functions’ which can give rise to novel             

adaptive phenotypes. Unfortunately, due to methodological limitations and limitations         

in available transcriptomics datasets, preceding analyses of regulatory evolution         

following WGD has not been able to distinguish between neutral and likely adaptive             

shifts in gene expression regulation (Sandve et al. 2018).  
 

A statistical framework is needed to distinguish neutral and adaptive shifts in gene             

expression. Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes have been proposed to model gene         

expression evolution, enabling robust hypothesis testing (Bedford and Hartl 2009). An           

OU processes is an extension of a brownian motion random walk process, with an              

additional assumption that a stabilizing force pulls the process back towards a            

particular value. This model framework has been shown to be suitable for modelling             

evolution of gene expression, which is subject to stabilizing selection, and has been used              

to detect selection on gene expression across mammalian evolution (Bedford and Hartl            

2009; Kalinka et al. 2010; Perry et al. 2012; Chen et al. 2019). Here, we use a recently                  

developed OU-based model of transcriptome evolution (Rohlfs and Nielsen 2015; Rohlfs           

et al. 2014) to test the hypothesis that WGD sparks novel adaptive shifts in gene               

expression regulation. Using the salmonid WGD 80-100 Mya (Berthelot et al. 2014;            

Macqueen and Johnston 2014) as a model system, our results supports that WGD results              

in a major shift in selective constraints and drive evolution of novel gene expression              

levels in liver. Interestingly, the majority of expression level shifts represents ‘down            

tuning’ of one or both duplicates, while only a small proportion displayed the hallmarks              

of a novel and likely adaptive expression level increase. This suggests that gene dosage              

stoichiometry is a strong selective force in early evolution following WGD in            

vertebrates. 

 



Results 

Identifying gene orthologs after whole genome duplication 

We compared expression evolution in seven species, including three non-salmonid          

teleosts (Danio rerio /zebrafish, Oryzias latipes/medaka and Esox lucius /northern pike)         

and four salmonids (Salmo salar/Atlantic salmon, Salvelinus alpinus/Arctic char,         

Oncorhynchus kisutch/ coho salmon and Oncorhynchus mykiss /rainbow trout) (Figure        

1A). 

Figure 1. Orthologs identified in studied species (A) Evolutionary timeline of the species used in the test for gene                   

regulatory evolution (Rabosky et al. 2018) . The estimated time of the salmonid (4R) WGD is shown. (B) A heatmap                   

showing the number of genes per species in each orthogroup. Singleton orthogroups have one gene copy in all species,                   

and duplicate orthogroups have one gene copy in the outgroup species and two gene copies in salmonid species. (C) The                    

number of protein coding genes in the genome and in orthogroups per species. 

 

To this end, we identified 20,734 gene ortholog groups (orthogroups) that comprised            

the majority of the genes from each species (Figure 1C). By clustering the orthogroups              

by the number of genes from each species, we identified 2,232 (11%) singleton             

orthogroups that contained only one gene copy from each species (referred to as             

singletons), and 2,887 (14%) duplicate orthogroups that contained only one gene copy            

from the non-salmonid species and two gene copies from the salmonid species (Figure             

1B). 

 



Normalizing expression for comparative transcriptomics 

We supplemented existing RNA-Seq data from liver samples (four replicates) in Atlantic            

salmon and northern pike (Gillard et al. 2018) with corresponding data for zebrafish,             

medaka, Arctic char, coho salmon, and rainbow trout. Reads were mapped to the             

respective genomes and gene expression were estimated as Transcripts Per Million           

(TPM). However, comparative analyses across species with widely different number of           

genes cannot be based on TPM values. A naive expectation is that this will lead to lower                 

gene expression values in species with higher numbers of genes, since the total number              

of reads is divided among more genes. However, this expectation is further complicated             

by the fact that the studied species also vary in the fraction of genes that are expressed                 

in liver and the distribution of genes expressed at different levels (Figure 2A). To allow               

for comparison of gene expression across species, we therefore devised an approach            

where we first normalized expression data within each species (Figure 2C, between            

replicates) and then between species (Figure 2E). Between species normalization was           

done by computing scaling factors based on the expression of singletons, which we             

assumed to be expressed at similar levels across species (see methods for details).             

Species normalization factors differed quite substantially from the naive gene number           

expectation (Figure 2D), but within species normalization had by far the largest effect             

on expression values. 

 

 



 

Figure 2: Within and between species expression normalization. (A) For each species, the number of genes that are                  
expressed at different expression levels measured in Transcripts Per Million (TPM). (B) The distribution of unnormalized                
gene expression values measured as log2 (TPM+0.01), for each replicate and species. (C) The distribution of gene                 
expression values before (grey lines) and after (red lines) within-species normalization (WSN). (D) The between-species               
normalization factors multiplied to within-species normalized expression values (log2-scale). (E) The distribution of             
gene expression before (grey lines) and after (red lines) between-species normalization (BSN) using the normalization               
factors. 

  

Detecting shifts in expression levels following WGD  

The Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) process has previously been used to model the changes in             

gene expression over time (Chen et al. 2019). The OU process is a stochastic process               

that models accumulation of random changes in expression over time (random walk),            

but unlike a Brownian motion process, an OU process assumes that expression level             

evolution is constrained within biologically relevant bounds (Figure 3A). Due to           

stabilizing selection, variation in expression increases non-linearly over time. In the OU            

process formulation, the θ parameter represents the optimal level that expression           

 



varies around. The σ2 parameter represents the rate of variation over time, while the              

α parameter represents the strength of selection pressure towards an optimal level            

(θ), restricting the variation (Figure 3A). To assess if expression variation in the             

orthologs from our studied species fits the OU process assumptions, we plotted the             

mean squared expression distance between pairs of species against their evolutionary           

distance (in sequence substitutions). Expression distance levels off as evolutionary          

distance increases (Figure 3B, Supplementary figure 1) in agreement with the OU            

process assumptions (rather than a Brownian motion process) (Bedford and Hartl           

2009), demonstrating that an OU-model is appropriate for studying expression          

evolution in our species. 

 

Figure 3: Modelling gene expression divergence over time. (A) Diagram of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) process               
compared to a Brownian motion-based model. Parameters in the OU model include an optimal expression level θ, the                  
rate of variation σ2, and the strength of selection α towards the optimal level. (B) The mean squared expression                   
distance is plotted against the evolutionary distance (sequence substitutions) for each pair of species. The points are                 
coloured and labeled based on the oldest species in the pair. 

 

To test for statistically significant shifts in expression after the 4R WGD, we used the               

Expression Variance and Evolution (EVE) model (Rohlfs and Nielsen 2015; Rohlfs et al.             

2014), which builds upon the OU process by adding a new parameter β that represents               

the ratio of within-species expression variance over between-species variance. The          

number of species (i.e. tips in gene trees) correlate with the statistical power to detect               

expression level shifts. This makes it difficult to directly compare the expression shift             

test statistics between retained 4R copies and genes that have returned to singleton             

copies. To overcome this obstacle, we subsetted each duplicate orthogroup, with           

 



retained 4R duplicates, so that each test was only done on one of the two monophyletic                

‘duplicate’ clades (Figure 4). The outgroup orthologs (i.e. genes in the species without             

the 4R WGD) remain the same for both subsets. For each set of orthogroups, the EVE                

model parameters were optimised to best fit the expression data and maximum            

likelihood values were calculated. Our null hypothesis (Hnull) is that expression has not             

shifted after WGD from a single optimal level (θancestral) and that expression differences             

is explained by species and evolutionary variance under the model of consistent            

stabilizing selection. Our alternative hypothesis (Halt) is that expression has shifted for            

salmonid orthologs after WGD from a pre-4R WGD optimal level (θancestral) to a new              

post-4R WGD optimal level (θderived). We then perform a Likelihood Ratio Test (LRT)             

and reject H null (θancestral = θderived) and accept Halt (θancestral θderived) if the LRT score is          =/        

greater than the upper 95% quantile of the χ2 distribution with one degree of freedom               

(Figure 4). Orthologs with a significant shift in expression were further classified into             

those with a shift up and those with a shift down in expression compared to the                

pre-WGD level. The direction of the shift was determined by comparing the difference             

between θderived and θancestral. As controls, we used a corresponding setup to tested for              

shifts from pre-4R WGD levels in singleton orthogroups, and to test for shifts in              

individual outgroup species in singleton orthogroups. 

 

 

Figure 4: Design for detecting significant shifts in gene expression after the 4R WGD. For each gene duplicate (a                   
and b), we compare two models. Under model 1, the expression optimum of the duplicate (θderived) is shifted compared to                    
the ancestral expression optimum (θancestral), while under model 2 there is not shift in expression. A Likelihood Ratio Test                   
is then used to compare the two models and the statistical significance is determined using the χ2 distribution with one                    
degree of freedom. 
 

 

 



The EVE analysis revealed proportionately more salmonid duplicates with a shift in            

expression level optimum compared to salmonid singletons or teleost outgroup          

singletons (Figure 5A-B). Twentysix percent of orthogroups with retained Ss4R          

duplicates have a significant shift in expression level optimum for at least one of the               

copies. In comparison, the same proportion was 16% for salmonid singletons and            

6-10% for non-salmonid singletons. The large majority (81%) of duplicates with a            

significant expression level shift displayed decreased derived expression levels. In          

comparison, the same numbers were only 38% and 40-60% of salmonid singletons and             

outgroup lineages, respectively (Figure 5A). Using independent Atlantic salmon         

RNA-Seq expression data from a large feeding trial (Gillard et al. 2018) and a tissue atlas                

(Lien et al. 2016) confirmed shifts in expression consistent with what we detect in this                

study (Figure 6). 

 

 

Figure 5: Gene expression shifts after WGD. (A) The proportions of duplicate, singleton, or outgroup singletons that                 
were detected to have a significant shift up (red, up-triangle) or down (blue, down-triangle) in expression. Salmonid                 
duplicates can have one (lighter colors) or both copies (darker colors) shifted in expression, or have one copy shifted up                    
and one down (purple, up-down-triangles) (B) Heatmaps of expression levels of salmonid singleton and duplicates with                
a significant shift in expression. Gene expression is column-scaled (gene-scaled) with the highest values in red and the                  
lowest values in blue. 

 

 



Both the rate at which genes evolves new expression levels (Berthelot et al. 2018) and               

the power to detect gene expression shifts is associated with gene expression levels. If              

duplicate and singleton genes have vastly different average expression levels, this could            

explain the different propensity to evolve increased or decreased expression. To           

account for expression level differences, we compared the proportions of salmonid           

duplicates and singletons genes (both with and without significant expression shifts)           

with different expression levels (divided into quartiles) (Supplementary figure 2). The           

results fits well with the general idea that we have little power to detect decrease in                

expression levels for already lowly expressed genes, and that the power to detect any              

shift increase with expression level. More importantly, this analyses also clearly           

demonstrates that the distinct differences between duplicates and singletons in how           

their expression levels evolve (Figure 5A) is not due to systematic biases in expression              

levels. 

 

In half of cases where duplicates had shifted in expression optimum, one of the              

duplicates had a shift down in expression level. This pattern could be explained by one               

duplicate being redundant and evolving under relaxed selection pressure - i.e. on the             

path towards pseudogenization. To test this idea we analysed the difference in            

co-expression network centrality of duplicates with different expression evolution         

patterns. Our expectation was that pseudogenized genes have become decoupled from           

their ancestral liver gene regulatory network and would display decreased centrality           

compared to their duplicate counterpart under selective constraints. Indeed, using a           

co-expression network inferred from RNA-Seq data from 209 Atlantic salmon liver           

samples (Gillard et al. 2018), the duplicate with a significantly decreased expression            

level also had lower network centrality (Figure 6A).  

 

Under a model of pseudogenization we also would expect that loss of co-expression             

network centrality would hold if co-expression networks are built using tissue           

expression data. However, the analyses using RNA-seq data from 15 tissues from            

Atlantic salmon showed quite the opposite result. Duplicated genes that have evolved            

lower expression levels in liver instead become more integrated into the tissue            

co-expression network (Figure 6) and more tissue specific (Supplementary figure 3A).           

 



Visual inspection of tissue expression profiles of these genes provide a more nuanced             

picture, revealing that most genes with derived lower expression in liver show similar             

expression profiles across most tissues (Supplementary Figure 3A). This pattern is           

completely reversed for duplicates with a derived increase in expression level optimum            

in liver; as expected these are more integrated into the liver co-expression network, but              

perhaps unexpectedly, less integrated in the tissue network (Figure 6) with a broader             

tissue expression (lower tissue specificity, Supplementary figure 3B). This was          

corroborated by visual inspection of the clustered tissue expression profiles          

(Supplementary Figure 3) which suggests that that only a small minority of duplicates             

with increased expression levels have a strong tissue expression bias towards liver.            

Finally, the change in centrality is unlikely to be explained by expression levels only, as               

there was low correlation between expression level s and co-expression network          

centrality in both liver (r 2=0.053) and tissue atlas networks (r2=0.0018). 

 

Figure 6: Co-expression network analysis of gene duplicated with shifted expression. Analysis of orthogroups with               
one copy having a significant down/up shift in expression compared to the ancestral expression level (rows) in two                  
independent data sets (columns). Box plots compare the expression in liver of the two copies, one shifted (up/down) and                   
one remaining at ancestral levels (no shift). For the liver feeding trial, the average expression levels across all samples                   
were used while for the tissue atlas the expression levels in the liver sample were used. Line plots shows the distribution                     
of network centrality scores (network degree, equivalent to the number of neighbors in the network but computed in a                   
weighted network) for the copy shifted up/down and for the copy remaining at ancestral levels.  
 

Divergent expression levels between duplicated genes can evolve through changes in           

cis-regulatory elements. Tests for enrichment of transcription factor (TF) binding sites           

motifs identified 71 and 43 significantly enriched (p < 0.0001) motifs associated with             

 



evolution of lower expression and higher expression levels, respectively, following WGD           

(Supplementary tables 1 and 2, https://salmobase.org/apps/SalMotifDB/). Among the        

top enriched motifs associated with increased liver gene expression we find both            

general transcription factor TFIIIA, and more liver specific motifs such as POU3F2 and             

GFI1B. 

Functional enrichment of genes with similar expression evolution 

To assess if duplicates with a significant shift in expression were associated with             

specific functions we performed KEGG pathway and Gene Ontology (GO) term           

enrichment tests (Supplementary tables 3 and 4). Duplicates shifted down, as well as             

singletons with shifts up or down, were primarily associated with housekeeping roles            

such as ribosome- and spliceosome-associated activities and metabolic processes.         

Duplicates with a shift up in expression level were enriched in functions relevant to              

lipid- and fatty acid metabolism-related functions. Three of these genes were elongase            

genes, elovl1, elovl5 and elovl6 (Figure 7). 

 

 

Figure 7: Expression levels of three fatty acid elongation genes; elovl1, elovl5, and elovl6, with an expression                 

shift in one salmonid duplicate copy. Significance of shift is shown for p-value < 0.05 (*) and < 0.01 ( **). 

 



Discussion 

Adaptive shifts in liver gene expression following WGD  

In this paper we attempt to understand the evolutionary consequences of WGD on             

adaptive evolution of gene expression levels in liver. We use an OU-process to model              

gene expression evolution over a phylogeny, and then test two competing hypotheses:            

(1) WGD does result in a shift in expression level in a salmonid ancestor versus (2)                

there is no-shift in expression level. Although significant shifts in expression levels            

under this OU-process model is assumed to be adaptive, it is inherently difficult to              

exclude neutral evolution. Hence, in this study we have restricted our analyses to             

expression shifts that arose between the WGD and the divergence between anadromous            

salmonid species 20 million years ago. Since we are only focussing on these             

phylogenetically conserved patterns across all salmonid species we are more confident           

that we are identifying true adaptive expression evolution. However, it is also possible             

that this has biassed our results towards genes with specific functions. 

 

Our analyses of gene expression evolution following WGD in salmonids reveal that            

putative adaptive down tuning of expression levels of one or both 4R duplicates is most               

common. This pattern could be consistent with strong selection for stoichiometric           

balance for genes involved in protein-protein interactions (Freeling and Thomas 2006)           

but could also be explained by rapid pseudogenization. Our co-expression network           

analyses of 4R duplicates did indeed show that 4R duplicates evolving lower expression             

levels also lost co-expression network centrality in liver (Figure 6), which would be             

expected under a pseudogenization model. However, only 21% of these 4R down tuned             

duplicates had consistently lower gene expression across all tissues, and moreover, they            

showed increased tissue specificity and increased tissue co-expression network         

centrality compared to duplicates with conserved expression levels (Figure 6,          

Supplementary figure 3). In line with the stoichiometric balance model, we see KEGG             

and GO-term enrichments (Supplementary table 3 and 4) for translation and splicing            

processes, which typically is performed by large interacting multiprotein complexes.          

 



Another functional group highly enriched in the set of down tuned genes is genes              

associated with energy production (Supplementary table 3 and 4). This association           

could be linked to selection against oxidative stress from increased production of            

reactive oxygen species (Schoenfelder and Fox 2015). Taken together our results go            

against that pseudogenization is the major driver of evolutionary down tuning of gene             

duplicate expression levels. Instead it seems likely that strong selection on some form of              

gene product dosage balance has been important post 4R WGD for genes in liver. 

 

Putative adaptive increase in gene expression levels were rare (4%) in 4R duplicates,             

with only a few KEGG-pathways and GO-terms showing strong enrichment          

(Supplementary table 3 and 4). The most enriched KEGG-pathways and GO-terms were            

linked to lipid metabolism, specifically three genes associated to elongation of fatty            

acids (Figure 7). This result is in accordance with previous findings that 4R duplicates              

have been targets for selection on lipid metabolism related gene expression divergence            

following the divergence of the salmonid lineage (Carmona-Antoñanzas et al. 2013;           

Gillard et al. 2018). Given the highly similar function of the three elongase genes it is                

plausible that they are under regulatory control of similar TFs that regulate lipid             

metabolism (Carmona-Antoñanzas et al. 2016). However, we did not find any           

enrichment of typical lipid metabolism TFs in these fatty acid elongase promoters (data             

not shown), nor in the entire set of 4R duplicates that had evolved increased liver               

expression levels (Supplementary table 1). 

Methodological considerations 

Several methods have been proposed to study duplicate expression divergence after           

WGD, and can be divided into methods that compare duplicates based on (a) expression              

levels (´on-off´), (b) differential expression (DE), (c) correlation and (d) co-expression           

clusters (Hermansen et al. 2016). Early attempts at applying these methods to            

understand expression evolution after WGDs used data from single species, while more            

recent studies utilized outgroups without the WGD as a proxy for the ancestral             

pre-WGD expression state (Braasch et al. 2016; Lien et al. 2016; Varadharajan et al.              

2018). A general problem with all these methods have been that they lack a formal               

statistical framework to test specific hypotheses of adaptive versus neutral evolutions,           

 



and to analyse expression data from several species in a phylogenetic context (Sandve             

et al. 2018). Here we apply the Expression Variance and Evolution (EVE) model (Rohlfs              

and Nielsen 2015; Rohlfs et al. 2014) that uses the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) process to              

model expression level evolution in a phylogeny. Although the OU-process has           

previously been used to detect selection on gene expression levels (Bedford and Hartl             

2009; Kalinka et al. 2010; Perry et al. 2012; Chen et al. 2019), the application of this                 

framework to gene expression evolution after WGD present several challenges          

discussed below. 

 

Normalization becomes extremely important when comparing expression levels across         

species with and without a recent WGD (Figure 1B). However, somewhat surprisingly,            

we found that gene numbers were not the main determinant for varying expression             

distributions across species as the number of expressed genes, and the number of genes              

expressed at different levels, also varied (Figure 2A). Faced with this complex picture,             

we decided to calculate normalisation factors based on singletons, with the assumption            

that these genes will have maintained similar expression levels across species. This            

normalization procedure resulted in similar expression distributions across species         

(Figure 2E) and the resulting normalized expression values were used as the basis for              

all downstream analysis. 

 

Several factors can confound the statistical power of the EVE test, including the number              

of species used in the test and the expression level of the tested genes. When testing for                 

significant expression shifts in duplicate orthogroups, we tested each duplicate clade           

against the outgroup species separately by removing its counterpart duplicate clade           

(Figure 4). Using the same number of species in the tests allow us to perform a fair                 

comparison of the fraction of significant shifts in duplicate and singleton groups (Figure             

5). We also compared these results to the number of shifts in single outgroup species,               

but here we were unable to design a test that completely rules out differences in the                

statistical power due to different numbers of species in the contrasted groups. Also,             

tests based on single species are much more vulnerable to expression differences            

associated with experimental conditions that, despite our attempts, cannot be          

controlled completely for species separated by 200 million years of evolution.           

 



Expression levels can also affect the statistical power of our tests. Obviously, low             

expression in the pre-4R WGD ancestral state leaves little room for lowering the             

expression even further, but expression level also influence the statistical power to            

detect shifts up. Indeed, no significant shifts in either direction were observed for the              

orthogroups with ancestral expression levels in the lower quartile (Supplementary          

figure 2). However, although expression level clearly influence the statistical power of            

the EVE tests, the influence is similar for duplicate and singleton orthogroups and as              

such does not confound our conclusion that WGD spark adaptive expression evolution.  

 

The current implementation of EVE requires orthogroups to be complete with exactly            

one, or in the case of duplicate groups, two genes from each species. This greatly limits                

the number of orthogroups we could test for adaptive shifts in expression (Figure 1B).              

Indeed, grayling and Danube salmon, with especially fragmented genome assemblies,          

was excluded from this study because they would have limited the number of complete              

orthogroups even further. This stresses the importance of high quality genome           

assemblies but also highlights the need for further method development. A method that             

can handle incomplete orthogroups will be needed to extend the scope of this type of               

analysis to, simultaneously, more genes and species. Finally it would be interesting to             

apply phylogenetic methods such as EVE to study other aspects of expression evolution             

such as shifts in expression profiles across developmental gradients, stress responses or            

different tissues. It is currently an open question how such data could be encoded to fit                

the current statistical framework, however one possible approach is to test for            

stage/time/tissue specificity using e.g. the tau statistic (Supplementary figure 3). Here           

we show that expression levels in liver meet the assumptions of an OU process (Figure               

3B), however, whether this is true for other expression-derived measures remains to be             

seen. 

 

 



Methods 

Ortholog classification 

Protein sequences were obtained from thirteen species in total for ortholog detection.            

Nine species were from the teleost lineage; Danio rerio (zebrafish), Oryzias latipes            

(medaka), Gasterosteus aculeatus (three-spined stickleback), Esox lucius (Northern        

pike), including five salmonid species; Thymallus thymallus (grayling), Hucho hucho          

(Danube salmon), Salmo salar (Atlantic salmon), Salvelinus alpinus (Arctic char),          

Oncorhynchus mykiss (rainbow trout), Oncorhynchus kisutch (coho salmon). One         

non-teleost fish; Lepisosteus oculatus (Spotted gar), and two mammals; Homo sapiens           

(human) and Mus musculus (house mouse), were outgroup species for the teleosts.            

Human, mouse, zebrafish, medaka and stickleback proteins fasta files were obtained           

from ENSEMBL (release 89). Proteins were obtained from NCBI RefSeq assemblies for            

species; Atlantic salmon (GCF_000233375.1), rainbow trout (GCF_002163495.1),       

spotted gar (GCF_000242695.1), coho salmon (GCF_002021735.1), and northern pike         

(GCF_000721915.3). Grayling proteins were obtained from its genome paper         

(Varadharajan et al. 2018). Genes from all species were assigned to gene ortholog             

groups (orthogroups) based on the sequence similarity of the single longest protein per             

gene, using the Orthofinder (v0.2.8) protocol (Emms and Kelly 2015). Within each            

orthogroup, protein sequences were aligned using MAFFT (v7.130) (Katoh et al. 2002)            

and maximum likelihood trees were estimated from this alignment using FastTree           

(v2.1.8) (Price et al. 2010). 
 

We pruned complex ortholog gene trees containing duplication nodes older than the            

deepest species split by identifying monophyletic unrooted “clans” in ortholog trees that            

contained more than three salmonid/pike tips. Identification of clans and extraction of            

“clan trees” used in further analyses were done with an algorithm implemented in R              

available from github (github.com/srsand/Phylogenomics/blob/master/clanfinder.R).    

With the resulting clan orthogroups, the CDS sequence of each protein in the group was               

retrieved (NCBI/ENSEMBL) and orthogroup CDS sequence alignments and trees were          

 



generated. The clan orthogroups and their CDS trees were used in the following             

analysis. For expression analysis, species without replicated liver expression data was           

dropped from the clan orthogroups and tree tips.  

RNA-sequencing of liver tissues 

Liver tissue samples were collected for zebrafish, medaka, pike, rainbow trout, Arctic            

char, and coho salmon. Samples were taken in replicates of four, or three in the case of                 

rainbow trout. Each fish was raised under standard rearing conditions for the species.             

Total RNA was extracted from the liver samples using the RNeasy Plus Universal Kit              

(QIAGEN). Quality was determined on a 2100 Bioanalyzer using the RNA 6000 Nano Kit              

(Agilent). Concentration was determined using a Nanodrop 8000 spectrophotometer         

(Thermo Scientific). cDNA libraries were prepared using the TruSeq Stranded mRNA HT            

Sample Prep Kit (Illumina). Library mean length was determined by running on a 2100              

Bioanalyzer using the DNA 1000 Kit (Agilent) and library concentration was determined            

with the Qbit BR Kit (Thermo Scientific). Single-end sequencing of sample libraries was             

completed on an Illumina HiSeq 2500 with 100-bp reads. For Atlantic salmon, RNA-Seq             

data was obtained from a feeding trial using the samples from individuals in freshwater              

fed a marine based diet (Gillard et al. 2018). 

Generating expression data 

To generate gene expression data, RNA-Seq reads were mapped to the reference            

genomes (previously mentioned), with gene annotations, of their respective species          

using the STAR aligner with default settings (Dobin et al. 2013). RSEM (Li and Dewey               

2011) was used to generate estimated values of gene read counts and Transcripts Per              

Million reads (TPM) that are normalized for gene average transcript length and the total              

number of reads from the sample. 

Normalization, within and between species 

The TMM method for count normalization, from the R package edgeR, was used to              

generate normalization factors to normalize gene expression data (Robinson et al.           

2010). First the replicate samples from the same species were normalized between each             

 



other. Then, to account for potential expression differences between species, species           

specific normalization factors were calculated using mean expression values from only           

singleton orthogroups (single gene from each species), and replicates from each species            

were normalized by their respective species normalization factor. All expression values           

were log transformed (log2(TPM+0.01)) prior to testing for expression shifts.  

Testing for shifts in gene expression 

The EVE program (Rohlfs and Nielsen 2015) was used to test for shifts in gene               

expression levels on the salmonid gene branches for singleton and duplicate           

orthogroups. For singleton and each of the split duplicate trees, the salmonid gene             

expression was compared with the ancestral expression from pre-4R WGD outgroup           

species. The null hypothesis is that gene expression has not changed on the salmonid              

branch, while the alternative hypothesis is that expression of salmonid genes has            

diverged towards a new expression optimum after the WGD. EVE was given the             

replicated expression data for all species, and the species consensus tree produced by             

OrthoFinder. For every ortholog, a likelihood ratio test (LRT) score is calculated,            

representing the likelihood of the alternative hypothesis over the null hypothesis. LRT            

scores were compared to a Chi squared distribution with one degree of freedom and              

scores above the 95% quantile were considered to be significant. EVE reports theta             

estimates representing the expression optimum for the salmonid branch and the rest of             

the tree. The difference between salmonid theta estimate and non-salmonid theta           

estimate provided the magnitude and direction of the expression shift (details in Results             

section). 

Co-expression network analysis 

Gene expression data from a liver feeding trial (Gillard et al. 2018) and a tissue atlas                

(Lien et al. 2016) was analyzed using the Weighted correlation network analysis            

(WGCNA) -package in R (Langfelder and Horvath 2008). The soft-thresholds were          

determined using the pickSoftThreshold -function with parameters corFnc = "bicor" and          

networkType = "signed" and resulted in an R2 scale free topology model fit of 0.8 at the                 

soft-thresholding powers of 14 and 10, respectively. Modules and network connectivity           

 



were identified using the functions blockwiseModules and intramodularConnectivity with         

the aforementioned parameters. 

Data availability 

For more information on analysis methods, availability of scripts used to generate the             

results in this paper, and data availability, see our git project for this paper:              

https://gitlab.com/garethgillard/gene-regulatory-evolution-following-salmonid-whole-

genome-duplication 
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Supplementary figure 1: OU process trends for different sets of orthogroups. For the remaining sets of orthogroups                 

tested for expression shifts (singtons and duplicate A and B copies), the mean squared expression distance is plotted                  

against the evolutionary distance (sequence substitutions) for each pair of species. The points are coloured and labeled                 

based on the oldest species in the pair. 

 

 



 

Supplementary figure 2: Shifts in singletons and duplicates for different expression levels. The expression level               

groups were determined by the quartiles of the average expression of non-salmonid singletons. ‘low’: lower quartile,                

‘medium low’: between lower quartile and median, ‘medium high’: between median and upper quartile, and ‘high’: upper                 

quartile. The proportions of shifts per quartile is shown for salmonid singletons and duplicate, with the direction of the                   

shift coloured. 

 

 

Supplementary figure 3. Heatmap of the tissue expression of orthogroups with one copy having a significant down/up                 

shift in expression compared to the ancestral expression level. Differences in tissue specificity (using the tau statistic) are                  

also shown using box plots. 

 



Supplementary table 1: Transcription factor (TF) binding motifs enriched in duplicate orthogroups with one              

copy shifted up. The table shows TF motifs where the promoters ( from 1000bps upstream to 200bps downstream of                  

transcription start sites ) of shifted copies were enriched for the motif (p-value < 1x10 -4) and the copy without a shift did                     

not have enrichment for any similar motif (i.e. any motifs in the SalMotifDB motif cluster, p-value > 0.05). 

 

TF Motif DB TF cluster 
P-value 

Shift up 

P-value 

No shift 

BRN-2 TRANSFAC POU3F2 2.56E-07 0.11 

TFIIIA TRANSFAC TFIIIA 1.45E-06 0.62 

IRF1 JASPAR IRF-1 1.62E-06 0.34 

SNAP190 TRANSFAC SNAP190 3.31E-06 0.13 

GFI1B TRANSFAC GFI1B 6.88E-06 0.20 

AFP1 TRANSFAC AFP1 7.50E-06 0.08 

TRANSCRIPTION_FACTOR_MAFB 3D-footprint TRANSCRIPTION_FACTOR_MAFB 1.34E-05 0.07 

ZFP TRANSFAC ZFP 1.76E-05 0.14 

CHECKPOINT_SUPPRESSOR_HOMOLOGU

E 
TRANSFAC 

CHECKPOINT_SUPPRESSOR_HOMOLOGU

E 
8.83E-05 0.15 

ZNF652 TRANSFAC ZNF652 9.65E-05 0.13 

NR2E3 JASPAR NR2E3 1.14E-04 0.17 

ZNF774 TRANSFAC ZNF774 1.26E-04 0.21 

BAB1 DrosophilaTF BAB1 1.35E-04 0.33 

ZNF69 TRANSFAC ZNF69 1.94E-04 0.37 

MAB-3 TRANSFAC MAB-3 1.95E-04 0.11 

HOMEOBOX_PROTEIN_MEIS1 3D-footprint FOXL1 2.11E-04 0.56 

IRF4 
HUMAN.H10MO.

C 
BCL11A 2.48E-04 0.12 

THRA HumanTF THRA 2.67E-04 0.14 

ZNF236 TRANSFAC ZNF236 3.16E-04 0.09 

FORKHEAD_BOX_PROTEIN_O1 3D-footprint FORKHEAD_BOX_PROTEIN_O1 3.27E-04 0.07 

ZNF621 TRANSFAC ZNF621 3.58E-04 0.28 

E2F1_ELK1 HumanTF2 E2F1_ELK1 3.58E-04 0.28 

FIZ1 TRANSFAC FIZ1 3.73E-04 0.17 

ZFP14 TRANSFAC FORKHEAD_BOX_PROTEIN_M1 3.83E-04 0.12 

ZNF878 TRANSFAC ZNF878 3.90E-04 0.06 

EVI-1 TRANSFAC EVI-1 3.99E-04 0.10 

ZNF655_E327G_R1 UniPROBE ZNF655_REF_R2 4.01E-04 0.19 

ZFX CISBP ZFP711 5.11E-04 0.06 

CTCFL TRANSFAC CTCFL 5.17E-04 0.08 

ZNF302 TRANSFAC ZNF181 5.23E-04 0.30 

GLIS2 TRANSFAC GLIH1 5.33E-04 0.12 

ENSTRUG00000003586 CISBP GCM2 5.46E-04 0.14 

HOXA3 CISBP HOXA3 5.90E-04 0.23 

CBF_(CORE_BINDING_FACTOR) TRANSFAC RUNX2 5.91E-04 0.21 

ZBTB45 HT-SELEX2 DPF1 7.45E-04 0.12 

CG4854 FlyZincFinger CG4854 7.68E-04 0.05 

RFX3 TRANSFAC RFX3 7.70E-04 0.38 

OCT-1 TRANSFAC POU2F2 7.71E-04 0.09 

CG14860 TRANSFAC CG14860 7.84E-04 0.99 

HOXB2_PITX1 HumanTF2 HOXB2_PITX1 8.62E-04 0.26 

FOXN4 TRANSFAC FOXN4 8.93E-04 0.19 

GCM1_FOXO1 HumanTF2 GCM1_FOXI1 9.05E-04 0.06 

ZNF197 TRANSFAC ZNF197 9.89E-04 0.11 

 

 

 



Supplementary table 2: Transcription factor (TF) binding motifs enriched in duplicate orthogroups with one              

copy shifted down. The table shows TF motifs where the promoters ( from 1000bps upstream to 200bps downstream of                  

transcription start sites) of shifted copies were enriched for the motif (p-value < 1x10 -4) and the copy without a shift did                     

not have enrichment for any similar motif (i.e. any motifs in the SalMotifDB motif cluster, p-value > 0.05). 

 

TF Motif DB TF cluster 

P-value  

Shift down 

P-value 

 No shift 

ZFP553 TRANSFAC ZFP553 9.66E-07 0.20 

NFIL3 CISBP NFIL3 1.08E-06 0.46 

ZNF169 TRANSFAC ZNF169 4.77E-06 0.36 

ZNF160 TRANSFAC ZNF160 5.08E-06 0.40 

CUX1_PITX1 HumanTF2 CUX1_PITX1 5.35E-06 0.36 

ZNF497 TRANSFAC ZNF497 8.69E-06 0.25 

FORKHEAD_BOX_PROTEIN_O1 3D-footprint FORKHEAD_BOX_PROTEIN_O1 1.08E-05 0.26 

CHECKPOINT_SUPPRESSOR_HOMOLOG

UE 

TRANSFAC CHECKPOINT_SUPPRESSOR_HOMOL

OGUE 

1.49E-05 0.10 

CT53 TRANSFAC CT53 1.65E-05 0.09 

ZBTB38 TRANSFAC ZBTB38 2.09E-05 0.23 

ZNF325 TRANSFAC ZNF325 2.48E-05 0.29 

ZNF540 TRANSFAC ZNF540 3.54E-05 0.14 

GCM TRANSFAC GCM 3.60E-05 0.07 

TEAD4_CEBPB HumanTF2 TEAD4_CEBPB 4.08E-05 0.24 

ZNF845 TRANSFAC ZNF845 5.97E-05 0.18 

ZNF157 TRANSFAC ZNF157 6.07E-05 0.24 

HOXB13_TBX3 HumanTF2 HOXB13_TBX3 7.43E-05 0.07 

ZNF37A TRANSFAC ZNF37A 7.88E-05 0.27 

PSF TRANSFAC PSF 8.52E-05 0.10 

ZNF846 TRANSFAC ZNF846 9.12E-05 0.09 

NHR-1 CISBP NHR-1 1.04E-04 0.13 

ZNF425 TRANSFAC ZNF425 1.25E-04 0.06 

SIGNAL_TRANSDUCER_AND_ACTIVATO

R_OF_TRANSCRIPTION_1 

3D-footprint SIGNAL_TRANSDUCER_AND_ACTIVA

TOR_OF_TRANSCRIPTION_1 

1.26E-04 0.33 

ZFX TRANSFAC ZFY 1.27E-04 0.47 

CG3919 CISBP CG3919 1.34E-04 0.68 

CG1856 FlyZincFinger CG1856 1.45E-04 0.19 

C/EBP TRANSFAC C/EBP 1.63E-04 0.08 

E2F-4 TRANSFAC E2F4 1.66E-04 0.18 

ZNF713 TRANSFAC ZNF713 1.85E-04 0.38 

CG33557 CISBP CG33557 1.94E-04 0.09 

ZNF228 TRANSFAC ZNF228 2.03E-04 0.16 

ZNF514 TRANSFAC ZNF514 2.16E-04 0.07 

ZNF26 TRANSFAC ZNF26 2.34E-04 0.14 

CG12155 CISBP CG12155 2.43E-04 0.14 

HES7 TRANSFAC HES7 2.81E-04 0.83 

PEG3 TRANSFAC PEG3 2.85E-04 0.60 

ZNF324 TRANSFAC ZNF324 2.86E-04 0.23 

ZBTB11 TRANSFAC ZNF257 2.92E-04 0.07 

ELK1 HumanTF ELK1 2.98E-04 0.06 

ZNF426 TRANSFAC ZNF426 3.11E-04 0.41 

ETV2_ONECUT2 HumanTF2 ETV2_ONECUT2 3.37E-04 0.17 

GATA-1 TRANSFAC GATA-1 3.38E-04 0.98 

SPDEF HumanTF SPDEF 3.44E-04 0.07 

KLF4 JASPAR KLF4 3.64E-04 0.17 

T27F2.4 CISBP T27F2.4 3.70E-04 0.21 

STAF TRANSFAC STAF 4.00E-04 0.09 

 



TBX1 HumanTF TBX1 4.04E-04 0.06 

SCRT2 TRANSFAC SCRT2 4.30E-04 0.18 

KLF1_R328H_R2 UniPROBE KLF1_R328H_R2 4.46E-04 0.07 

ZNF816A TRANSFAC ZNF816A 4.63E-04 0.05 

ZNF560 TRANSFAC ZNF560 4.83E-04 0.56 

SNPC-4 JASPAR SNPC-4 4.90E-04 0.05 

ZFP1 SMILE-seq ZFP1 5.45E-04 0.10 

EGR2_REF_R1 UniPROBE EGR2_REF_R1 5.84E-04 0.29 

MAX TRANSFAC MAX 5.84E-04 0.43 

ZNF668 TRANSFAC ZFP668 5.86E-04 0.31 

PRRXL1 TRANSFAC OTX1 5.95E-04 0.10 

ZNF132 TRANSFAC ZNF132 5.97E-04 0.77 

EVE DrosophilaTF EVE 6.53E-04 0.34 

CEBPG_ELF1 HumanTF2 CEBPG_ELF1 7.39E-04 0.05 

ZNF716 TRANSFAC ZNF716 7.58E-04 0.06 

ZNF41 TRANSFAC ZNF41 8.06E-04 0.07 

ZFP64 TRANSFAC ZFP64 8.08E-04 0.14 

ZNF579 TRANSFAC ZNF579 8.31E-04 0.26 

GCM1_MAX HumanTF2 GCM1_MAX 8.49E-04 0.14 

SMC-3 TRANSFAC SMC-3 8.52E-04 0.16 

DLIP3 TRANSFAC DLIP3 8.60E-04 0.32 

B0310.2 CISBP B0310.2 8.93E-04 0.46 

POU6F1 TRANSFAC POU6F1 9.55E-04 0.19 

VITAMIN_D3_RECEPTOR 3D-footprint VITAMIN_D3_RECEPTOR 9.56E-04 0.25 

FOXP3 TRANSFAC FOXP3 9.99E-04 0.20 

 

 

Supplementary table 3: KEGG pathway enrichment in shifted genes. Genes were divided into groups according to                

whether they come from singleton and duplicate orthogroups and whether they were shifted up or down in expression                  

level. For significantly enriched KEGG pathways, the total number of genes belonging to this pathway (Total), the                 

number of these that had a shift in expression (Shifted) and the corresponding p-value (P-value) is shown. 
 

Ortholog Shift direction KEGG Pathway Total Shifted P-value 

Singletons Shift up Ubiquinone and other terpenoid-quinone   
biosynthesis 

3 3 8.48E-04 

Selenocompound metabolism 5 3 7.33E-03 
RIG-I-like receptor signaling pathway 8 3 3.31E-02 
Spliceosome 14 4 3.71E-02 
Necroptosis 15 4 4.69E-02 
One carbon pool by folate 4 2 4.74E-02 
Non-homologous end-joining 4 2 4.74E-02 

Shift down RNA degradation 20 5 4.15E-03 
Salmonella infection 5 2 2.83E-02 
Ribosome 23 4 3.73E-02 
Lysosome 24 4 4.28E-02 

Duplicates Shift up Biosynthesis of unsaturated fatty acids 4 4 2.75E-06 
Fatty acid elongation 6 4 3.87E-05 
Fatty acid metabolism 9 4 2.95E-04 
Glycine, serine and threonine metabolism 5 2 1.55E-02 
Nucleotide excision repair 7 2 3.09E-02 
Glutathione metabolism 8 2 4.01E-02 
DNA replication 8 2 4.01E-02 
Neomycin, kanamycin and gentamicin   
biosynthesis 

1 1 4.12E-02 

Shift down Ribosome 20 18 1.26E-10 
Oxidative phosphorylation 22 17 4.18E-08 
Protein processing in endoplasmic reticulum 42 21 4.73E-05 
mRNA surveillance pathway 21 13 8.02E-05 
Protein export 9 7 5.45E-04 
RNA transport 37 17 8.83E-04 

 



Spliceosome 28 14 8.95E-04 
Metabolic pathways 202 62 1.47E-03 
RNA degradation 17 9 4.72E-03 
Phagosome 17 9 4.72E-03 
Regulation of actin cytoskeleton 30 13 6.59E-03 
Mitophagy - animal 18 9 7.64E-03 
Herpes simplex virus 1 infection 28 12 9.92E-03 
NOD-like receptor signaling pathway 26 11 1.49E-02 
Arginine and proline metabolism 8 5 1.51E-02 
Terpenoid backbone biosynthesis 6 4 2.31E-02 
Ribosome biogenesis in eukaryotes 15 7 2.83E-02 
Lysosome 22 9 3.38E-02 
Aminoacyl-tRNA biosynthesis 4 3 3.47E-02 
Inositol phosphate metabolism 16 7 4.11E-02 
Propanoate metabolism 7 4 4.47E-02 
SNARE interactions in vesicular transport 7 4 4.47E-02 
Phosphonate and phosphinate metabolism 2 2 4.76E-02  

 

 

Supplementary table 4: Gene Ontology (GO) term enrichment in shifted genes. Genes were divided into groups                

according to whether they come from singleton and duplicate orthogroups and whether they are shifted up or down in                   

expression level. For each group, the top 20 most significantly enriched terms with more than two total genes are shown.                    

For significantly enriched GO terms, the total number of genes with this term (Total), the number of these that had a shift                      

in expression (Shifted) and the corresponding p-value (P-value) is shown. 

 

Ortholog Shift direction GO ID GO description Total Shifted P-value 

Singletons Shift up GO:0008152 metabolic process 885 110 1.11E-03 
GO:0071704 organic substance metabolic process 807 100 3.03E-03 
GO:0044237 cellular metabolic process 759 94 4.88E-03 
GO:0051186 cofactor metabolic process 29 8 6.31E-03 
GO:0006732 coenzyme metabolic process 18 6 6.54E-03 
GO:0044238 primary metabolic process 756 92 1.01E-02 
GO:0006743 ubiquinone metabolic process 2 2 1.02E-02 
GO:0006744 ubiquinone biosynthetic process 2 2 1.02E-02 
GO:0098781 ncRNA transcription 2 2 1.02E-02 
GO:1901661 quinone metabolic process 2 2 1.02E-02 
GO:1901663 quinone biosynthetic process 2 2 1.02E-02 
GO:0006733 oxidoreduction coenzyme metabolic process 10 4 1.31E-02 
GO:0043170 macromolecule metabolic process 603 75 1.47E-02 
GO:0006807 nitrogen compound metabolic process 690 84 1.58E-02 
GO:1901576 organic substance biosynthetic process 298 41 1.78E-02 
GO:0044249 cellular biosynthetic process 283 39 2.03E-02 
GO:0009058 biosynthetic process 302 41 2.20E-02 
GO:0000082 G1/S transition of mitotic cell cycle 17 5 2.27E-02 
GO:0044843 cell cycle G1/S phase transition 17 5 2.27E-02 
GO:0000723 telomere maintenance 7 3 2.63E-02 

Shift down GO:0034641 cellular nitrogen compound metabolic process 484 42 1.45E-03 
GO:0071704 organic substance metabolic process 807 60 4.73E-03 
GO:0006094 gluconeogenesis 7 3 5.50E-03 
GO:0019319 hexose biosynthetic process 7 3 5.50E-03 
GO:0046364 monosaccharide biosynthetic process 7 3 5.50E-03 
GO:0070838 divalent metal ion transport 7 3 5.50E-03 
GO:0008152 metabolic process 885 64 6.39E-03 
GO:0006139 nucleobase-containing compound metabolic 

process 
413 35 6.72E-03 

GO:0044085 cellular component biogenesis 96 12 7.51E-03 
GO:0072511 divalent inorganic cation transport 8 3 8.44E-03 
GO:0006807 nitrogen compound metabolic process 690 52 8.50E-03 
GO:0001675 acrosome assembly 3 2 9.51E-03 
GO:0006206 pyrimidine nucleobase metabolic process 3 2 9.51E-03 

 



GO:0006382 adenosine to inosine editing 3 2 9.51E-03 
GO:0010927 cellular component assembly involved in 

morphogenesis 
3 2 9.51E-03 

GO:0016553 base conversion or substitution editing 3 2 9.51E-03 
GO:0033363 secretory granule organization 3 2 9.51E-03 
GO:0006725 cellular aromatic compound metabolic process 423 35 9.98E-03 
GO:0046483 heterocycle metabolic process 424 35 1.04E-02 
GO:0022607 cellular component assembly 54 8 1.06E-02 

Duplicates Shift up GO:0006633 fatty acid biosynthetic process 4 3 2.47E-04 
GO:0051186 cofactor metabolic process 12 4 9.61E-04 
GO:0019367 fatty acid elongation, saturated fatty acid 2 2 1.61E-03 
GO:0030497 fatty acid elongation 2 2 1.61E-03 
GO:0072330 monocarboxylic acid biosynthetic process 7 3 1.98E-03 
GO:0006631 fatty acid metabolic process 16 4 3.12E-03 
GO:0045786 negative regulation of cell cycle 26 5 3.23E-03 
GO:0008610 lipid biosynthetic process 18 4 4.93E-03 
GO:0016053 organic acid biosynthetic process 10 3 6.21E-03 
GO:0046394 carboxylic acid biosynthetic process 10 3 6.21E-03 
GO:0051188 cofactor biosynthetic process 4 2 9.16E-03 
GO:0051726 regulation of cell cycle 33 5 9.32E-03 
GO:0000075 cell cycle checkpoint 22 4 1.04E-02 
GO:0044255 cellular lipid metabolic process 48 6 1.15E-02 
GO:0032787 monocarboxylic acid metabolic process 23 4 1.22E-02 
GO:0001558 regulation of cell growth 15 3 2.03E-02 
GO:0040008 regulation of growth 15 3 2.03E-02 
GO:0051656 establishment of organelle localization 15 3 2.03E-02 
GO:0006629 lipid metabolic process 57 6 2.54E-02 
GO:0006082 organic acid metabolic process 45 5 3.28E-02 

Shift down GO:0016071 mRNA metabolic process 88 40 4.77E-07 
GO:0006412 translation 27 17 4.50E-06 
GO:0006413 translational initiation 8 8 5.09E-06 
GO:0043043 peptide biosynthetic process 28 17 9.16E-06 
GO:0009057 macromolecule catabolic process 50 25 9.22E-06 
GO:0045333 cellular respiration 14 11 9.68E-06 
GO:0044265 cellular macromolecule catabolic process 46 23 2.12E-05 
GO:0006518 peptide metabolic process 32 18 2.18E-05 
GO:0006120 mitochondrial electron transport, NADH to 

ubiquinone 
7 7 2.35E-05 

GO:0006119 oxidative phosphorylation 11 9 3.93E-05 
GO:0022900 electron transport chain 11 9 3.93E-05 
GO:0022904 respiratory electron transport chain 11 9 3.93E-05 
GO:0008380 RNA splicing 51 24 5.06E-05 
GO:0034622 cellular protein-containing complex assembly 34 18 6.51E-05 
GO:0000375 RNA splicing, via transesterification reactions 50 23 1.13E-04 
GO:0000184 nuclear-transcribed mRNA catabolic process, 

nonsense-mediated decay 
19 12 1.19E-04 

GO:0042773 ATP synthesis coupled electron transport 10 8 1.49E-04 
GO:0042775 mitochondrial ATP synthesis coupled electron 

transport 
10 8 1.49E-04 

GO:0006397 mRNA processing 54 24 1.57E-04 
GO:0065003 protein-containing complex assembly 36 18 1.71E-04 
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